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Noch ist das Werk Noch ist das Werk 
unvollendet, doch man unvollendet, doch man 
kann bereits einen kann bereits einen 
flauschigen Kopf mit flauschigen Kopf mit 
spitzen Ohren erahnen spitzen Ohren erahnen 

In die Tuftingpistole In die Tuftingpistole 
lassen sich mehrere lassen sich mehrere 
Wollfäden gleich- Wollfäden gleich- 
zeitig einfädeln. Die zeitig einfädeln. Die 
Druckluft kommt  Druckluft kommt  
über einen Schlauchüber einen Schlauch
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Aus Wolle und Ton kreiert Caroline Achaintre hybride 
Wesen zwischen Tier und Ding. Die farbgewaltigen 
Schreckgestalten der Londoner Künstlerin beschwören 
Urängste herauf und ziehen uns trotzdem in ihren Bann 

T E X T :  S A N D R A  D A N I C K E ,  F O T O S :  P E T E R  G U E N Z E L

Faszination
des Grauens
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Ente im Profil? 
Extravaganter 
Wannenvorleger? 
Weder noch!
LOUIS Q, 2020,  
236 X 160 CM

Eine Kreuzung zwi- 
schen Clown und 
Bulldogge? Humor  
ist ein wichtiges 
Element
BRUNCO, 2019,  
235 X 200 CM

Pareidolie  
nennen Wissen-
schaftler die 
Neigung des 
menschlichen 
Gehirns, in  
unbelebten  
Objekten  
Gesichter zu  
erkennen 

4!
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B
estie oder Badewannenvorle-
ger? Fledermaus oder Fratze? 
Man steht davor und kann es 
nicht fassen. Nicht nur, weil 
die Arbeiten von Caroline 
Achaintre niemals eindeutig 

dechi!rierbar sind, auch weil sie bisweilen 
daherkommen wie ein Schlag ins Gesicht. 
Schrill, schauderha" und doch – auf eigen-
willige Weise – schön. Man fühlt sich von ih-
nen angezogen, von ihrer Weichheit, ihren 
schrägen Farben, ihren bizarren Formen und 
im selben Moment wieder abgestoßen, weil 
die Weichheit zwar warm und kuschelig, zu-
gleich aber auch ein wenig räudig anmutet, 
die Farbzusammenstellung bisweilen so  
disharmonisch wirkt, dass es in den Augen 
schmerzt. Fakt ist: Man kann kaum weggu-
cken. Vor allem, weil man den Eindruck hat, 
dass es sich um Wesen handelt, um hybride 

Kreaturen, die uns mit ihrer Widerborstigkeit, 
ihrer scheinbaren Unzulänglichkeit bewegen. 
Das liegt, unter anderem, daran, dass die 
Künstlerin ihre Wollteppiche – oder sollte 
man besser von Reliefs sprechen? – an die 
Wand (gelegentlich auch mitten in den Raum) 
hängt und ihnen auf diese Weise den Charak-
ter eines Gegenübers verleiht. In zahlreichen 
Fällen meint man, Gesichter zu sehen. Oder 
auch mal: drei Gesichter an einem ge#ügel-
ten Rumpf. Was nicht heißen soll, dass es sich 
dabei zwangsläu$g um die Kombination von 
Augen, Nase, Mund handelt. Manchmal sind 
es bloß zwei runde Aussparungen, die einem 
#auschigen Teppich in fadem Erbsensuppen-
grün eine Seele einhauchen, genauso, wie wir 
im Alltag manchmal kurz aufmerken, weil 
wir im Cappuccino-Schaum ein Augenpaar 
zu erkennen meinen oder uns aus den Aus-
buchtungen einer Paprika eine mysteriöse 
Gestalt entgegenzublicken scheint. Die Nei-
gung des menschlichen Gehirns, in unbeleb-

ten Objekten Gesichter zu erkennen, wird in 
der Wissenschaft Pareidolie genannt. Von 
hier aus führt eine direkte Verbindung in 
unser Unterbewusstsein – eine surreale Ver-
knüpfung, die uns in manchen Fällen das 
Gruseln lehrt. Ist da jemand? Umso über-
raschender ist es, dass die Bildhauerin ihre 
Woll werke gleichsam blind erstellt. Mit einer 
Tu"ingpistole in den Händen – einem Werk-
zeug, das an eine Bohrmaschine erinnert – 
steht sie in ihrem Atelier im Ostlondoner 
Stadtteil Homerton hinter einer großen Lein-
wand und schießt – taktaktaktaktaktak – 
Woll%äden durch den Sto!. Tu"en (vom eng-
lischen Wort tufting) ist eine Technik, die 
normalerweise zur Herstellung von Teppich-
böden, Kunstrasen oder der Innenverklei-
dung teurer Autos eingesetzt wird. Mithilfe 
der Pistole, die an einen industriellen Druck-
lu"kompressor angeschlossen ist, werden 
gleichzeitig mehrere einge%ädelte Woll%äden 
durch einen aufgespannten Sto! gejagt, wo 
sie ein U bilden, dessen zwei Enden an der 
Vorderseite herausragen. Ein rotierendes 
Messer schneidet die Wolle ab, die Fadenlän-
ge lässt sich mithilfe einer Reihe von Aufsät-
zen bestimmen. Durch gleichmäßig kurze 
 Fäden entsteht eine samtige Fläche, doch 
Achaintre mag es lang, unregelmäßig und 
wuschelig, weshalb sie seit einer Weile auch 

Mohair in ihren Tapisserien verwendet, so-
dass die Ober#ächen mal wie verstrubbeltes, 
mal wie ver$lztes Fell aussehen. 

Linie für Linie lässt die Künstlerin fransi-
ge Bildwerke entstehen, deren grobe Züge auf 
der Rückseite lediglich durch Umrisslinien 
angedeutet sind. Steht man derweil auf der 
anderen, der Vorderseite, kann es einem so 
vor kommen, als fräßen sich die Unmengen 
von Wollknäulen, die Achaintre nach Farben 
sortiert im Regal stapelt, mit unbändiger Ener-
gie durch den Sto! und formierten sich nach 
ihrem eigenen Willen zum Bild. Der Künstle-
rin ist es nur recht, dass sie das Ergebnis nicht 
exakt kontrollieren kann. Deshalb %ährt sie 
mit ihrer Pistole auch nicht erst die Konturen 
entlang, um anschließend das Innere zu fül-
len, sondern bearbeitet die Leinwand von 
unten nach oben, dann mal rechts, mal links, 
als füge sie mit einem Pinsel mal hier, mal da 
einen Farbklecks hinzu. Anders käme es ihr 
vor, als male sie eine Vorlage aus, erzählt sie. 

Expressivität und Spontaneität sei en ihr wich-
tig. »Ich will beobachten, was im Prozess pas-
siert, und das mit an Bord nehmen.«

Um den Entstehungsprozess im Auge zu 
behalten, muss Achaintre von der Leiter stei-
gen, die Tu"pistole ablegen und um den Rah-
men, in den die Leinwand gespannt ist, her-
umgehen. Dann wieder nach hinten laufen 
und aus der Erinnerung weiterarbeiten. Dass 
die Farbgrenzen durch die Länge der heraus-
hängenden Woll%äden verunklärt werden, als 
laufe zähe Farbe in Schlieren nach unten, 
liegt in der Natur des Materials und macht 
das Ergebnis auch für Achaintre immer wie-
der überraschend. Anders als beim Malen 
kann sie ihre Wolllinien ja nur neben-, nicht 
übereinander, anordnen. Technische Perfek-
tion interessiert die Künstlerin allerdings 
weit weniger als das Spannungsfeld zwischen 
Figürlichem und Abstraktem, zwischen un-
belebter und belebter Materie. So entsteht 
eine Unschärfe, die sich nicht nur auf Kon- 
turen innerhalb und außerhalb des Werks, 
sondern auch auf dessen Interpretation er-
streckt: Vertraut Erscheinendes mischt sich 
mit Monströsem, und wie bei einem Rohr-
schachtest sieht jeder darin etwas anderes. Ist 
ein Werk vollendet, wird es auf der Rückseite 
mit einer Schicht Latex $xiert.

Achaintre, die 1969 als Tochter einer deut-
schen Mutter und eines französischen Vaters 
in Toulouse geboren wurde, in Fürth auf-
wuchs und seit vielen Jahren in London lebt, 
kam erst relativ spät zur Kunst. Zunächst ab-
solvierte sie eine Ausbildung zur Kunst-

Eine hohle Form, die in sich  
zusammengesackt ist: Achaintres 

Tonfiguren sind aus Paperclay gefertigt
MONMEC, 2017, 30 X 30 X 27 CM

Als fräßen sich Unmengen von Woll-
knäueln durch den Sto! und formierten 
sich nach ihrem eigenen Willen zum Bild  
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Die Künstlerin schießt Die Künstlerin schießt 
Wollfäden, seit einer Weile Wollfäden, seit einer Weile 
auch Mohair, durch die auch Mohair, durch die 
Rückseite der Leinwand.  Rückseite der Leinwand.  
Um den Effekt zu sehen, Um den Effekt zu sehen, 
muss sie erst von der  muss sie erst von der  
Leiter steigen und um das Leiter steigen und um das 
Werk herumgehenWerk herumgehen
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Einer denkt vielleicht 
an einen blauen Qua- 
dratschädel mit vollen 
roten Lippen, ein 
anderer fühlt sich an 
eine Klofußumpusche-
lung erinnert 
A. D. O., 2017, 310 X  190 CM

Räudiges Fell und zwei 
Aussparungen, die 
unweigerlich als Augen 
interpretiert werden
CRUIZER, 2019,  
256 X 220 CM

Nach einer  
Theorie Sigmund 
Freuds lauert  
das Unheimliche  
im Gewohnten,  
Alltäglichen
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1 2

3 4

5 6

 [1] Ein Blick auf die Pinnwand,  
mit keltischen Tierornamenten 

und einem geflügelten  
Architekturrelief [2] Wolle in  

allen Farbschattierungen  
[3] Arbeitsecke mit Nähmaschi-
ne und Kochplatte [4] Achaintre 

vor ihrem noch unfertigen  
Werk [5] Tuftpistolenaufsätze 

zur Regulierung der Fadenlänge  
[6] Fashionmodel neben 

präkolumbianischem Greifvogel
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schmiedin, spielte Schlagzeug in diversen 
Punkbands, reiste durch die Welt. Später stu-
dierte sie Metall-Bildhauerei an der !"#$ 
$%&!%'(&)*+&%) in Halle (wo sie inzwischen 
als Professorin für Textile Kunst lehrt), an-
schließend am '(&,*&- '.,,&$& ./ -#+ und 
an der $.,0*1%+(* ")%2&#*%+3 in London. 
Damals beschä4igte sie sich mit einer Theo-
rie Sigmund Freuds, nach der das Unheimli-
che im Gewohnten, Alltäglichen lauert – und 
fand im Tu4en die perfekte Technik zur Um-
setzung dieser Vorstellung. Was ist schließ-
lich gewohnter und heimeliger als Wolle? Ein 
Material, das so harmlos und bieder anmutet 
wie sonst vielleicht allenfalls gebrannter Ton. 
Womit wir beim zweiten Material sind, das 
Achaintre durch ihre Bearbeitung an seine 
Grenzen treibt. Diesmal an die Grenzen der 
Schwerkra4, denn die Künstlerin dreht das 
Material nicht auf einer Scheibe. Sie knetet es 

nicht, um aus einem amorphen Klumpen Fi-
guren zu formen – Achaintre behandelt Ton 
ähnlich wie Papier: Sie nimmt 5ache Platten 
aus mit Papierbrei versetztem Paperclay, 
presst ihnen tierhautähnliche Ober5ächen 
auf, faltet, rollt und schiebt sie zu geisterhaf-
ten Hohlformen zusammen, die durch die 
Erdanziehung o4 ein wenig in sich zusam-
mensacken, bevor sie gebrannt und glasiert 
werden. »Ich wollte immer Bildhauerin sein, 
komme aber nie von der Wand weg«, erklärt 
Achaintre. »Ich mag es einfach, Objekte aus 
einem 5ächigen Material zu scha6en.« Der 
physische Prozess, der ihr bereits am Schmie-
den ge7el, spielt auch beim Arbeiten mit Wol-
le und Ton eine wichtige Rolle. Es ist vermut-
lich kein Zufall, dass Achaintre diese Techni-
ken in England entdeckt und weiterentwi-
ckelt hat, einem Land, in dem durch die um 
1850 entstandene Arts-and-Cra4-Bewegung 
die Grenzen zwischen angewandter und bil-
dender Kunst schon immer etwas 5ießender 

waren als im Rest Europas. In Deutschland 
war die Künstlerin, deren Werke in zahlrei-
chen namha4en Sammlungen, etwa im Pari-
ser '&)+#& 8.18%0." oder in der Londoner 
+-+&, vertreten sind, bisher vergleichsweise 
selten zu sehen. Das ändert sich langsam, in 
diesen Tagen erö6nen zeitgleich etwa eine 
Schau im )&"&) 1"*&"1 )9#)!&#$ und im 
1"*&"1 ,.+(-# /%*'(&# in Neumarkt.  

Dass ihre Objekte in der Regel diverse  
Assoziationen gleichzeitig auslösen und da-
bei nicht selten voller Humor stecken, liegt 
an der Vielzahl ihrer – o4 disparat anmuten-
den – Ein5üsse: Horror- und Science-Fiction-
Filme, die Cover von Heavy-Metal-Bands wie 
Iron Maiden oder Slipknot, Skaterhe4e, prä-
kolumbianische Volkskunst, traditionelle 
Karnevals-Out7ts, Primitivismus. 

Z
u Beginn ihrer künstlerischen Lauf-
bahn sei sie stark vom deutschen Ex-
pressionismus beein5usst worden, 
vor allem die Holzschnitte von Emil 

Nolde hätten sie durch die pure Art der Dar-
stellung von Emotionen beeindruckt, erzählt 
die Bildhauerin. Während jene Künstler in 
fernen Ländern nach exotischen, »primiti-
ven« Motiven suchten, um ihre Bildwelten zu 
beleben, geht es Achaintre eher darum, zu 
zeigen, wie das Exotische abgebildet und aus-

gestellt wird. Etwa in ethnologischen Samm-
lungen, wo durch die Präsentation »urtüm- 
licher« Masken und Attribute in europäi-
schen Displays ein unfreiwilliger Clash der 
Kulturen entsteht. Ein ähnliches Aufeinan-
derprallen gegensätzlicher Welten entdeckt  
Achaintre auch in Science-Fiction- 
Filmen, wenn, wie sie sagt, »das  
Futuristische ganz abgewetzt dar- 
gestellt wird«, also beispielsweise 
in einer apokalyptischen Zukun4 
»Menschen Pullover mit Laufma-
schen anhaben, um das Archai-
sche darzustellen«.

An ihren Pinnwänden ver-
sammelt und kombiniert Achain-
tre vielseitige Bildwelten als  
Inspiration: eine Schablone, die  
vorführt, wie man mit Händen 
Schattentiere erscheinen lässt, 
ein Laufstegmodel, das einen rie-
sigen Pelzhelm auf dem Kopf 

trägt, keltische Tierornamente, ge:lügelte 
Architekturdekorationen. Ein starker Ein5uss 
komme auch aus dem mitteleuropäischen 
Karneval, erzählt die Künstlerin, die sich ger-
ne in Basel oder Luzern unter die Narren 
mischt, um zu beoabchten, wie hinter abstru-
sen Masken Menschen ein zweites geheimes 
Ich ausleben. »Ich glaube fest daran, dass je-
der von uns mehr als eine Persona hat, ohne 
schizophren zu sein.«

Die Titel ihrer Werke, die manchmal eine 
Lesrichtung vorschlagen, etwa Bat 8 (Bat für 
Fledermaus und 8 für die acht Arme eines 
Oktopusses), manchmal vollkommen kryp-
tisch sind wie A. D. O., lässt Caroline Achain-
tre sich immer erst ganz zum Schluss einfal-
len, dann, wenn nach etwa einem Monat ein 
Wuschelwesen zu Ende getu4et wurde und 
seinen vollen Charakter entfaltet hat. Die Bes-

tie, die derzeit aus petrol- und ro-
safarbener Wolle in Achaintres 
Atelier an der Wand Strubbel- 
linie für Strubbellinie zum Le- 
ben erwacht, ist noch namenlos, 
doch ihre Energie, ihre Anzie-
hungskra4 sind bereits deutlich 
spürbar. Demnächst zieht die 
Künstlerin in ein größeres Ate-
lier um, in dem neben dem Tu4-
Equipment auch ein Brennofen 
Platz haben wird, also zahlreiche 
Wesen einander beim Werden 
zuschauen können und sich ver-
mutlich gegenseitig auf geheim-
nisvolle Weise inspirieren. //

AUSSTELLUNGEN
Die Ausstellung 
»Doppelgänger« ist 
vom !". Februar bis 
zum !!. Juni "#"$  
im Museum Lothar 
Fischer in Neumarkt 
zu sehen. Parallel 
dazu hat das Neue 
Museum Nürnberg 
einen Caroline- 
Achaintre-Raum 
mit aktuellen Wer-
ken eingerichtet.

Was wirkt wie eine erschöpfte 
Krokodillederhandtasche, in die der 

Teufel gefahren ist, ist in Wirklichkeit 
eine Skulptur aus Keramik

BOLBE, 2019, 34 X 25 X 25 CM

Science-Fiction-Filme, Heavy-Metal- 
Alben, präkolumbianische Volkskunst – 
die Inspirationen kommen von überall
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2011/2021 : 10 ans d’aides  
à la production
Le Quotidien de l’Art dresse en %& publications un bilan des '(% aides à la production distribuées par 
l’institution. Dans ce numéro, gros plan sur des lauréats )&%* : Caroline Achaintre et+Simon Nicaise.
 

PAR FRANÇOIS SALMERON

Caroline Achaintre
Mascarades
Avant d’étudier aux ateliers textiles du Chelsea College 
of Art and Design et du Goldsmiths College de Londres, 
où elle vit et enseigne aujourd’hui, Caroline Achaintre 
(née en 1969) a débuté son apprentissage chez un 
forgeron à Halle, en Allemagne, où elle a grandi. L’artiste 
cherche depuis à revaloriser des pratiques dépréciées 
par l’histoire de l’art, telles que la tapisserie et la 
céramique, dites « féminines » ou a!liées aux « arts 
appliqués ». Son œuvre fait ainsi preuve d’un éclectisme 
étonnant : elle s’inscrit dans le sillage des modernismes 
(les tissus d’Anni Albers au Bauhaus, les couleurs 
chatoyantes de l’école expressionniste Die Brücke…), tout 
en puisant ses motifs dans les études ethnographiques et 
les cultures populaires (masques fétichistes, figures 
carnavalesques). Le titre de sa dernière exposition à 
Bienne, « Shi"ings », traduit les déplacements qu’elle 
opère entre les disciplines, et les ponts qu’elle établit 
entre ornementation et figuration. En témoignent ses 
tapisseries pelucheuses réalisées suivant la technique du 
« tu"ing » (avec un pistolet à laine activé à l’aveugle 
depuis l’arrière du châssis) et ses émaux luisants qui 
esquissent grimaces, sourires et autres formes 
anthropomorphes déconcertantes.

Simon Nicaise
Le tour de France du compagnonnage
Le concept est pour le moins original : e#ectuer un tour 
de France des Compagnons du devoir via des résidences 
artistiques où l’on découvre des techniques vernaculaires 
oubliées. Simon Nicaise (né en 1982, diplômé des Beaux-
Arts de Rouen) observe ainsi depuis 2018 la manière dont 
les métiers de l’art et de l’artisanat se transmettent : 
comment ces savoir-faire se rendent accessibles ? 
peut-on légitimement parler d’un « art pour tous » ? C’est 
ce que se demande l’artiste, fondateur de la webradio 
*DUUU dédiée à la création contemporaine…  Sachant 
que l’enjeu ne vise guère à égaler la virtuosité technique 
des maîtres-artisans, mais plutôt à délocaliser sa propre 
pratique artistique (Nancy, Troyes, Marseille, Bordeaux, 
où Nicaise travaille actuellement auprès d’un maître de 
chai), afin d’aborder au contact des autres de nouvelles 
manières de procéder. L’apprentissage et la socialisation 
se situent donc au cœur de ce parcours initiatique, où 
poésie et irrévérence trouvent toute leur place. À l’instar 
de ces canettes parées d’un escalier hélicoïdal qui 
servent de test d’apprentissage pour chaque technique 
étudiée en formation… et qui nous mèneront peut-être, 
tels des coureurs cyclistes, vers l’ivresse des sommets ?

Caroline Achaintre

Yeti

2021, laine tuftée à la main,  
247 x 217 cm.

© Photo  Romain Darnaud/Courtesy de 
l’artiste, Arcade, Londres et Art : Concept, 
Paris.

Simon Nicaise

Canettes à révolution

2021, canettes de bière en aluminium, 
16 x 14 x 14 cm chacune.

Vue de l’exposition « Art Thérapie », 
Frac Normandie Rouen, 2021.

© Simon Nicaise/adagp, Paris 2022.

FONDATION DES ARTISTES

 Exposition personnelle «+Art thérapie+», au Frac Normandie de Rouen, 

jusqu’au 6 mars 2022, fracnormandierouen.fr/fr/page/536/

 Exposition collective «+Les Heures Sauvages. Nef des marges dans 

l’ombre des certitudes+», au Centre Wallonie-Bruxelles, Paris, du 10 au  

19 juin 2022, cwb.fr/agenda/les-heures-sauvages-nef-des-marges-dans- 

l-ombre-des-certitudes

 «+Échappées poétiques+», œuvres du Frac Normandie, bibliothèques de 

Saint-Étienne-du-Rouvray, jusqu’au 21 mai 2022

 Résidence au Frac Nouvelle-Aquitaine MÉCA, dans le cadre de son 

programme de résidences PIC (Pôle Innovation & Création) avec la 

Tonnellerie Charlois, le domaine viticole Château Cantemerle et le CRAFT 

Limoges, jusqu’en mars 2023, fracnouvelleaquitaine-meca.fr/dossiers/

nouveau-lancement-pole-innovation-creativite/

 Lancement de la revue Pain Liquide+#1,  

simonnicaise.fr/8016281/news

 *DUUU Radio, duuuradio.fr/

 Exposition personnelle « Shiftings » au Centre d’art Pasquart de Bienne 

(Suisse), jusqu’au 12 juin 2022, pasquart.ch/fr/event/caroline-achaintre/

 Exposition collective « Mimicry – Empathy », sur une proposition de 

Fraeme, à La Friche Belle de Mai, Marseille, jusqu’au 5 juin 2022,  

lafriche.org/evenements/mimicry-empathy/

 Exposition collective « Summer exhibition » à la Royal Academy of Arts 

de Londres, du 21 juin au 21 août 2022,  

royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/summer-exhibition-2022

 Exposition collective « Contre-Nature » au MO.CO La Panacée, 

Montpellier, jusqu’au 4 septembre 2022,  

moco.art/fr/exposition/contre-nature

 Exposition collective « Toucher Terre, l’art de la sculpture céramique » à 

la Fondation Villa Datris, L’Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, jusqu’au 1er novembre 2022, 

fondationvilladatris.fr/fondation-villa-datris/exposition/

http://www.fracnormandierouen.fr/fr/page/536/
https://cwb.fr/agenda/les-heures-sauvages-nef-des-marges-dans-l-ombre-des-certitudes
https://cwb.fr/agenda/les-heures-sauvages-nef-des-marges-dans-l-ombre-des-certitudes
https://fracnouvelleaquitaine-meca.fr/dossiers/nouveau-lancement-pole-innovation-creativite/
https://fracnouvelleaquitaine-meca.fr/dossiers/nouveau-lancement-pole-innovation-creativite/
https://www.simonnicaise.fr/8016281/news
https://duuuradio.fr/
https://www.pasquart.ch/fr/event/caroline-achaintre/
https://www.lafriche.org/evenements/mimicry-empathy/
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/summer-exhibition-2022
https://www.moco.art/fr/exposition/contre-nature
https://fondationvilladatris.fr/fondation-villa-datris/exposition/
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Het énige Nederlandstalige keramiek tijdschrift

 De Hazelaar 50  Caroline Achaintre  Mieke 

de Groot  Ana Maria Asan  Wilma Hornsveld  

 Keramiek Triënnale  Keramikmuseum 

Westerwald  Yvonne Mollee 

Pieter Joost  
Bruyniks 

Winnaar stipendium  
Keramiek Triënnale
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Een bezoek aan een tentoonstelling van Caroline Achaintre is als een 

onder   dompeling in een fantasiewereld vol vrolijke kleuren en speelse 

vormen. Ze heeft een karakteristieke stijl en manier van presenteren 

waarbij harige wandtapijten, keramische objecten en soms ook abstracte 

inkt- en aquareltekeningen samenkomen, vaak gepresenteerd in strakke, 

geometrische stellages. Op het eerste gezicht lijkt de wereld die ze creëert 

een sprookje, maar bij een nadere blik staat haar werk toch dichter bij de 

werkelijkheid dan gedacht – een grimmige werkelijkheid welteverstaan. Zijn 

haar wezens monsters die alleen in de verbeelding voorkomen of houdt ze 

bezoekers een spiegel voor?

Caroline Achaintre
geeft kleiobjecten en 

wandtapijten een gezicht 
en persoonlijkheid
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DOOR MARLIES AUGUSTIJN

Caroline Achaintre (Toulouse, FR, 1969) heeft een enorm 
oeuvre opgebouwd waarin individuele objecten versmelten tot 
een geheel van bijzondere schepsels. Vanuit een interesse in 
primitivisme bezoekt ze veel etnografische musea waardoor 
ze geïnteresseerd raakte in de manier waarop maskers met 
minimale informatie de suggestie van een gezicht wekken. In 
haar werk gaat ze een stap verder en wil ze niet simpelweg 
maskers creëren, maar personages, net zoals met carnaval de 
mensen die maskers dragen tot hun karakter verworden. Ze 
zegt: “Ik ben geïnteresseerd in coëxistentie, het idee dat we 
allemaal meerdere persoonlijkheden in ons hebben.” Achaintres 
objecten zijn schepsels waarin de bezoeker zichzelf kan 
projecteren en mogelijk herkennen waardoor deze een dialoog 
met het werk kan aangaan.

ANIMISME EN ANGST
Hierbij is ze ook geïnspireerd door animisme. Achaintre 
bezielt haar levenloze objecten door ze op een versimpelde 
manier een gezicht te geven. “Ik wil dat mijn werk actief is en 
niet passief,” zegt ze daarover. Het valt dan ook direct op dat 
Achaintre zeer creatief is in de keuze van haar titels. She-Balls, 
Birdsssss, Neptun, BeStroke, Lee Vee Double D. en Mother 
George; zomaar een greep uit de titels die zij gekozen heeft 
voor haar werken. Voor Achaintre zijn de titels een manier 
om haar schepsels nog meer persoonlijkheid te geven. Ze 

voegt toe: “De titels geven weer wat ik zie in het werk; ze zijn 
associatief en ik baseer mijn keus ook vaak op de klank van een 
woord en of dit bij het werk past.”

Sommige van haar werken zijn puur abstract en bestaan 
bijvoorbeeld uit geometrische vormen met een gezicht. Zo is 
Ace-Tooth (2015) een vierkante wandtegel waarop twee railtjes 
geschilderd zijn die doen denken aan tanden. Andere werken 
neigen meer naar de figuratieve kant en lijken sterk op dierlijke 
wezens, fossielen of sciencefiction figuren, maar wel met 
menselijke ogen, neus of mond. Zo heeft het keramische Fata-
Montana (2018) iets weg van een lap vlees met een mond en 
kan het wandtapijt Cape Count (2018) geïnterpreteerd worden 
als een dierenkop met twee ronde, holle ogen. 
Weer andere werken refereren aan onze hedendaagse, consu-
merende en kapitalistische levenswijze. Zo is Shopper (2012) 
een omgekeerde boodschappentas waarbij de handvaten als 
mond fungeren, suggererend dat de mens langzaam verwordt 
tot zijn hang naar meer materiële bezittingen. Haar objecten 
met zwart leer, zoals Meute II (2019), bestaande uit twee 
ronde leren ballen bedekt met lange slierten, doen denken aan 
(seksueel) fetisjisme.

De schepsels van Achaintre zijn herkenbaar omdat ze een 
menselijke factor bevatten. Toch roepen ze een ‘unheimlich’ 
of ongemakkelijk gevoel op, omdat de toeschouwer het 
werk niet helemaal kan verbinden met de realiteit. De heldere 

Caroline Achaintre. Foto Jenna Barberot, Thalie Foundation
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Caroline Achaintre, linksboven: Fata-Montana, 2018; keramiek. h. 83 x 33 x 9 cm. | rechtsboven: Bolbe, 2019; keramiek; h. 33,5 x 24,5 x 24,5cm. | rechtsmidden: 
Cape Count, 2018; getuft tapijt; 244 x 290 cm. | linksonder: Shopper, 2012; keramiek, staal; h. 43 x 31 x 39 cm. | rechtsonder: Frizz, 2018; keramiek; h. 33 x 27 x 
4,5 cm. Foto’s Andy Keate. ©de kunstenaar. Courtesy This is Arcade & Art:Concept, Paris, FR
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kleuren en losse vormen van de objecten in combinatie met 
de leegte van hun blikken versterken dit gevoel en geven haar 
werk een donkere, wat droevige of griezelige ondertoon. De 
geometrische stellages waarin het werk vaak gepresenteerd 
wordt, zoals langwerpige pilaren of ronde sokkels, geven de 
exposities daarbij soms een futuristische sfeer. Achaintre: “Ik 
was bijvoorbeeld geïnteresseerd in de iconografie van heavy 
metal, in enge clowns alsook in de emotie van angst voor de 
eenzaamheid en het lijden in het moderne leven zoals de Duitse 
expressionisten die uitdrukten.” Wellicht nodigt ze met haar 
beladen werk de bezoeker uit om hun ware aard als ver van de 
natuur afstaande consument of kosmopoliet onder ogen te zien 
door zich te spiegelen aan haar schepsels.

WOL EN KLEI
Achaintre begon haar carrière in de jaren negentig als ijzersmid 
waardoor ze een grote voorliefde heeft ontwikkeld voor 
fysieke, ambachtelijke materialen. Na een korte omweg langs 
videowerk en fotografie, begon ze tijdens haar master in Fine 
Art aan het Goldsmiths College in Londen (UK) te werken 
met wol en nog later ook met klei. Ze is dan ook geïnspireerd 
door een eclectische mix van kustenaars en stromingen, van 
conceptueel kunstenaar Rosemarie Trockel (1952) tot de 
speelse designs met knetterende kleuren van de Memphis 
Group (IT, 1980-88) opgericht door Ettore Sottsass (1917-
2007); van keramiekkunstenaars als Jessica Jackson Hutchins 
(1971), Ron Nagle (1939) en Nicolas Deshayes (1983) tot Duitse 
schilders uit het surrealisme en expressionisme zoals Max Ernst 
(1891-1876) en Emil Nolde (1867-1956). In Achaintres werk 
komen haar vele ogenschijnlijk tegengestelde inspiratiebronnen 
en expertises samen. Ze maakt beeldende kunst waarin een 
passie voor artisanale materialen gecombineerd wordt met een 
conceptuele benadering, primitieve invloeden en de vrolijke 
kleuren van postmoderne designs.

Een opvallend aspect in Achaintres oeuvre zijn haar kleine 
aquarel- en inkttekeningen die ze in eerste instantie gebruikte 
als basis voor haar wollen tapijten. De dikke, draderige tapijten 
brachten al meer diepte in haar werk maar ze wilde nog meer 
sculpturaal en driedimensionaal gaan werken. “Ik begon met 
het maken van maskers uit mijn tekeningen, maar gemodelleerd 
papier is erg teer en heeft geen lange levensduur. Daarom 
besloot ik papier te vervangen door klei,” legt Achaintre uit. 
Net als papier is klei heel vormbaar en kan het makkelijk zeer 
diverse gedaanten aannemen waardoor het materiaal haast 
onherkenbaar wordt. Achaintre gebruikt het materiaal op een 
spontane manier, waarbij ze plakken klei door het aanbrengen 
van rimpels en vouwen tot een 3D-object maakt. Ze laat ook 
vaak de zwaartekracht zijn gang gaan. Zo ontstond werk als 
Trunkk P (2018), waarbij een blauw geglazuurde lap klei met 
twee langwerpige oogjes deels is ingezakt en zo een wat 
verslagen indruk maakt. Het mooie aan werken met klei vindt 
Achaintre dat het eindresultaat niet exact te voorspellen is.

GLAZUUR EN KLEUR
Achaintre werkt de oppervlakken van haar keramiekobjecten af met 
glazuur en doorgaans ook met opdrukken. Ze zegt: “Wat ik zo leuk 
vindt aan klei is dat het oppervlak werkt als een opnameapparaat, 
wat je erin drukt blijft zichtbaar.” Zo laat ze vaak afdrukken op de 
klei achter die doen denken aan korzelige reptielenhuiden of brengt 
ze horizontale of verticale groeven aan. Haar glazuur oogt soms 
droog en mat, soms glimmend met een parelmoer- of olieachtig 
e"ect of metallic finish zoals bij het werk Frizz (2018) dat iets 
wegheeft van een ijzeren octopus. De kleuren van de keramische 
objecten zijn meer ingetogen dan haar wandtapijten en variëren 
tussen aarde- en pasteltinten met soms een uitspatting naar helder 
blauw of rood. Waar ze uitbundige kleuren wel vindt passen bij haar 
wandtapijten, zijn deze volgens haar op keramiek te kunstmatig en 
zouden haar wezens daarmee te buitenaards worden.

Caroline Achaintre, Wimper, 2018; aquarel en inkt op papier; 37 x 27 cm. Foto 
Andy Keate. ©de kunstenaar. Courtesy This is Arcade & Art:Concept, Paris, FR

Caroline Achaintre, Ace-Tooth, 2015; keramiek. 33 x 24,5 cm. Foto Andy 
Keate. ©de kunstenaar. Courtesy This is Arcade & Art:Concept, Paris, FR
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DIALOOG
In Achaintres installaties gaan tekeningen, wandtapijten en 
keramische objecten een dialoog met elkaar aan. Ze zijn 
duidelijk van elkaar afgeleid maar verschillen ook van elkaar. 
De harde klei tegenover het zachte textiel, heldere kleuren 
tegenover sobere tinten en vlak werk tegenover ruimtelijke 
objecten brengen spanning in de installaties. Ook het verschil 
in gekozen formaten is interessant. Zo hanteert ze voor alle 
werken een menselijke maat, maar staan de wandtapijten meer 
in relatie tot het lichaam en de keramische figuren meer tot 
het hoofd. Hierdoor kan ook de toeschouwer zich makkelijker 
projecteren in het werk.

Het beste is om Achaintres spiegel voor de mensheid zelf 
te ervaren, wat momenteel kan bij Art : Concept in Parijs 
(FR) en CAPC Bordeaux (FR). In november opent haar solo-
tentoonstelling in Kunstmuseum Ravensburg (DE) waar haar 
werk getoond wordt naast een overzichtstentoonstelling 

van het werk van Max Ernst. Zo gaat Achaintres werk ook 
nog een andere dialoog aan, namelijk een kunsthistorische 
uitwisseling met het surrealistische werk van één van haar 
grote inspiratiebronnen.

•  Caroline Achaintre woont en werkt in Londen (UK).  

http://carolineachaintre.com

•  Tête-à-tête. Art : Concept, 4, passage Sainte-Avoye, FR-75003 Paris,  

+33 (0)153609030. Tot en met 7 mei 2021. www.galerieartconcept.com  

•  Permanent. CAPC Bordeaux, 7, rue Ferrère, FR-33000 Bordeaux,  

+33 (0)556008150. Tot en met 23 mei 2021. www.capc-bordeaux.fr

•  Caroline Achaintre. Kunstmuseum Ravensburg, Burgstraße 9,  

D-88212 Ravensburg (DE), +49 (0)75182810. Van 20 november 2021 tot 

en met 20 februari 2022. www.kunstmuseum-ravensburg.de 

Caroline Achaintre, Permanente, 2020. Tentoonstellingsoverzicht CAPC 
Bordeaux (FR). Foto Arthur Péquin

Caroline Achaintre, Permanent Wave, 2019. Tentoonstellingsoverzicht 
MOCO Panacée, Montpellier (FR). Foto Marc Domage. ©MO.CO. Montpellier 
Contemporain

Caroline Achaintre, Permanent Wave, 2019. Tentoonstellingsoverzicht Belvedere 21, Wenen (AT). Foto Manuel Carreon Lopez, Kunst Dokumentation
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Caroline
Achaintre

testo di Chiara Guidi

Con i suoi richiami primitivisti ed espressionisti, l’artista francese 
Caroline Achaintre (Tolosa, 1969) unisce antico e moderno, 

tradizione e innovazione, vita e mitologia, in una ricerca sempre 
inedita che mescola echi tribali e ribellione punk, cultura 

psichedelica e stile decò, ma non solo.

«Marc... come in pittura, 
alla fin fine... dove hai 
opportunamente eli-
minato forma e colore. 
Due scorie». Così recita 

un illuminante dialogo sullo stato dell’arte contem-
poranea fra i tre amici (Marc, Serge, Yvan) protago-
nisti della commedia Art di Yasmina Reza, théâtre de 
boulevard che, dei tre personaggi, ci racconta le ma-
schere e le nevrosi che affiorano lentamente dopo la 
discussione nata a causa dell’acquisto, incomprensi-

bile per gli amici, di un quadro quotato. 
È un quadro minimalista monocromo, comprato 
da Marc, che viene così descritto: «è una tela di 
circa un metro e sessanta per un metro e venti, di-
pinta di bianco. Il fondo è bianco, e strizzando gli 
occhi si possono intravedere delle sottili filettature 
diagonali, bianche».
Questa riflessione, vissuta con l’entusiasmo di 
un’anima ancora achrome, da generazione dei pri-
mi anni Sessanta, è priva però di ogni residuo del 
processo contaminante dell’opera d’arte contem-
poranea, e svela come i minimalismi e le astrazioni 
che appartengono alla sola pratica formale di una 
pura maniera codificata possano essere validi solo 
per soluzioni di arredo anonimo, e allineato solo 
a un’idea di simulata emancipazione: un arredo 

Duo Infernal
FOTO PAGINA A FIANCO: Caroline Achaintre, Duo Infernal 

(2018; acquerello e inchiostro su carta, 28,8 x 22 cm)
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utile solo per esibizioni a consensi moderni fatti di 
un senso della “modernità” acquisita dalle pagine 
dei magazine per la casa. Pagine patinate e illustrate 
che conducono, come miraggi, verso piccoli olim-
pi domestici da imitare.
Questo prologo minimo ci serve per introdurre Ca-
roline Achaintre (Tolosa, 1969) e il suo lavoro.
Un lavoro che con la sua intensa, articolata e mai 
interrotta ricerca, sempre inedita, nega e rinne-
ga ogni luogo comune, sconfigge ogni immagine 
confezionata sugli stilemi della contemporaneità, 
quella divenuta oramai ovvia e recitata anche nel 
théâtre de boulevard.
I suoi grandi e affollati disegni preparatorî, con re-
pertorî antropologici recuperati dalle grandi tradi-
zioni dei carnevali europei, dalle maschere tribali 
(Envers, 2017), ora spesso obsoleti e resi esotici, tra-
scurati dalle iconografie contemporanee, ci portano 
verso creature ultraterrene: le forme viventi hanno 
infatti un potere quasi narrativo, e assumono un 
tratteggio nuovamente mitologico. 

Una storia mitologica di come l’animale si sia incar-
nato nell’uomo e, viceversa, di come le mimesi del 
regno animale abbiano poteri evocativi, ammoni-
tori e salvifici. Un assurdo ibrido, un assurdo possi-
bile, un ibrido evocativo. L’involucro è la pelle, e la 
pelle è la pelle della scultura fittile.
L’argilla, materia creatrice dalle infinite proprietà 
tattili, percettive, formative ed anche curative, è la 
materia che Caroline Achaintre lavora per plasma-
re e donare alle sue sculture e alle sue installazioni 
non solo una forma, ma anche una pelle di contem-
poraneità.
Sono poi creature rese astrazioni per mezzo di una 
melodrammaticità che sta fra l’illusione e una inge-
rente presenza, come in Temp Mint del 2013.
La formazione di Caroline Achaintre è complessa 
(dalla Francia alla Kunsthochschule di Halle, poi alla 
Goldsmith di Londra, città dove ora vive), ed è da 
autentica Female Bauhuas: lei come le storiche pioniere 
Gertrud Arndt, Lilly Reich, Gunta Stölzl, Otti Ber-

ger, Anni Albers, le figure femminili rivoluzionarie 
che hanno animato e fatto vivere la scuola del tessile 
e della ceramica nella Bauhaus dei laboratorî tecnici, 
dove la specifica attitudine craft ha sviluppato poi la 
grande via del design. 
Una formazione che in ogni sua mostra, in ogni sua 
installazione (Duo Infernal, Fantômas be-part ad esem-
pio), in ogni sua opera emerge non solo per le sue 
distese capacità tecniche (acquerelli, mobilia, terra-
cotta, arazzi, tutti da lei interamente realizzati), ma 
anche per l’affermazione di un’apertura a repertorî 
costruiti nella conoscenza delle varie epoche storiche 
moderne: dall’epoca del postmoderno al gusto ani-
malier dello stile decò, dalla scultura del dopoguerra 
inglese all’espressionismo tedesco, dalla cultura psi-
chedelica a ribellioni musicali punk, gothic e metal 
assieme a un gusto visionario di una fantascienza in-
tuita e praticata. 
Birdsssss (2013), iconograficamente, nasce da un libro 
di design russo degli anni Ottanta e Novanta: una rara 
pelliccia esotica con piume di aquila sfilava su una 

passerella, e lei trasfigura il fashion in una trapuntata 
immagine dall’apertura alare che genera immagini e 
intense drammaticità.
Arazzi sciamanici, l’abile tufting intrecciato nelle tra-
me, immagini che, tramite fessure come sguardi, vi-
gilano su di noi, animate da un reale spirito, da un 
concreto senso di volatilità e di imposizione dall’alto.
Le opere in ceramica, come Beedeebee (2017), dalle 
maculature uniformi che hanno occhi regolari e de-
finiti da circonferenze nere nelle singole macchie, 
dai mantelli di color citrino con striature fauve, con 
zone a strisce, superfici tigrate, armature squamo-
se, si presentano con questa eccentrica epidermide 
che, nelle forme spezzate, insinua un nuovo primi-

Fantômas, be-part
FOTO PAGINA A FIANCO: Caroline Achaintre, Fantômas, 

be-part, exhibition view, Waregem Platform for 

Contemporary Art and De la Warr Pavilion, 2018

La sua complessa formazione emerge in ogni mostra e in ogni 
installazione, non solo per le sue capacità tecniche, ma anche per 

la sua vasta conoscenza della storia dell’arte.
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tivismo. Un primitivismo rivisitato attraverso libri e 
volumi che conservano immagini di epoche e periodi 
dove l’esotico rappresenta ancora un senso di un’ap-
partenenza a una natura da mirabilia, collezionata se-
coli fa, nelle storiche Wunderkammer.
Opere che evocano musei antropologici, che si rico-
noscono in alcuni passaggi panici e pagani della Sa-
gra della Primavera di Igor Stravinskij, dove il dominio 
della natura produce una sacra paganità degli spiriti. 
Una natura che inizia a risvegliarsi e, generata fra 
note e ballet con passi propiziatorî, porta a una in-
novativa profondità che Claude Debussy aveva così 
espresso: «Igor, mi ossessiona come un magnifico in-
cubo, e cerco invano di rievocare quell’impressione 
terrificante». Una reale “impressione terrificante” 
che è presente in Caroline Achaintre: eppure, per 

quanto ci riguarda, non ci fa smarrire. Al contrario, 
ci fa ritrovare le nostre cellule più ancestrali e spiri-
tuali, che la società mediatica e culturale ha congela-
to in letarghi e zone dormienti. Aree e condizioni che 
fanno uniformare estetiche, stili e sensi. !

carolineachaintre.com

Envers
FOTO SOPRA A SINISTRA: Caroline Achaintre, Envers (2017; 

ceramica, 20 x 24,5 cm)

Beedeebee
FOTO SOPRA A DESTRA: Caroline Achaintre, Beedeebee 

(2017; ceramica, 24 x 29 x 33 cm)



Birdsssss
Caroline Achaintre, Birdsssss (2013; lana 

taftata a mano, 500 x 390 cm)





Images : Louis Fratino (né en 1993), Saturday [Samedi], 2019, Terre cuite et lavis d’oxyde de manganèse, 13 × 13,3 × 5 cm, Courtesy de l’artiste 
et de la galerie Ciaccia Levi, Paris © Louis Fratino, courtesy galerie Caccia Levy / Photo © Aurelien Mole ; Ossip Zadkine (1888- 1967), Tête 
aux yeux de plomb, [1919], Pierre calcaire, 50 × 23 × 23 cm, Legs de Valentine Prax, 1981, Paris, musée Zadkine , Ossip Zadkine © Adagp, 
Paris 2021, photo E. Emo/F. Cochennec /Musée Zadkine/Paris Musées ; Georg Baselitz, Die Mädchen von Olmo II, 1981 Huile sur toile 250 × 249 
cm Musée national d’art moderne, Centre Pompidou, Paris © Georg Baselitz, 2021 Photo © Centre Pompidou, MNAM-CCI / Bertrand Prévost / 
Dist. RMN-GP
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Caroline Achaintre, Bfor, 2013, hand-tufted wool, 59 x 27 1/2 x 7 7/8''.

ROME

Caroline Achaintre
FONDAZIONE GIULIANI 

via Gustavo Bianchi 1

June 24–October 10, 2020

In Caroline Achaintre’s one-person exhibition, watercolor, ceramic, bamboo, and wool are the
protagonists of a narrative that seems to emerge from the viscera of creative expression. The
French-born artist’s works take possession of the gallery space like three-dimensional
biomorphic entities, even when simply hung on the walls like paintings. The porosity of their
materials (paper, wool, clay) absorbs color, returning it to the gaze already digested,
transformed. The viewer who enters the show is drawn down a meandering path that
encourages the eye to continually shift from distanced looking and to focus close-up, acquiring
ever-new viewpoints and perspectives. Achaintre herself has asserted her interest in “the field
of tension that is created between poles and antithetical conditions, in the viscosity of the
moment of encounter, in transience.”

For BiaUltra, 2017, Herbert, 2018, Cruizer, 2019, Bfor, 2013, and Louis Q, 2020, the artist
worked hand-knotted wool on the backs of tapestries, manifesting her interest in ideas
generated by the mask—namely, that of the double, the ambivalent existence of a dual nature
within the same individual. Meanwhile, in Tenpence and Re-wine, both 2019, the polished
gleam of the glazed ceramic creates a disorienting tactile and visual counterpoint to the large-
scale textile works. And, similarly, in Observature, Gepetto, and Ten-Eyed, all 2019, bamboo
and wicker offer elaborate interweavings and perforated surfaces pierced by the light and by
the gaze, bringing to mind ancestral morphologies or Rorschach studies, even more evident in
the watercolors copiously disseminated on the walls.

Translated from Italian by Marguerite Shore.

— Marta Silvi

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.
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Caroline
Achaintre
“Permanente”
Fondazione
Giuliani / Roma
di Marta Federici

Mentre si visita la personale di
Caroline Achaintre negli spazi della
Fondazione Giuliani si ha la
sensazione di attraversare un
palcoscenico popolato da curiosi
personaggi. È complesso descrivere
la qualità della presenza che
comunicano i lavori di Achaintre. Vi è

Caroline Achaintre, “Permanente”. Veduta della mostra presso Fondazione Giuliani, Roma, 2020. Fotogra!a di Giorgio Benni. Courtesy l’artista e Fondazione Giuliani, Roma.
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Caroline Achaintre, “Permanente”. Veduta della mostra presso Fondazione Giuliani, Roma, 2020. Fotogra!a di Giorgio Benni. Courtesy l’artista e Fondazione Giuliani, Roma.

SHOP

Il tema della maschera fa da !lo
conduttore all’intero percorso, e
funziona come un grande bacino nel
quale si riversano e si mescolano
in"uenze e interessi variegati. Echi
dell’Espressionismo e del Primitivismo
tedesco e rimandi alla tradizione
carnevalesca europea si

1 2 3 4

Caroline Achaintre, “Permanente”. Veduta della mostra presso Fondazione Giuliani, Roma, 2020. Fotogra!a di Giorgio Benni. Courtesy l’artista e Fondazione Giuliani, Roma.

in essi una particolare vitalità, una
forza calamitante, che genera un
rapporto di reciprocità con lo
spettatore: quando li osserviamo, ci
sentiamo a nostra volta scrutati da
entità misteriose e ina!errabili.
La mostra riunisce un ampio corpus di
opere – arazzi trapuntati a mano,
acquerelli, ceramiche e sculture in
vimini – che sono state realizzate
dall’artista nell’arco degli ultimi otto
anni e che forniscono uno spaccato
esaustivo della sua pratica e del suo
immaginario. Corrispondenze e
contrasti formali mettono in relazione
tra loro i singoli lavori, generando un
campo di forze che attiva e rende
dinamici gli ambienti: la consistenza
morbida e calda e i colori intensi dei
grandi arazzi dialogano con le
super"ci scivolose e lucide delle
ceramiche, accordate su toni più
tenui; mentre le visioni che a#orano
negli acquerelli aprono a una
dimensione sensibile più immagini"ca
e rarefatta. Achaintre esplora a fondo
le possibilità espressive di ogni
tecnica utilizzata, forzandone con
delicatezza i limiti formali: alcune
ceramiche si ripiegano
vertiginosamente su loro stesse,
come masse di materia instabile; altre
sembrano sbalzate come super"ci
metalliche; la lana lascia sgocciolare
"li di colore come fosse pittura fresca.

sovrappongono alla fascinazione per i
travestimenti tipici di alcune
subculture contemporanee, come il
fetish o l’heavy metal. L’artista attinge
ad ambiti molto distanti tra loro,
rivelando un temperamento
estremamente libero, ricettivo e a
tratti irriverente – perfettamente
sintetizzato dal titolo della mostra,
“Permanente”, che evoca i riccioli
ribelli della capigliatura in voga negli
anni Ottanta.
Secondo la nostra tradizione culturale,
quando si indossa una maschera si
sostituisce temporaneamente la
propria individualità con quella di un
altro personaggio, che esiste ed è
incarnato all’interno della maschera
stessa. Come evidenziato da
Achaintre, ogni maschera si con!gura
proprio per questo motivo come “una
super!cie di proiezione misteriosa,
animata e inanimata allo stesso
tempo”. Questa energia quasi magica
pervade tutte le creazioni dell’artista,
ed è ulteriormente potenziata
dall’impossibilità di inquadrare con
chiarezza le immagini da lei plasmate,
trapuntate o dipinte, che sembrano
colte nel momento in cui la forma
inizia a manifestarsi, o forse sta già
svanendo. In bilico tra astrazione e
!gurazione, tra l’emergere e il
dissolversi, le apparizioni
mascheriformi di Achaintre risultano
ina"errabili e ci suggeriscono indizi
che possiamo intuire ma non
riusciamo a comprendere del tutto. La
loro aura perturbante si insinua nella

nostra immaginazione e continua a
infestare i nostri pensieri mentre,
avvicinandoci all’uscita, percorriamo
l’ultima sala dello spazio, scandita
dalle tre alte sculture in vimini. Questi
grandi lavori, realizzati dall’artista in
collaborazione con un gruppo di
intrecciatori di cestini tradizionali, si
stagliano come quinte teatrali e
sembrano mediare il rientro del
visitatore nel mondo esterno.
Quando ci si ritrova sulla strada, di
nuovo circondati dalle voci dei
passanti e dal rumore di qualche
macchina che corre in lontananza, si
ha l’impressione di essere tornati da
una strana gita in una dimensione
vicina ma altra. In fondo, come
a!erma Achaintre stessa,
rispondendo a una domanda della
curatrice della mostra Adrienne
Drake, “spesso la bellezza dell’arte è
anche quel viaggio personale, forse
fantastico, in cui l’artista ci
accompagna. Una sorta di evasione
che è importante tanto quanto
a!rontare la realtà”.
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French-German artist Caroline Achaintre works across a range of media that includes ceramic, drawing and textile. 
Renowned for working in vibrant colour and potent imagery, Achaintre’s work often evokes a subversive spirit of 
carnival, creating an atmosphere that is simultaneously playful and absurd.  Masks recur throughout Achaintre’s 
practice, on a variety of scales, in different materials, and with diverse “personalities” from the frivolous to the 
indifferent, from the sensual to the violent.  While drawing on traditional European festivals, still a regular, seasonal 
occurrence in towns and villages throughout the continent, often typified by centuries-old customs and darkly-
fantastical costume, the artist simultaneously makes links to contemporary sub-cultural strands of sci-fi, the goth-
metal scene, psychedelia and horror films.

Caroline Achaintre

M.Ennuie, 2016Malkin, 2017

Ibis, 2016
All images Courtesy of the artist, Arcade, London and Art : Concept, Paris
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Modernism via Lygia Pape, Cildo Meireles, 
Ernesto Neto and Daniel Steegmann Mangrané, 
Shimabuku’s kites, Fontana’s slashes and 
contributions from younger artists including 
Jorinde Voigt, Ari Benjamin Meyers – them-
selves both focusing on the auditory – and 
Pratchaya Phinthong. 

Also among the artists here is Rivane 
Neuenschwander, who has long used fragile 
materials, chance processes and vibrant colour  
in an exploration of distribution that updates 
Latin American Conceptualism, particularly  
the circulatory, participatory art of Meireles  
and Hélio Oiticica: takeaway postcards, ribbons 
printed with wishes and little models made 
from straws by bored barflies, collected after 

hours. In Lyon she revisits A Watchword, a work 
begun in 2012 following protests (the so-called 
Bus Rebellion) in Brazil, when she started scour- 
ing the Internet for words related to protest  
and printing them on labels. These are pinned 
on bulletin boards: visitors are invited to take 
one and sew it onto their clothing, a conversa-
tion piece of sorts, making language and 
sentiment unpredictably mobile. Meanwhile, 
mobile herself, she’s opening her fifth exhibi- 
tion at Stephen Friedman Gallery in London, 
where we can expect ‘new site-specific installa-
tions, projections and paintings’.

In 2015 another artist represented by 
Friedman, Paul McDevitt, opened the art/sound 
project space Farbvision in his Prenzlauer  

Berg live/work space (having discovered,  
while renovating, a preserved tile-covered 
butcher’s shop under what had been a !" 
retailer). Apparently not daunted by the fact  
that he already runs a record label, Infinite 
Greyscale, with fellow artist Cornelius Quabeck, 
he kept the tiles and commenced an exhibition 
programme. The modestly scaled shopfront  
has since bloomed into one of Berlin’s more 
idiosyncratic venues, where artists and musi- 
cians you’d expect in bigger spaces – Paul 
Housley, electronica act Mouse on Mars’s Jan  
St Werner, Annika Ström, Stereolab’s Laetitia 
Sadier – are framed by retro ceramic walls and  
a general air of informality. The latest incum-
bent is Caroline Achaintre. One might broadly 

5

6

5 Rivane Neuenschwander, Infancy and History (!"#) 
(detail), 2017, 43 hand-sewn flags,  67 # 42 cm (each).  

© the artist. Courtesy the artist  
and Stephen Friedman Gallery, London

6 Caroline Achaintre, ".$.%., 2017, hand-tufted  
wool, 310 # 190 cm. Photo: Philipp Hänger.  

Courtesy the artist and Arcade Fine Arts, London
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anticipate what the French/German artist  
will do – she works, as is widely known, between 
tufty, trailing, wall-based textiles, ceramics  
and drawings, her art hovering on the edge  
of eerie figuration, infused with theatricality, 
and melding all kinds of influences, from 
modernist design to German Expressionism 
– but you won’t have seen it anywhere like this. 

To return to Latin America and the contin-
uing modern (which, despite what Bruno Latour 
said, isn’t going anywhere), over in Los Angeles 
is Condemned To Be Modern at the Los Angeles 
Municipal Art Gallery, part of Pacific Standard  
Time but worth considering in isolation. It brings 
together 21 artists from the past two decades 
‘who have responded critically to the history  

of modernist architecture in Latin America’: 
here, figures including Jonathas de Andrade, 
Leonor Antunes, Renata Lucas and Melanie 
Smith look at the imposition of modernising 
processes and ideologies through the prism  
of buildings (new government buildings,  
public housing, universities and even,  
as in Brasilia, entire cities) in Brazil, Mexico, 
Cuba, Venezuela and elsewhere.

Pascal Hachem’s show at The Mosaic 
Rooms,!the nonprofit showcase (in London’s 
Kensington) for art from the Arab world,! 
comes wrapped in what might seem at first 
blush like a glib, paradoxical, even non-title,  
The show has a long title that I don’t recall anymore.  
But there’s a pointed intent: the Lebanese  

artist wants to get at how the past can be held 
onto in his hometown of Beirut, which has fre- 
quently been a city of fragmentation and change.  
Via a series of mechanised, readymade-based 
installations, Hachem –!who’s in his late thirties 
and has also founded a design studio, 200grs 
– appears to be brusquely poeticising that 
condition. Trousers are suspended above 
mirrors, a stone where one foot should be, the 
weighted clothing striking the glass at intervals 
until it breaks. Elsewhere, wire brushes scrape 
the wall, revealing earlier layers of paint, and 
two irons tirelessly flatten a pile of flour, creating 
a fragile evenness –!all of which, the organisers 
reckon, ‘hints at the impossibility of grasping 
meaning in the face of successive events’.   

8

7

7 Alexander Apóstol, Le Corbusier y Diego Rivera se visitan 30 veces (still), 2008, 16mm film  
transferred to "#", colour, sound, 8 min 56 sec. Courtesy the artist

8 Pascal Hachem, Who Carries Whom?, 2017.  
Courtesy the artist and The Mosaic Rooms, London
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Caroline Achaintre
Artiste, née en 1969, vit et travaille à Londres,  
www.arcadefinearts.com

P. 125 : DingDings, 2016. 
P. 126-127 : La Forêt, 2017. 
P. 128 : Lava, 2016. 

P. 129 : Loft, 2016. 
Tous les dessins : aquarelle et encre sur 
papier, 31 x 25 cm. Courtesy de l’artiste.

Untitled, a title? Always a title.
Why and why not give a name? The title adds another  
dimension to it. 
Your last untitled work? There isn’t one.
The title: beginning or end of the story? Neither.
What does it say about the work? Whatever I see in it.
A perfect title? Ich kann beim besten Willen kein Hakenkreuz  
erkennen or Krieg böse (both Martin Kippenberger).
What would Magritte think of it? He would like it.

THE DRAWER, VOL. 12
SPRING 2017
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Caroline Achaintre photographed by Teri Pengilley for the Independent

Originally training as a blacksmith before moving to London, Caroline Achaintre’s work
encompasses not just clay but a diverse range of media. Across her practice, she focuses on
handcrafting techniques and her work has often been described in terms of the primitive or
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Caroline Achaintre photographed by Teri Pengilley for the Independent

Originally training as a blacksmith before moving to London, Caroline Achaintre’s work
encompasses not just clay but a diverse range of media. Across her practice, she focuses on
handcrafting techniques and her work has often been described in terms of the primitive or
the carnivalesque.

Achaintre has a preference for paper clay (normal clay reinforced with fibre), and her ceramic
sculptures are divided into three groups: masks hung on the wall, sculptures displayed on a
plinth or on a stand, and combined works made of a leather head to which a ceramic mask is
attached. In contrast to her often highly coloured textile works or her drawings, the glazed
surfaces of her ceramics resemble animal skins; indeed they sometimes incorporate leather
or fake snakeskin. Spontaneous and quickly worked in quite a crude way, her ceramics still
look malleable, soft and vulnerable.

Grouped together for display on plinths and structures designed by the artist, they form a
theatre of the absurd. Isolated, they radiate a sense of solitude and abandon, and yet they
keep an inner sense of humour. In 2009 she enrolled in an evening class to explore how she
could turn her paper sculpture into solid objects – and her work with clay began. Here
the Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art featured artist tells us why she works in
the medium, what particular challenges it holds for her and who she thinks always gets it
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Originally training as a blacksmith before moving to London, Caroline Achaintre’s work
encompasses not just clay but a diverse range of media. Across her practice, she focuses on
handcrafting techniques and her work has often been described in terms of the primitive or
the carnivalesque.

Achaintre has a preference for paper clay (normal clay reinforced with fibre), and her ceramic
sculptures are divided into three groups: masks hung on the wall, sculptures displayed on a
plinth or on a stand, and combined works made of a leather head to which a ceramic mask is
attached. In contrast to her often highly coloured textile works or her drawings, the glazed
surfaces of her ceramics resemble animal skins; indeed they sometimes incorporate leather
or fake snakeskin. Spontaneous and quickly worked in quite a crude way, her ceramics still
look malleable, soft and vulnerable.

Grouped together for display on plinths and structures designed by the artist, they form a
theatre of the absurd. Isolated, they radiate a sense of solitude and abandon, and yet they
keep an inner sense of humour. In 2009 she enrolled in an evening class to explore how she
could turn her paper sculpture into solid objects – and her work with clay began. Here
the Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art featured artist tells us why she works in
the medium, what particular challenges it holds for her and who she thinks always gets it
right.
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Who are you and what’s your relationship to clay and ceramics? I am an artist who
started to add clay and ceramics in 2009 to my practice. I started making paper mask-like
objects from discarded drawings and prints but decided paper's lifespan wasn't long enough
and thought I should try clay. I haven't trained in ceramics, but I have been using them for
eight years now and I have learned a lot. For me they sit in that interesting middle ground
between art and craft. 

Why do you think there’s an increased interest around clay and ceramics right now? I
think there is more interest in process-based work now. After post conceptualism maybe
some sensuality got lost, and now we're allowed again to let the material speak, to let the
process be the goal.

Sinus 2015 - Caroline Achaintre - Courtesy of Arcade, London. Photo: Andy Keate.

Ceramics is sometimes regarded as decorative, rather than fine arts. Does the
distinction bother or annoy you? I'm not even sure that's true anymore, quite a few
ceramics made by artists are anything but decorative, they can be quite visceral or willingly
abject. I think the decorative is more often associated with functional ceramics, but luckily
even there the distinction is not made so much anymore. And decorative doesn't have to be
negative anyway, it is also a tool. Perhaps now we are learning from Japan, where they seem
not to make the distinction between art and craft in relation to their ceramics.
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negative anyway, it is also a tool. Perhaps now we are learning from Japan, where they seem
not to make the distinction between art and craft in relation to their ceramics.

Whose work in this field do you admire? Not one individual piece comes to mind, but for
example I like Jessica Jackson Hutchins - the pieces where she combines entire sofas with
ceramics - they're great energetic pieces. I love Norbert Prangenberg's ceramics. And of
course the Memphis (and other) ceramics made by Peter Shire. 

Ponto 2012 - Caroline Achaintre Courtesy of Arcade, London. Photo: Andy Keate.

What are the hardest things for you to get ‘right’ and what are your unique
challenges? To make the work look effortless, not forced. I want my pieces to appear full of
life, not constructed, but as clay imprints any touch this is either achieved easily and quickly
or not at all.

What part does the vulnerability of the material play in things? It depends which
vulnerability we are talking about, the one before or after the firing. The unfired clay is very
specific in what it likes or doesn't like, so one has to react and work with that. That gives clay
its specific quality and defines the outcome, so those characteristics I would see as an
attraction. The vulnerably of the fired clay in terms of sculpture can be simply annoying as it
can break easier then most other materials. Especially as I still associate my pieces with
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What part does the vulnerability of the material play in things? It depends which
vulnerability we are talking about, the one before or after the firing. The unfired clay is very
specific in what it likes or doesn't like, so one has to react and work with that. That gives clay
its specific quality and defines the outcome, so those characteristics I would see as an
attraction. The vulnerably of the fired clay in terms of sculpture can be simply annoying as it
can break easier then most other materials. Especially as I still associate my pieces with
paper and like them to be quite thin. I can see that this visible fragility has an appeal, but is
simply a nightmare in terms of handling and especially transporting. 

 

Sheballs 2011 - Caroline Achaintre Courtesy of Arcade, London. Photo: Andy Keate.

Is how you display a piece an important element of the work itself? Do you ever
suggest how something might be displayed? How I display my pieces plays a crucial part,
especially if I group my ceramics. The display furniture I design for my 'characters' becomes
their habitat. Usually the display is a dialogue with the exhibition space, and the same pieces
shown in a different space would be shown in a different way. I usually don't tell a
buyer/collector how to display them but prefer him/her to find their own way. They like the
company of other artworks and it results in interesting dialogues.
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Is how you display a piece an important element of the work itself? Do you ever
suggest how something might be displayed? How I display my pieces plays a crucial part,
especially if I group my ceramics. The display furniture I design for my 'characters' becomes
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shown in a different space would be shown in a different way. I usually don't tell a
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What’s next for you, and what’s next for ceramics? I have been invited to make work in
response to the amazing Museo del Alabado in Quito, Ecuador. There I fell in love with the
Valdivian Sculptures made from clay and stone around 3000 to 1500 BC. They are ancient
and futurist at the same time, looking backwards and forwards, just like clay!

 

Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art

Clay and ceramics have in recent years been elevated from craft to high art material, with the
resulting artworks being coveted by collectors and exhibited in museums around the
world. Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art celebrates the revival of clay as a
material for contemporary artists, featuring a wide range of global talent selected by the
world's leading curators, critics, and art professionals. Packed with illustrations, it's a vibrant
and incredibly timely survey - the first of its kind. Buy Vitamin C here. And if you're quick, you
can snap up works by some of the artists in it at Artspace here.
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exhibition at Baltic, Gateshead, Aesthetica talk to the artist about her influences, labour-intensive

practice and bold contributions to the arts industry.

A: Your work seems to draw up many interesting parallels, for example between ancient and modern,

or geometric minimalism in contrast with technology. Could you talk about how these dichotomies

have informed your practice, in both conceiving ideas and in their execution

CA: My inspiration comes from ethnological collections just as much as popular culture, especially the

aesthetics of music, album covers, or for example handbags, their surfaces and the faces I see in them.

Those influences coexist with each other, but they also relate to each other. Geometry, Primitivism,

Anthropomorphism, Futurism, Science Fiction, it is all connected.

A: How do you feel that you relate personally to the works? They seem to enact striking tribal masks;

do you feel as an artist that you must be able to see part of yourself in the artwork or can it be devoid

from your personal background/context as a work in its own right?

CA: The work is always personal, even if it does not necessarily talk from one’s direct background. I

create my own world in a way, characters that coexist with each other, sometimes within one piece. I am

interested in the idea of looking in and out simultaneously, which often results in mask-like pieces. It is a

fusion of the mask and the bearer of it, they are both real. There is more than one persona within one

being. Within the world I create there are certainly aspects of my own persona, but in not such a literal

way.

A: Many of your pieces seem to be labour intensive, requiring technicality and perseverance. Could

you talk about the actual processes involved?

CA: My wall hangings are hand-tufted, the process is very physical, but less labour intensive as for

example weaving. I use an air tool connected to a compressor and with air pressure I shoot wool from

the back through the canvas. It’s an additive way of working, I shoot one line of wool into the canvas and

it immediately expands, so I have a line. It’s kind of a three-dimensional woollen painting. My ceramic

sculptures are made in a more spontaneous way; I try to capture expressions in clay, which has to

happen fast.

A: How important do you think other artists and contextual influences are on your practice?

CA: Well, there are a range of artists I admire, such as Mike Kelley, Rosemarie Trockel, Kai Althoff, Carol

Rama just to name a few, but there are no direct references.

A: Could you talk about the influences in your work, perhaps commenting on the references to

German Expressionism, “Primitivism” and post-war British sculpture?

CA: I can relate to the directness of Expressionism, the dark side within it, the portrayal of ‘angst’.

Especially when I was working intensely with linocuts I looked a lot at Emil Nolde’s work.

A: How do you think that colour contributes to the reception of the works? Is the choice of colour

something that you consider within the initial ideas for the art?

CA: Colour is an important part of my work, it sets the tone for the world/character the piece is from,

often bright, but sometimes also muted and subtle. Again, I play with associations, also through colour.

The tufted piece Ray-Inn radiates sun rays, whereas the ceramic sculpture ‘Mola’ looks like it comes

from the bottom of the sea.

A: What is it about texture that you find so interesting as an element to consider? How do you think

your audiences respond to the sensual aspect of the sculptures?

CA: I want my pieces to be non-neutral. Texture supports that, as it can emulate surfaces such as skin

and fur. My shaggy wool hangings certainly have an eerie feeling to them, often they look like fur or hair

and have an animist quality. Wool has an aura, although I am not into New Age, it really has. Those wall

hangings are very intense, they have such a strong physical presence. My clay sculptures operate on a

more seductive level, its luscious glazes can be very seductive. I like emulating surfaces, such as snake

or fish skin and in conjunction with its shininess the ceramics seem moist and alive.

A: If your works collectively had a specific tone, what do you think that would be?

CA: Intense and playful.

Opens today until 30 October. For more information: www.balticmill.com

Q+A with Caroline Achaintre, BALTIC



Amy Sherlock chairs a!discussion between 
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their work in!clay and the medium’s  
slippery position!between art and!craft 
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Richard Slee is based in London, UK.  
He studied industrial design and then ceramics 
at Central School of Art and Design, London, 
graduating in !"#$. He gained an MA from 
the Royal College of Art, London, in !"%%. He 
has taught in art schools both in the UK and 
abroad, and was course director of ceramics 
at Camberwell College of Arts, London, from 
!""&–"%. His work is currently on show 
in the survey ‘CERAMIX from RODIN to 
SCHÜTTE’, which runs at Cité de la céram-
ique, Sèvres, France, until July, and his solo 
show, ‘Work and Play’, toured various venues 
in the UK in '$!(–!). His work will be 
included in upcoming group exhibitions at 
Dovecot Gallery, Edinburgh, UK (September 
'$!)), and Tate St Ives, UK (spring '$!#).

A M Y  S H E R L O C K 
Clay is experiencing something of a boom in 
the art world. For the past four or !ve years, 
I have seen an increasing number of artists – 
particularly young artists – working in the 
medium, often as one material strand among 
many in a multi-disciplinary practice. 
Concurrently, there has been a renewed interest 
in, and market for, ceramic work by older and 
historic !gures – from Hans Coper and Lucy 
Rie to ‘California clay’ artists such as Michael 
and Magdalena Frimkess, John Mason and 
Peter Voulkos to the Japanese mingei potters 
Kawai Kanjir" and Hamada Sh"ji. 

I am also an amateur potter and have seen 
ceramics courses becoming increasingly popular, 
with studio and kiln space now at a premium in 
London. You all are artists who work with clay, 
although with varying degrees of exclusivity and 
to di#erent ends: why do you think the medium is 
experiencing this new-found popularity? 

C A R O L I N E  A C H A I N T R E 
I think, in general, people are more 
interested in process-based work; it’s not 
so much about ceramics on a conceptual 
level, but as a method. Clay is one of the 
easiest mediums to use – at least to begin 
with – although it can be used in a very 
elaborate way, too. 

A S  Alison and Richard: you have both worked 
with ceramics for your entire careers.
A L I S O N  B R I T T O N 

 Since I was nine or ten.
A S  Over your many years as a tutor at 

the Royal College of Art, have you seen 
changes? 

A B  I teach in the ceramics department, so 
it’s pretty consistently been people who 
know they want to work with clay coming 
through our doors. Ceramics has never 
gone away, it’s just that general culture 
rediscovers it from time to time.
R I C H A R D  S L E E  
Alison is teaching at a postgraduate level 
where I’m sure there is a consistent 

Caroline Achaintre is based in London, UK. 
Recent solo shows include Arcade, London 
('$!)), Tate Britain, London ('$!)), and Castello 
di Rivoli, Turin, Italy ('$!(–!&). Her ceramic 
and textile works are currently included 
in the touring British Art Show %, UK (until 
'$!#), and her solo show at c-o-m-p-o-s-i-t-e, 
Brussels, Belgium, runs until '% May. She has 
work in the group exhibition ‘A Conversation 
about Ceramics’ at Monica de Cardenas, Milan, 
Italy, which closes in July, and a solo presenta-
tion at BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, 
Gateshead, UK, which opens that month.

Aaron Angell is based in London, UK. 
He works primarily with ceramics, producing 
sculptural tableaux referencing hobbyist 
cultures, naturalistic forms and the under-
ground hand-built ceramics of Britain from the 
!"#$s and ’%$s. This year, he had solo shows 
at Markus Lüttgen, Cologne, Germany, and 
at Glasgow Botanic Gardens and Kelvingrove 
Museum, UK, as part of Glasgow International 
'$!). His work is currently included in the 
touring British Art Show %. He is co-curator of 
‘That Continuous Thing’, a major survey of 
artists and the ceramic studio, which will open 

at Tate St Ives, UK, in spring '$!#. Angell 
is the founder and director of Troy Town 
Art Pottery, a ceramic workshop for artists 
founded in response to dwindling access to 
ceramics studios in London. 

Alison Britton has run a studio in London, 
UK, and made pots for the past ($ years. She 
also curates exhibitions and teaches in art 
schools; since !"%(, at the Royal College of Art, 
London, where she is a senior tutor in ceramics 
and glass. Her work has been widely shown 
across the world and Seeing Things, a collection 
of her writings, was published by Occasional 
Papers in '$!*. Her retrospective exhibition, 
‘Content and Form’, runs at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London, UK, until September.

‘Virtually all of my work has been domestic in  
certain ways; it’s meant to go inside a room. I!call it 
the!drama of the Great Indoors.’ 
R I C H A R D  S L E E
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for example. It’s odd that nobody was 
bringing it in. Surely there would have 
been tons of clay at the Slade, just 
for modelling?

A A  Exactly – there was a kiln, but it had 
been half-decommissioned to a lower 
temperature to burn out moulds. 

I’ve been seeing clay used more by 
recent students: I went back and gave 
some tutorials a year or two ago and eve-
ryone in the sculpture department had 
some sort of ceramic on their desk. It was 
intriguing – most people have been using 
it as a means to an end, a sculptural mate-
rial like any other, which was the basic 
gist behind me opening Troy Town Art 
Pottery: to invite other artists to come and 
use clay to make something that wasn’t 
a pot. 

R S  Thinking about it, sometimes if you take 
something away for a period, it becomes 
attractive again. Maybe the disappear-
ance of formalized ceramics was, in some 
ways, a good thing.

A A  There’s always a certain naivety from 
people at !rst – including myself, when 
I started. You can "ick through issues 
of Ceramic Review and see all these 
lumpy sculptures and think: God, why 
isn’t everyone doing this? It must be the 
easiest thing in the world.

previous page
Richard Slee 

Mobility Scooter, 2014, walking  
stick, child’s scooter  

and handblown glass horn,  
86 ! 57 ! 23 cm

1
Richard Slee  

Trophies, 2014, ceramic,  
bakelite trophy bases,  

170 ! 110 ! 26 cm

2 
Caroline Achaintre 

Bilbo, 2015,  
ceramic, 28 ! 23 cm

Courtesy 
previous page & 1 the artist and  

Hales Gallery,  
London and New York •  

2 the artist and  
Arcade, London

demand for specialist ceramic education. 
However, throughout my career, I’ve 
seen the collapse of ceramic education 
in this country and in Europe (though, 
interestingly, not in America). Basically, 
from a high point somewhere in the early 
#$%&s, there’s been a gradual decline. 
There are many reasons for this, I think. 
A lack of passion, certainly, but also 
because the facilities in schools closed 
down, one presumes because of expense, as 
well as health and safety regulations.
A A R O N  A N G E L L  
My secondary school used to o'er ceramics 
as an O-Level, before I was there. The 
legacy was that we had all these big electric 
kilns from the #$%&s that were still in good 
nick. I didn’t do any ceramics while I was 
at school, I should say. But I went back 
later, when my younger brother was still 
studying, and asked if I could make work 
there. It was great: I ate school dinners 
again for a few months; I loved it!

R S  I was head of department at Camberwell 
College of Art in the #$$&s, and you sensed 
that interest was falling o'. At that point, 
there were (& undergraduate courses that 
had ceramics in their title and now I think 
there are about two.
A S  Is that something to be lamented?

R S  No, not for me. A lot of my fellow tutors 
would go on about the loss of skills, the 
loss of knowledge, but I’m not sure. That 
knowledge was actually built up very rap-
idly postwar, from the #$)&s. Before that, 
I think if you went into a college ceramics 
department, it would be one kind of clay, 
one man and one dog.

Alison and I went to what was then 
Central School of Art and Design in the 
early #$*&s. It was a period of enormous 
expansion in technology and of real 
investment in art education in the UK – in 
fact, in higher education more broadly. 
You could sense the tutors were learning 
as much as you were at that time; it was an 
incredibly creative moment, a real com-
munity of learning. Sadly – now, I sound 
like I’m contradicting myself – something 
went wrong. Personally, I think that had 
a lot to do with isolation and fashion.
A S  Do you mean ceramics becoming isolated 

from the broader conversations that 
were going on in art departments from 
the late !"#$s?

R S  Yes, probably.
A S  Caroline or Aaron: neither of you 

studied ceramics formally. What were 
your routes to the medium?

C A  About !ve and a half years ago, I was 
making work out of paper. Paper has 
a short life-span in terms of sculpture, so 
I was looking for a way to solve that and 
clay seemed like one solution. It might 
well have been something to do with the 
zeitgeist but, you know, when you are 
at the beginning of something, you don’t 
really think about it. 

A B  I’m curious about the Slade [where 
Angell studied as an undergraduate, 
between +&&,–##] because some of the 
tutors there have used ceramics a lot – 
Edward Allington and Bruce McLean, 

2
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I have a slight problem with this idea 
of clay ‘coming back’. We can talk about 
fashion, but there are threads all the way 
through. To answer the question ‘why 
now?’ – I think there is a certainly a reac-
tion against the kind of fabrication fetish 
that we have been seeing in a lot of work 
over recent years.
A S  You mean the outsourcing of 

production?
A A  Yes: outsourcing and also losing this 

one-to-one scale of body to material, which 
is so inherent to clay. Philosophically, you 
can treat ceramics as this thing that turned 
against modernism …
A S  Or that modernism turned against, 

because it was certainly there at 
the start, with people like William 
Staite Murray.

A A  In a technical sense, it was involved 
deeply with industrialization and mining: 
di!erent ceramic surfaces require discrete 
materials and there’s lots of geopolitical 
stu! surrounding these at a micro level. At 
the same time, low-"red ceramics can be 
made in a beach "re and last #,$$$ years – 
it’s as primitive a technology as cooking.

C A  But, ceramics was also part of modernism. 
AB There is quite a strong lobby of thinking 

that puts Bernard Leach into the mod-
ernist framework. You can argue that he 
was looking outwards to Eastern models 
to reinvigorate what was happening 
in Europe, in a comparable way to Pablo 
Picasso looking at African artefacts.
A S  Alison, you once wrote in an essay 

that ‘clay, as a material, is prone 
to metaphor’, which is perhaps why 
it so easily assumes these di!erent 
meanings at di!erent points. 

I have been thinking about that in 
relation to Caroline’s work, particu-
larly the ceramic pieces in the recent 
show at Arcade gallery, which looked 
almost like snake skins. It ties to what 
you were saying earlier, Caroline, 
about using clay to replicate the forms 
that you were making in paper. Clay 
is very good at disguising itself as some-
thing else, which might be one of the 
reasons for its appeal.

A B  As a substance, it’s formless: it’s a sticky 
mass, which has, throughout history, been 
used to imitate jade or bronze or other 
materials that were more precious. There 
are lots of historic cases where clay has 
been used to echo the metal forms – ewers 
in Chinese art or the %uted silver dishes 
copied in Moorish Spanish ceramics. 
Often, the metal pieces have been recycled 
but the ceramics survive.
A S  How does what is going on in ceramics 

relate to discussions around deskilling, 
which many people see as one of the 
lasting legacies of conceptualism on 

arts education? I was talking to Betty 
Woodman [for frieze issue "##] and 
she said something quite interesting: 
in order to be an artist working with 
ceramics today, you have to make 
a disclaimer about not knowing what 
you are doing, technically speaking. 

A B  When I first graduated, a lot of 
conversations I found myself having were 
about what temperature you "red some-
thing at or what you put in glazes. No one 
wanted talk about what the thing was 
or why I’d made it. Initially, I was keen to 
push away anything to do with technique 
and skill. I thought: ‘We have it but we’re 
not going to go on about it.’

  But now, having gone through close 
to &$ years of seeing everyone gradually 
getting less and less skilled gener-
ally, I have swivelled around. I do think 
that skill-lessness is a really worrying 
phenomenon, as we move forward. 

A A  The point about talking shop is really 
interesting. Take Troy Town: normally, 
I would talk conceptually, for want of 
a better word, about things with other 
artists but, in the pottery, it instantly 
becomes technical.

You wouldn’t walk into a room with 
a patinated bronze in it and start discuss-
ing the process of patination or the history 
of wax casting. That’s all really interesting, 
but it doesn’t bear on the object as much 
as with ceramics, somehow. 

A B  I think it might bear as much, it’s just the 
habit is not to talk about it.

A A  Perhaps. But I also think it’s because 
ceramics, in my opinion, is the most com-
plicated sculptural method, once you get 
down to it.

R S  As an educator, I often wished that there 
was some kind of serum or something 
I could inject my students with, which 
would contain all of that technical knowl-
edge. It’s a long apprenticeship, ceramics; 
you have to go through the pain barrier. 
A S  Alison, you came out of the ceramics 

department at Central with 
this enormous technical skill …

A B  It wasn’t enormous.
A S  But you had a grounding and a certain 

level of pro$ciency. Then, you went to 
the Royal College to do an MA.

A B  My "rst sense, when I started, was 
that I had all these skills and no idea 
what to do with them. For me, it was 
the other way around: it took a long 
time to "nd what it was worth making 
with my hands.

A A  At this moment, ceramics feels like a life 
sentence for me; I look at it that way.
A S  In terms of being committed to 

developing technically or because you feel 
you’re being pigeonholed – by people 
like me?

A A  No, I don’t care about that. I mean in 
terms of my own intentions. You can 
do ceramics for #$ years and not know 
what’s going to come out the other end.

A B  The uncertainty of it is a huge part of 
the attraction for me.

A A  The kiln is something you submit to. 
R S  I "nd that an incredibly romantic notion.
A B  You’re much more precise.
R S  I want to know what happens; I want 

to be in control. The accident isn’t 
always happy.

Speaking of craft, yesterday I saw 
a documentary about François Tru!aut’s 
interviews with Alfred Hitchcock in 
the early '()$s [Kent Jones, Hitchcock/
Tru!aut, *$'#]. They are speaking and 
Tru!aut keeps using the word ‘craft’. 
There’s no guilt about it – they know it’s 
necessary: Hitchcock had to have great 
craft to make great "lms.

C A  Does craft mean skill? I never 
understand because, for me, in that 
respect, painting is as ‘crafty’ as 
anything.

R S  It means knowledge of your material 
as well, and judgement. You can have 
somebody who is an incredibly precise 
craftsperson and will make the most 
mundane work.

A B  ‘Crafted to death,’ we used to say.
A S  I think there is often a real fear of, 

or scepticism towards, virtuosity 
among contemporary artists. 
Somehow, as Aaron was saying, 
if you are incredibly technically 
pro$cient at something, that becomes 
the subject of whatever you make.

A B  It gets to be mannerist.
C A  It can be a distraction; I believe that. 

I didn’t learn ceramics but I trained as 
a blacksmith before becoming an artist, 
so I know that craft can also be an obsta-
cle to what you’re trying to do. I think 
there’s a morality to craft that can de"-
nitely be in the way of the artistic ideal.

A B  But only if you let it.
A S  Troy Town is, emphatically, an ‘art 

pottery’. It’s resolutely anti-vessel.
A A  Well, that was my line at the start. 

Generally, the people I work with are 
not ceramicists so, as a matter of 
course, they’re making sculpture. The 
vessel doesn’t come up as often – 
actually, hardly at all – in other media.

A B  Terrible word, too.
A A  Vessel?

A S  What would you prefer?
A B  Pot is a better word. Pot is good.

A S  Alison, you’ve stuck with the pot 
form in various permutations for 
your entire career and you’re still 
experimenting with it.

A B  Yes, I don’t seem to run out of interest. 
There’s enough to work with, with that 
as a given.

 ‘Ceramics has never gone away, it’s just that general 
culture!rediscovers it from time to time.’ 
A L I S O N  B R I T T O N
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A A  The idea of the pot as a given?
A B  Yes, I do think of the pot as a given; it’s 

something I have no need to !ght.
A S  What about you, Richard? You made 

a decisive break with the vessel form 
many years ago.

R S  I made a deliberate decision not to 
reference the pot or pottery. I felt that I’d 
run dry; my commentary on pottery was 
ironic and the joke had gone. But, then, 
I can’t deny my roots, which are pottery 
roots. Virtually all of my work has been 
domestic in certain ways; it’s meant to 
go inside a room. I call it the drama of the 
Great Indoors.

A B  It’s still controversial for some artists, 
isn’t it, the idea of the domestic? It’s 
slightly boring. I was at a symposium at 
Yale not long ago, on a panel about an 
exhibition called ‘The Ceramic Presence 
in Modern Art’. Some of my American 
co-panellists were surprised that I was 
talking about the domestic space, as if it 
were a strange subject.

C A  You mean in a psychological way?
A B  Just that I wasn’t only thinking about 

making a big splash in large institutions.
R S  There is a tale about Voulkos doing 

a demonstration where he was really drunk. 
His advice was: ‘If you can’t make it good, 
make it big.’
A S  Voulkos’s work is the opposite of 

domestic. That is perhaps why it was 
accepted very early on as a legitimate 
art form: because it was so far removed 
from tableware. Where do you see 
your works living when you make 
them, Alison?

A B  In rooms. It’s about scale. People have 
often asked me why I don’t make the 
pieces bigger. I have no desire to make 
them bigger.

A A  It’s also di"cult.
A B  It’s not impossible, but I want to be able 

to lift them up and move them around.
A S  You want to retain that connection 

with the body?
A B  Yes. I’m always making bodies. And there 

are ways in which you can easily pick my 
pots up – it’s about physical interaction.
A S  Caroline, is there a conversation in 

your mind between your textile pieces 
and the ceramics?

C A  When I end up showing them together, 
certainly. Sometimes, the same process 
or form will !nd its way into both – a way 
of folding, for example. To that extent, 
they in#uence each other. I like show-
ing them together because there are nice 
correspondences: the wool is quite an 
eerie material, shaggy and attractive yet 
repulsive at the same time; whereas clay, 
at least as I use it, has a seductiveness.

A B  It can be repulsive, too.
C A  Absolutely. 

A S  How did you start working with wool?
C A  Again, I didn’t learn formally. For my MA 

I was making small, intense watercolours 
that dealt with uncanniness. I wanted 
to somehow enlarge them and, thinking 
about how the uncanny and the familiar 
are related, it struck me that I should 
use a domestic material. That doesn’t 

interest me so much anymore – I don’t 
see the work necessarily as a comment 
on domesticity.

It’s quite a potent process, tufting: 
you use an air tool, which shoots wool 
through the canvas. It’s not like weaving; 
it’s fairly swift and physical.
A S  Do you feel, like Aaron, that ceramics 

is a life sentence?
C A  I’ve been tufting for over ten years and 

I’ve never thought: ‘That’s it, I’m going 
to stay with wool now.’ A friend has just 
given me an old kiln because he’s moving 
to the US and I’m building a shed in my 
garden to put it in, which is a commit-
ment. It’s a journey and, at the moment, 
it’s going well, but I can’t say if it’s for life.
A S  Aaron, do you envisage Troy Town 

becoming self-sustaining? Or do 
you consider it to be a core part of 
your practice?

A A  I’m trying to get to a point where I am 
spending less time there. Troy Town is 
moving and expanding in May, so I think 
there will be some changes. It feels as 
though the initial stage of the experiment 
is over. When we !rst started, I was 
working with !ve artists a month, which 
was insane. Now, I work with two artists 
a month, if that, and it will become less 
regular, which will maybe allow a bit more 
time for research.
A S  Are you reskilling through the back 

door, as it were, in the absence of 
ceramics departments in colleges 
and schools?

A A  I don’t have the skills, or the people skills, 
to teach. There are three things I tell 
people on the !rst day: don’t go more than 
an inch thick anywhere; don’t make any 
contained spaces because the piece will 
explode; and put your work under the fan 
for a while, or leave it until the next day, 
to harden up. That, and how you slip two 
pieces of clay together to make a join. It’s 
half a day’s worth of teaching.

C A  When I was there, it impressed me that 
you were just left to yourself to begin 
with but, if you wanted to know particu-
lar things, you could ask. I think that’s 
much better: to work it out as you go.
A S  There’s a famous quote from Hans 

Coper, which I’m sure Alison probably 
knows o! by heart, because it’s often 
mentioned …

A B  The only thing he ever wrote!
 A S   … from the exhibition catalogue of 

his Victoria and Albert Museum 
exhibition in "#$#. He says: ‘Practising 
a craft with ambiguous reference to 
purpose and function, one has occasion 
to face absurdity. More than anything, 
somewhat like a demented piano-
tuner, one is trying to approximate 
a phantom pitch.’ It struck me as an 
apt way of describing …

A A  … trying to make something that’s 
somehow between two worlds.

A B  I think he’s talking about what happens 
if you put function aside; what, then, 
are you hanging onto?

A A  I think if you’re making something out 
of clay that isn’t visually !tting, which 

doesn’t formally reference functional 
things, you don’t need to answer that 
question. My favourite ceramics in the 
world are anatomical Etruscan votives 
that were made between $%% BCE and 
$%% CE. These were mass-produced 
sculptural ceramics and, of course, they 
did have a functional value in their soci-
ety, but they’re not vessels, they’re not 
pots, and somehow you can’t !t them 
into that conversation.

A B  I think Coper had a notion of all di&erent 
kinds of function. 
A S  Certainly, but I do think ceramics, 

at this moment in time, is in two places: 
there is a revival in artists using it 
sculpturally and, at the same time, 
there are communal craft pottery 
studios opening – places like Turned 
Earth in Hackney or the Ceramics 
Studio Co-op in New Cross – where 
people are making and selling func-
tional ceramics. I think that’s part of 
the same mentality as craft beer and 
farmers’ markets: it’s linked to a cer-
tain ethics and politics of production 
and consumption. 

R S  The Granby Workshop [a social 
enterprise set up by Assemble as part of 
their Turner Prize-winning Granby Four 
Streets project in Liverpool] is an inter-
esting example: lovely people with lovely 
intentions, I’m sure, but their actual 
products are dreadful. 

A A  I thought you would have liked them; 
it’s all brooms with carrots for handles 
and things like that.

R S  They’re not well-designed and, actually, 
in craft terms, they’re dreadful because 
they don’t work: the materials are wrong. 

A B  I’d like to say one more thing: craft 
occupies an unstable position in the 
spectrum of art design and I don’t think 
it has ever, since it was the normal way 
of producing everything, had a !xed 
place. It can be an absolute taboo at some 
points and, currently, it’s very appealing, 
but it’s always being rede!ned and always 
on the move. If you tried to put an edge 
around it, a de!ned border between art, 
craft and design, then you’d be stuck, 
I think. The discipline would die. 

Amy Sherlock is reviews editor of frieze 
and is based in London, UK.
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‘Grotwork’, 2015, installation view  
at Studio Voltaire, London

2
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Bottle Kiln–Gymnosperm,  
2015, glazed stoneware,  

32 ! 32 ! 45 cm

Courtesy 
1 & 2 the artist, Rob Tufnell, London,  

and Studio Voltaire, London
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untainted nature grows everyday more scarce, this art lends new urgency to the timeworn cliché about
wondrous artists capable of bringing inert sculptural materials mysteriously to life.

—Gilda Williams
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Suddenly, Caroline Achaintre’s work seems to be everywhere. A stand-out in the current British Art
Show, with a recent solo display at Tate Britain, Achaintre is now preparing for a major presentation
opening in July at the warehouse-size BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, in Gateshead, UK. The
French-German sculptor has lived in London since the late 1990s; her gradual ubiquity might have gone
temporarily undetected owing to her staggering variety of artmaking techniques. The sensational,
colorful, hairy wall rugs that emerged just over a decade ago suggested a signature style, but there were
also small, perfectly formed, abstract ink-and-watercolor drawings (they feel distinctly painterly, although
Achaintre is not a painter) and—as in this show, “Limbo”—exquisite ceramic or thinly stuffed fabric wall
sculptures.

In the two quilted works and five ceramic pieces in “Limbo”—all in manageable, body-scale sizes—
Achaintre manipulates flat materials (rolls of clay, cuts of fabric) to produce elaborately textured, wall-
based three-dimensional objects. Each was uniquely fascinating, from the shining Shell Flush (all works
2016), with its patent-leather shell wrapped around a double-pointed mother-of-pearl ceramic tusk in
faux-python finish; to Lee Vee Double D’s mane-like shape and stiff, ultralong ears, all with dark,
leathery surfaces; or Shack’s pleated, masklike ceramic “face” rendered in a striated, silvery sheen; or
Lemac’s headless, jagged fabric body and its tail like an elephant’s. The experience felt less like a
gallery visit than a trip to the natural history museum: observing at length each unfamiliar creature, with
its varicolored epidermis and curious symmetries. Filled with elements reminiscent of antlers, tortoise
shells, or desiccated bones, the show began to feel like an assortment of hunting trophies, and I
remembered that Achaintre’s earlier furry tapestries resembled zebra skins and bearskin rugs. The
artist-as-hunter analogy was eerily reinforced when I learned that Achaintre had created those early
tapestries by shooting wool through the rugs’ versos with a tufting gun.

Achaintre’s ambitious, clay-based studio experiments—with glazes varying from dry, stony matte to wet,
shiny gloss—look less like handcrafted sculptures than, perhaps, age-old fossils recently unearthed, or
giant mollusks retrieved from the bottom of a lake. Although I’m tempted to link her work’s deep
shadowy folds to the drapery of classical figures, in fact I am less reminded of the work of an ancient
sculptor than a twenty-first-century biochemist growing synthetic meat or human spinal tissue in a lab.
Hanging over the gallery door—rather like a prize swordfish mounted over a sailing club’s entrance—
was the fabulous, iridescent blue-green Golem. With its tessellated, reptilian skin voluptuously shaped
into waves, and frothy curls along its edges resembling ocean foam, Golem suggests the lab-grown
scales of some cloned, prehistoric sea monster.

Back in the early ’80s, in a world overrun with new mass-produced consumables, Jean Baudrillard
defined the simulacrum as a copy behind which there is no original. How shall we name Achaintre’s first-
generation “organic” things, behind which there is no original life form, no biological parent? As
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untainted nature grows everyday more scarce, this art lends new urgency to the timeworn cliché about
wondrous artists capable of bringing inert sculptural materials mysteriously to life.

—Gilda Williams
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Caroline Achaintre moved into her modest studio in Homerton,
east London, three years ago. "I am happy it is well insulated. It's
the first time I am in a studio and it's warmer inside than
outdoors." It is a cluster of 50 studios under a block of modern
flats. Achaintre admits it is isolated; there are no communal spaces
to meet in. "It means you crack on with your work. I have a nine-
year-old kid and her school and my house are close by. It is my
Bermuda Triangle".

Achaintre was born in Toulouse in 1969. Her parents split up when
she was young and her German mother took her to live in a small
city near Nuremberg. She studied first at the Kunsthochschule in
Halle (Saale), in the former East Germany, where she was awarded
a DAAD scholarship.
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She chose to use it to come to London to study, drawn, she says,
by the YBA art scene and music. She was attracted to heavy metal
bands including Slipknot, clarifying that she was interested in the
"clowning", where the musicians were "applying one face on top of
another".
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Growing up in Germany she became interested in German
Expressionism and primitivism, channelling her initial artistic
energy into producing watercolours and large wall painting.
Studying first at Chelsea College of Art and Design and then at
Goldsmiths College, she was frustrated at her attempts at painting
and "I wanted to find a domestic medium".

She decided to try to make a carpet of her work. She approached
the textile department, discovering an old tufting gun with which
she began to experiment, and discovered the medium and
materials that she has now made the centre of her practice.

In the studio there is a loom
set up with a tufting work in
progress and I admit to a
fascination with the technique.
She jumps up and gamely
gives me a demonstration of
the noisy procedure. Shooting
the threads through a canvas,
working from the back to the
front, she is basically working
blind. She mixes the lengths of threads, producing an uneven
surface and allowing accident, something that appeals to her,
inspired by her professed love of expressionism.

The dominant although incomplete work on the loom is destined
for ARCO, an art fair in Barcelona, her work now being eminently
collectable. With a forthcoming solo show at the Baltic in
Gateshead and her inclusion in the British Art Show 8, she is an
artist to watch.

Achaintre is engaging to speak to and animated. With an infectious
laugh she tells me: "I have to put latex on the back of the almost
finished work so the wool stays in place. I come in the next day
and the whole studio smells like a sneaker factory. I like that."

Caroline Achaintre in the British Art Show 8 opens in Edinburgh on
13 February and runs until 8 May (britishartshow8.com)

More about: | Caroline Achaintre | East Germany | London | Chelsea College
of Art and Design | Toulouse | Nuremberg | Gateshead | ARCO | YBA | DAAD |
Goldsmiths College | Edinburgh | Barcelona
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When the lights are off and everyone’s gone home, it’s quite possible that
night-time murmurings can be heard from BALTIC’s Level 3 gallery, where
Caroline Achaintre’s ambiguous artworks may be resuming a conversation
we interrupted by visiting them.

This impactful survey exhibition, something of a material turn for BALTIC
perhaps, does good justice to Achaintre’s mix of ceramic sculptures,
paintings, linocuts and distinctive woollen wall-hangings. A clever layout of
banked walls and alcoves walks us alternately past groups of shiny glazed
clay pieces folded into hints of recognisable objects, and individual

24.09.2016 — Review

Caroline Achaintre
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead

by Dave Pritchard
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encounters with the huge multi-coloured shaggy tapestries, painted  as
Achaintre describes it  with a rapid- re tu ing gun that shoots wool strands
through the back of a canvas sheet.

vocations of tribal art, expressionism and more subtly  the visual
languages of heavy metal and science ction pervade the work. asks and
faces are suggested throughout.

rom babyhood, we have an instinct for pareidolia, i.e. reading the merest
marks as a pattern that represents a face  this is a useful survival instinct,
but it is also the basis for Rorschach therapies, supernatural visions and fairy
stories. vidence for the strength of this is given by the popularity this
exhibition has had among younger visitors  remarkable perhaps for a show
with such largely abstract content, but testament to the way in which two
vaguely-suggested eyes and a mouth can trigger the imagination.

The most minimal of these suggestions can turn a lump of clay into a
personality, or an object into a subject , as Achaintre neatly puts it  and the
room then lls with a cast of characters. This resonates with animist
traditions, belief in the a erlife, and all the other ways in which we might
consider that souls are not con ned to the living human.

There is playfulness here too, balancing the angst of the uncanny with gentle
humour and material exuberance. The wall-hanging rd ard a new work
made for this exhibition  embodies this particularly well, looming high like
a harlequin wizard or a gothic monster from early video games, and trailing
wool-strands over the oor in an unruly advance. The sinister but beautiful
grey ceramic and leather ee ee D b e D, in its museum-like alcove, could
be a space-warlord’s ceremonial helmet or a fossil creature from the deep
ocean.

There is great visual energy in these works, with powerful zig-zags, candy
stripes, chevrons and glistening glazes, everything somehow directional,
pushing the eye around. The excellent linocuts have quieter suggestions of
feathers and wood-grain, and two of them resemble stylised tribal masks,
evoking perhaps the same striated excisions that would be used to fashion
the objects themselves.

ome have spoken of Achaintre’s work as a mass of contradictions or
dichotomies  but instead the dominant feeling here is of ambiguities and
opposites held in vibrating balance, as between two magnets. ence we
hover in a mid-ground between guration and abstraction, two dimensions



and three, the pliable and the rigid, whimsy and menace, seduction and
repulsion, spontaneity and polish, and perhaps even ne and applied arts. In
today’s ultra-segmented world, Achaintre is remarkably unselfconscious
about transcending multiple media, and she shows an unforced and
authentic expressiveness equally in each area of her practice.

erhaps the most satisfying adventure here is into the idea of the mask. The
face-shapes conjur this immediately, but even some of the ceramic pieces
are masquerading  as other materials, having been nished to resemble
lizard-skin or corrugated card.

In the contexts suggested in this exhibition, of carnival theatre and
shamanic ritual, the mask functions not as a subterfuge or concealment, but
instead as an acknowledged pluralism of identity. A mask may hide, but it
also reveals, dissolving inhibition and giving vent to an inner spirit. It is a
device through which to look outward, but it also gives us a different view
inward to the wearer. In conversation, Achaintre returns o en to this theme,
explaining the double pairs of eye-holes in some of the works as symbolising
this two-way vision. It is intriguing therefore to note that wool-tu s and
linocuts are both fashioned by working from the reverse side, or the reverse
relief, of what eventually becomes the presented face  of the work.

This exhibition has been a very popular attraction over the summer  catch
its remaining days while you can  and listen for murmurings a er the doors
have closed

Caroline Achaintre continues at BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
until 30 ctober 2016.

ave ritchard is an independent consultant based in orthumberland.

Images  Caroline Achaintre, rd ard 2016. Installation view, BALTIC
Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead. hoto  ohn c enzie  2016
BALTIC  Caroline Achaintre exhibition installation view, BALTIC Centre
for Contemporary Art, Gateshead. hoto  ohn c enzie  2016 BALTIC
Caroline Achaintre e  2016 Ceramic. Image courtesy the artist and
Arcade, London hotography  Andy eate.
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‘I work with themask in thewidest sense,
using ceramics and textiles. My tuftedworks
always depict more than one being. There
is the façade of the surface, and then the
question of who is behind it. I was interested
in the psychological aspect of what you see
in these objects: they have anthropomorphic
features, but they are not abstract, and
not yet figurative; amultilayering ofmulti-
personalities, as inMoustache Eagle
from 2008.

‘My interest inmasquerade drewme to
a lot of ethnological collections and so-called
“primitive” art when creating theseworks –
stark expressions andminimal information
forming a face-like image – and this, along
with an interest in theGerman expressionists,
helped to informmy process.

‘I beganmaking small drawings, but wanted
towork on a larger scale whilemaintaining the
level of intensity. I wanted them to be domestic
objects, something eerie and uncanny in the
family environment by using lots of fibres –
almost like pixels – to get this three-dimensional
plane. You feel attracted to it and repulsed at
the same time.

‘These drawings developed into a new body
of ceramic works. I try to emulate othermaterials
for the surfaces of the ceramic pieces, such as
shed snake skin. Sometimes it needs only a tiny
bit of information to becomemore than a sheet
of clay.

‘It’s a very spontaneous process, often a really
quick gesture of gathering the clay so it warps. I
pretend it’s a piece of paper as that’s how I used
tomake them, before they became too delicate.’

Above: Caroline
AchaintreMola
2014, glazed
ceramic. Left:
Caroline Achaintre
photographed in her
studio by Victoria
Siddle, June 2014

The Artist in Her Studio
Caroline Achaintre at Tate Britain

A display of Caroline
Achaintre’s recent
works, curated by
Isabella Maidment,
runs at Tate Britain
from 13 October to
3 May. BP Spotlight.
BP Displays supported
by BP for 25 Years.
Achaintre talked to
Mariko Finch.
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Two blots paired, one blot below them. Two 
eyes and a mouth. It doesn’t take much to 
trigger an instance of representation, and  
when what you’re representing is the human 
face, it’s a moment fraught with the possibility  
of misrecognition as much as recognition 
– masks are always strange. Caroline Achaintre’s 
drawings in ink on paper exploit these tensions 
with abandon, and while the means appear 
minimal compared to Achaintre’s recent 
technique – heavy wall-weavings and sculptures 
– these drawings are by no means slight  
or subordinate.

Achaintre’s work is often discussed for  
its revisiting of aspects of primitivism and 
expressionism (and the awkward status of these 
tendencies in the story of modernist art) and 
how she blends these with more contemporary 
subcultural strands of sci-fi, gothic and psyche-
delia. Comprised of no more than coloured ink 
and masking fluid, however, the works in Mooner 
are stripped of some of the burden of history that 
attaches to her sculptural work, the better to focus 
on the hallucinatory strangeness of what emerges 
from the pools, dribbles and bleeds of ink. 

Three (2011) sets up the eyes-mouth-face 
trigger in its most apparently basic form. It can’t 
help but induce visions of other things – eg,  
two discs of blood-red floating like ill suns above 
a fragmenting black hole. This involuntary 
illusionism conjures up faces that are themselves 
always something other, something elsewhere 
– Sue High (2014) has a spreading oval ring of 
washed black in a spattered field of twilight 
blue, yet the aperture contains a set of pinkish 
triangles against a pale-green ground that 
suggest nose and mouth, but also a teetering 
pyramid. Achaintre’s prowess lies in how the 
apparently spontaneous and accidental dynamic 
of the ink is harnessed to producing figures that 
are themselves almost accidental apparitions, 
both there and not there: LL. Ost (2011) is little 
more that a squashed ovoid of bleeding black 
ink, with two openings onto a spattered blue 
background, both staring visage and the image, 
perhaps, of a rock that resembles the same. 
Meater (2012) pushes this ambivalence hardest:  
a custard-coloured head-shape is populated with 
busy, jagged concentrations of reds and purples, 
floating against a field of mint-green diamonds.

These doublings, between thing and face, 
between something else and what there is, are  
a bizarre, knowing regression to the most basic 
questions of representation. Achaintre’s 
preoccupation with such atavism is leavened  
by the queasy retro of the patterns that float 
through and in these little fields and which  
in some cases almost eclipse them: candy-stripe 
pinks and mints recall 1980s graphic styling, 
which was itself already aping the dynamism  
of early constructivist art. It’s true that such 
historical throwbacks have been something  
of a characteristic of British art, and Achaintre 
won’t be the last to deploy them. But her 
claustrophobic collapsing of multiple histories 
back onto this simple motif of the human face 
isn’t mere playful quotation. Perhaps, in the 
context of debates about the anthropomor-
phising of the inanimate that have gained 
currency in the last few years, Achaintre’s weird 
mask figures, taking shape or fading away, 
ponder a very contemporary sense of loss and 
estrangement; not finding ourselves in the 
things we make, but discovering something 
quite unlike us, staring back. J. J. Charlesworth

Sue High, 2014, ink on paper, 40 ! 30 cm. 
© the artist. Courtesy Arcade, London

Caroline Achaintre  Mooner

Arcade, London  24 January – 1 March 
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108 selected by Helen Sumpter

A hollow mask, moulded from thin ceramic  
and textured like snakeskin, sits atop a trian-
gular, welded-steel frame,!the mask’s simple 
features comprising two blank eyes and a 
gaping mouth. It’s a primitive fetish object on  
a display stand, until you read the title, Shopper, 
and then that gaping gob transforms into the 
space framed by the upside-down, dangling 
handles of the shopping bag to which the 
object’s title and its form now obviously refer. 
This e"ect, akin to pareidolia – seeing faces  
in inanimate objects – is a recurring feature  
of encounters with Caroline Achaintre’s work 
that, alongside slippery ceramic objects, also 

includes large tufted-wool rugs and colourful 
inks and watercolours on paper (the latter  
on show in her exhibition Mooner, through 1 
March, at London’s Arcade gallery). Exhibitions 
often include selections of the above objects 
presented within geometric shelving structures 
that wouldn’t look out of place in high-end 
department store display. 

While the use of ceramic as a material has 
seen a resurgence in recent years, Achaintre’s 
visual references – primitive-looking fetish 
objects, carnival, the chunky forms and candy 
colours of postmodern design – are to many 
still as unfashionable as pottery once was.  
Her foregrounding in her art of the pleasure  
in process and materials might also be viewed 
as the less dominant paradigm (over a focus  
on concept and theory). Yet these and other 
frictions – between fashion and taste, abstract 
and figurative, art and design, and primitivism 
and postmodernism – are also why this work 
gets under your skin. And stays there.

below left Wanderer, 2012, hand-tufted wool, 208 # 172 cm

below right Chubber, 2013, ceramic, leather,  
35 # 33 # 24 cm

both images Courtesy the artist and Arcade, London

Caroline Achaintre
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brow created by an overhanging fold. 
Another exaggerated horizontal 
fold lower down suggests ageing 
human jowls – the careful tucks are 
modelled with the sharp eye of a !ne 
cartoonist. Temp Mint is a funny 
work if your humour is deadpan: 
painted in back and white verticals, 
its serious expression is empha-
sized but also undermined by the 
droll patterning of a jester or clown’s 
striped fabric. 

In her "#$" installation at 
Eastside Projects, Birmingham, the 
design of one plinth was borrowed 
from the Memphis Group’s early 
$%&#s cabinets: a zigzagging shape 
painted white, black and lime green. 
Achaintre’s display furniture at 
her ‘Camp Coo’ exhibition in "#$' 
was in(uenced by the rudimen-
tary dynamics and form of Tetris 
pieces, the shape-shifting tetra-cubes 
from cult $%&#s puzzle video game. 
These serpentine plinths ascend 
from the (oor echoing the steady 
zigzag pattern that the animated 
tiles originally formed on the 
computer screen. The artist couples 
these two in(uences – Memphis 
Group furniture and Tetris – as 
inspirational postmodern designs. 
They appeal to her, she explains, 
because the exhibition furniture 
provides the clean lines and modular 
units to counter-balance the uneven 
contours of her hardened clay. Also, 
crucially, the designs are ‘less polite’ 
than their austere and humour-
less modernist counterparts. These 
unusual support structures lend her 
clay works dynamic bodies of their 
own, and o)er greater potential for 
playful choreography than the tradi-
tional, minimal plinth.

We sit down. Achaintre reaches 
for one of the picture books that 
weigh down her shelves. She (icks 
through a well-thumbed volume 
on $%&#s and ’%#s Russian design 
to !nd an image of a dramatic fur 
coat, photographed mid-(ight 
on a fashion runway. It was made 
from some exotic animal pelt and 
extended from the model’s shoul-
ders like the outstretched wings of 
a bald eagle whose feathers are on 
full display. Birdsssss ("#$'), one 
of Achaintre’s tufted pieces, is a 
dramatic re-creation of this stylish 
wingspan. Made for her *+ Galleries 
show last year, it was suspended in 
the centre of the space’s high atrium, 
its front and back exposed. The 
browns and tans, greys and pinks of 
the tufting are plotted and woven, 
the broad shape funnelling and 
extending downwards so that the 
thrust is vertical, as if the piece  
were taking (ight. Both the original 
bird and its extravagant fur interpre-
tation give way to Achaintre’s  
new work, a site of dramatic action.

The beginnings of another 
tufted piece (anks one wall of the 
studio. Black threading has begun: 
the artist’s tufting gun !ring lines  

F O C U S : 
S T U D I O  V I S I T

Achaintre’s compositions  
resemble troupes of gregarious actors caught  

mid-improvisation.

Caroline Achaintre

Theatrical textiles  
and characters in clay 
—
by Isobel Harbison

of it like brushstrokes through a 
large marked-up and stretched 
canvas. Achaintre crops the colours 
and threads as the work progresses. 
This is one of several such pieces 
planned for the artist’s ‘Spotlight’ 
show at Tate Britain, which will open 
in October this year. She has built 
a to-scale model of its large neo-
classical gallery, the height of which 
will present the most immediate 
challenge. She will think about the 
vertical thrust !rst – how the display 
architecture can elevate her rambunc-
tious characters without breaking 
their momentum or (attening their 
!zz, and then she will consider her 
individual works, old and new, before 
!ne-tuning the ensemble. 

 In the centre of Achaintre’s 
studio is a cabinet storing her water-
colours. Like the clay and tufted 
works, they are composed in sections 
with foreground shapes, forming 
face-like abstractions, which veer 
forward against patterned back-
grounds. Their careful prismatic 
schemes are achieved using water-
resistant gums, traces of which 
sometimes remain beside dried- 
up pools of looser, murkier colours. 
This is where her practice began, 
from where her experiments with 
tuft, clay and furniture developed  
a decade ago, with their formal 
contradictions, varying tempos, 
broken boundaries, verve, wit and 
character. Her solo exhibition at 
Castello di Rivoli in Italy later this 
year will include a selection of  
watercolours around which she will  
make and arrange other pieces. 
Achaintre’s garrulous troupe will, 
once again, take to the boards. 

Caroline Achaintre lives in London, 
!". In #$%&, she had solo shows at !' 
Galleries, Hat(eld, !", and Smiths 
Row, Bury St Edmunds, !"; her work 
was included in group exhibitions at 
Peer, London; Musee de l’Art Moderne 
de la Ville de Paris, France; The New 
Art Gallery, Walsall, !"; La Loge, 
Brussels, Belgium; and )*+, Toronto, 
Canada. Earlier this year, Achaintre 
had a solo show at Arcade, London.  
In October, her work will be the  
subject of a ‘Spotlight’ at Tate Britain, 
London; and in November she will 
have a solo show at the Castello di 
Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
Turin, Italy, as part of the Illy Present 
Future Prize. 

Caroline Achaintre’s studio in east 
London is in a purpose-built complex 
on a stretch of green belt between 
Hackney and the city’s Olympic 
Park. Each sunlit studio wall intro-
duces me to di)erent aspects of the 
artist’s work. We mosey around 
the room together, lea!ng through 
watercolours, picking up ceram-
ics, inspecting her tufted wool works 
and scrutinizing gallery plans for 
future exhibitions. Our conversa-
tion progresses from speci!c pieces 
to her diverse inspirations, many of 
which come from di)erent pockets 
of "#th-century design. 

Along the white wall opposite 
the door are pinned a cluster of 
drawings, sketches and photocopied 
images. Individually, the pictures 
are ambiguous but their collective 
e)ect is bright and exuberant.  
They are the starting points for 
several new works by this French/
German artist that, in their !nished 
form, will combine the virtuosity  
of a Bauhaus pioneer, the audacious 
thrust of postmodern design and the 
punch and bawdiness of a carnival 
costumier. In preparatory sketches, 
parallel and crosshatched lines of 
coloured marker pen on paper make 
patterned rounds with clear outlines, 
occasionally broken up by frenzied 
scribbles. These preparatory shapes 
have been distilled from images 
found in books of now-outmoded 
fashions and the European carnival 
tradition. One photograph, pinned 
between her drawings, shows a 
person in a costume of thick, hanging 
ropes, face obscured, like some 
otherworldly creature emerging  
from a swampy phantasmagoria. 

The costumes or disguises that 
fascinate Achaintre are often 
oversized, melodramatic and faintly 
absurd hybrids of man and animal. 
Borrowing brazen colours, dramatic 
textures and disruptive patterning 
from their sources, these drawings 
are reanimated by Achaintre into  
new !gures in watercolour, clay, 
furniture or fabric. It is this transition 
from source images, in which living 
forms become dramatic abstractions, 
that results in the extraordinary 
quality of the artist’s !gures, which 
are simultaneously illusionistic and 
intensely present. This tenuous 
balance reappears consistently 
through Achaintre’s works, which she 
refers to as characters. While her 
compositions or installations are, 
strictly speaking, non-narrative, 
displayed together they resemble 
troupes of gregarious actors caught 
mid-improvisation.

Pinned beside the sketches are 
some images of Achaintre’s recent 
clay works, which resemble human 
heads clad in the surreal armour of 
carnival masks. Temp Mint ("#$') 
is an oblong piece rounded at both 
ends and made to hang vertically like 
a long face, with two slits for eyes 
cut close together beneath a deep 
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installation view, Smiths Row,  
Bury St Edmunds
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fold lower down suggests ageing 
human jowls – the careful tucks are 
modelled with the sharp eye of a !ne 
cartoonist. Temp Mint is a funny 
work if your humour is deadpan: 
painted in back and white verticals, 
its serious expression is empha-
sized but also undermined by the 
droll patterning of a jester or clown’s 
striped fabric. 

In her "#$" installation at 
Eastside Projects, Birmingham, the 
design of one plinth was borrowed 
from the Memphis Group’s early 
$%&#s cabinets: a zigzagging shape 
painted white, black and lime green. 
Achaintre’s display furniture at 
her ‘Camp Coo’ exhibition in "#$' 
was in(uenced by the rudimen-
tary dynamics and form of Tetris 
pieces, the shape-shifting tetra-cubes 
from cult $%&#s puzzle video game. 
These serpentine plinths ascend 
from the (oor echoing the steady 
zigzag pattern that the animated 
tiles originally formed on the 
computer screen. The artist couples 
these two in(uences – Memphis 
Group furniture and Tetris – as 
inspirational postmodern designs. 
They appeal to her, she explains, 
because the exhibition furniture 
provides the clean lines and modular 
units to counter-balance the uneven 
contours of her hardened clay. Also, 
crucially, the designs are ‘less polite’ 
than their austere and humour-
less modernist counterparts. These 
unusual support structures lend her 
clay works dynamic bodies of their 
own, and o)er greater potential for 
playful choreography than the tradi-
tional, minimal plinth.

We sit down. Achaintre reaches 
for one of the picture books that 
weigh down her shelves. She (icks 
through a well-thumbed volume 
on $%&#s and ’%#s Russian design 
to !nd an image of a dramatic fur 
coat, photographed mid-(ight 
on a fashion runway. It was made 
from some exotic animal pelt and 
extended from the model’s shoul-
ders like the outstretched wings of 
a bald eagle whose feathers are on 
full display. Birdsssss ("#$'), one 
of Achaintre’s tufted pieces, is a 
dramatic re-creation of this stylish 
wingspan. Made for her *+ Galleries 
show last year, it was suspended in 
the centre of the space’s high atrium, 
its front and back exposed. The 
browns and tans, greys and pinks of 
the tufting are plotted and woven, 
the broad shape funnelling and 
extending downwards so that the 
thrust is vertical, as if the piece  
were taking (ight. Both the original 
bird and its extravagant fur interpre-
tation give way to Achaintre’s  
new work, a site of dramatic action.

The beginnings of another 
tufted piece (anks one wall of the 
studio. Black threading has begun: 
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of it like brushstrokes through a 
large marked-up and stretched 
canvas. Achaintre crops the colours 
and threads as the work progresses. 
This is one of several such pieces 
planned for the artist’s ‘Spotlight’ 
show at Tate Britain, which will open 
in October this year. She has built 
a to-scale model of its large neo-
classical gallery, the height of which 
will present the most immediate 
challenge. She will think about the 
vertical thrust !rst – how the display 
architecture can elevate her rambunc-
tious characters without breaking 
their momentum or (attening their 
!zz, and then she will consider her 
individual works, old and new, before 
!ne-tuning the ensemble. 

 In the centre of Achaintre’s 
studio is a cabinet storing her water-
colours. Like the clay and tufted 
works, they are composed in sections 
with foreground shapes, forming 
face-like abstractions, which veer 
forward against patterned back-
grounds. Their careful prismatic 
schemes are achieved using water-
resistant gums, traces of which 
sometimes remain beside dried- 
up pools of looser, murkier colours. 
This is where her practice began, 
from where her experiments with 
tuft, clay and furniture developed  
a decade ago, with their formal 
contradictions, varying tempos, 
broken boundaries, verve, wit and 
character. Her solo exhibition at 
Castello di Rivoli in Italy later this 
year will include a selection of  
watercolours around which she will  
make and arrange other pieces. 
Achaintre’s garrulous troupe will, 
once again, take to the boards. 

Caroline Achaintre lives in London, 
!". In #$%&, she had solo shows at !' 
Galleries, Hat(eld, !", and Smiths 
Row, Bury St Edmunds, !"; her work 
was included in group exhibitions at 
Peer, London; Musee de l’Art Moderne 
de la Ville de Paris, France; The New 
Art Gallery, Walsall, !"; La Loge, 
Brussels, Belgium; and )*+, Toronto, 
Canada. Earlier this year, Achaintre 
had a solo show at Arcade, London.  
In October, her work will be the  
subject of a ‘Spotlight’ at Tate Britain, 
London; and in November she will 
have a solo show at the Castello di 
Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
Turin, Italy, as part of the Illy Present 
Future Prize. 

Caroline Achaintre’s studio in east 
London is in a purpose-built complex 
on a stretch of green belt between 
Hackney and the city’s Olympic 
Park. Each sunlit studio wall intro-
duces me to di)erent aspects of the 
artist’s work. We mosey around 
the room together, lea!ng through 
watercolours, picking up ceram-
ics, inspecting her tufted wool works 
and scrutinizing gallery plans for 
future exhibitions. Our conversa-
tion progresses from speci!c pieces 
to her diverse inspirations, many of 
which come from di)erent pockets 
of "#th-century design. 

Along the white wall opposite 
the door are pinned a cluster of 
drawings, sketches and photocopied 
images. Individually, the pictures 
are ambiguous but their collective 
e)ect is bright and exuberant.  
They are the starting points for 
several new works by this French/
German artist that, in their !nished 
form, will combine the virtuosity  
of a Bauhaus pioneer, the audacious 
thrust of postmodern design and the 
punch and bawdiness of a carnival 
costumier. In preparatory sketches, 
parallel and crosshatched lines of 
coloured marker pen on paper make 
patterned rounds with clear outlines, 
occasionally broken up by frenzied 
scribbles. These preparatory shapes 
have been distilled from images 
found in books of now-outmoded 
fashions and the European carnival 
tradition. One photograph, pinned 
between her drawings, shows a 
person in a costume of thick, hanging 
ropes, face obscured, like some 
otherworldly creature emerging  
from a swampy phantasmagoria. 

The costumes or disguises that 
fascinate Achaintre are often 
oversized, melodramatic and faintly 
absurd hybrids of man and animal. 
Borrowing brazen colours, dramatic 
textures and disruptive patterning 
from their sources, these drawings 
are reanimated by Achaintre into  
new !gures in watercolour, clay, 
furniture or fabric. It is this transition 
from source images, in which living 
forms become dramatic abstractions, 
that results in the extraordinary 
quality of the artist’s !gures, which 
are simultaneously illusionistic and 
intensely present. This tenuous 
balance reappears consistently 
through Achaintre’s works, which she 
refers to as characters. While her 
compositions or installations are, 
strictly speaking, non-narrative, 
displayed together they resemble 
troupes of gregarious actors caught 
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Pinned beside the sketches are 
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heads clad in the surreal armour of 
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Contemporary artists and 
ceramic traditions

Amy Sherlock

A Potted History

Through a narrow doorway and up a scu!- 
marked staircase, the contemporary art galleries 
Mary Mary and Kendall Koppe occupy two 
floors of a former hotel in central Glasgow. 
During the city’s "# festival earlier this year,  
a brief and serendipitous confluence between 
the programmes at the two spaces reflected the 
contemporary art world’s current weak knees 
over all things clay. ‘Chester Man’, the young 
London-based (Chester-born) sculptor Jesse 
Wine’s first exhibition at Mary Mary, consisted 
entirely of new ceramic works: on a series of 
squat plinths, gilded, rubbery-wrinkled elephant 
legs framed large, crumpled anthropomor-
phic heads and oversized platters loaded with 
Sunday portions of comfort dinners. They 
remind me of the shallow Majolica salvers of 
$%th&century French polymath potter Bernard 
Palissy, teeming with amphibious marsh-life, laid 
out like a Gollum’s picnic. But if Palissy’s plat-
ters look, unsettlingly, still-squirming, Wine’s, 
under a swamp of glaze, look regurgitated or 
otherwise expelled — an unambiguous, if unin-
tentional, statement about the gulf between this 
work and the clean, functional presence that 

ceramic wares usually assume at the dinner 
table. Wine pushes his clay hard, almost to the 
brink of collapse. Like the wounded eye-slits of 
his mummified Chester Man II ('($)), his figures 
(or self-portraits) express intensely felt humanity. 
The pinched, smoothed and overworked clay 
serves as a reminder of the pain, and the plea-
sures, of being subject to a world whose forces 
and caprices are beyond your control.

Clay lends itself to approximating bodies.  
The Adamic ‘for dust you are and to dust you 
will return’ of the Abrahamic faiths (Adam being  
the Hebrew word for earth) is just one iteration  
of a creation myth found in cultures throughout  
history in which man is brought forth from  
the ground. And, in the same way that we think 
of bodies as vessels for something beyond the 
material, we also anthropomorphize pots — we 
talk about the fineness of a lip, the swell of the 
belly, a rounded shoulder, a turned foot.  
Clay bears the trace of bodies, of scale, of weight.

On the floor below, Kendall Koppe’s 
beautiful, nimbly curated exhibition  
laid bare these corporal associations, pairing 
the minimal, Modernist vessels of potter Lucie 

Rie with the rigorously composed black and 
white images of American fashion photogra-
pher George Platt Lynes. Taken between the 
$*+(s and ’,(s, Lynes’s intimate images of 
naked, often paired, chiselled male forms were 
too homoerotic to be exhibited publicly during 
his lifetime. Rie, who trained in the $*'(s at 
the Vienna Workshops’ Kunstgewerbeschule 
(School of Arts and Crafts, now the University 
of Applied Arts), fled to London to escape 
Nazi anti-semitism in $*+-, setting up studio  
in Albion Mews, Bayswater, where she 
lived until her death in $**,. Her use of the 
clean lines and simple forms of continental 
Modernism set her apart from the British 
studio pottery tradition still dominated by the 
Orientalist-vernacular syncretism of Bernard 
Leach and his St Ives-produced Standard Ware. 
Leach supposedly advised Rie that her pots 
were too thin-walled; their narrow feet and fine 
lips — often pulled o!-centre to create a gently 
pouting dip — lend them an air of studied 
precarity, as if they had been caught on the 
wheel at the very moment at which they were 
about to collapse. Like Wine, Rie took clay to 

Jesse Wine Chester Man II 2014. Courtesy: the artist, Mary Mary, Glasgow, and Limoncello, London 
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Voulkos’s technique.) He heaves the clay as if 
he were engaged in some kind of Promethean 
battle with it — fighting the gravitational weight  
of tradition to elevate clay to ‘high art’. Pottery 
was always an uphill struggle, largely over-
looked by the (mostly east coast) critics of the 
time. Still, the boulder didn’t roll back down 
the hill entirely. Voulkos and the (almost exclu-
sively) male students who worked with him 
— Billy Al Bengston, Michael Frimkiss, John 
Mason, Jim Melchert, Ron Nagle, Stephen de 
Staebler, as well as Price — were at the heart 
of the period’s booming California art scene. 
Recent exhibitions such as ‘Grapevine’, curated 
by artist Ricky Swallow at David Kordansky 
Gallery in Los Angeles last summer, as well  
as ‘Clay’s Tectonic Shift’ at Scripps College, 
Claremont (part of the Getty Foundation’s 
compendious !"##–#! survey ‘Pacific Standard 
Time: Art in $% #&'(–#&)"’) have*served as 
welcome reminders of clay’s*significance to that* 
west coast moment. 

The suggestion that clay needed 
liberating betrays a certain level of insecurity. 
There is, perhaps, no more telling declaration 
of the medium’s ambivalent possibilities than 
the ‘Plumbers Tool Print’ series that Mason 
began making in #&+#. Rough-edged tablets 
of clay, each bearing the impressed outline of 
a fixing, wrenching or tightening implement, 
glazed with a single glassy wash of colour, they 
suggest by turns that clay is masculine/tough/
real or, conversely, soft/a handicraft/a stand 
in. And the emphatic correlative: a craftsman 
is not a workman. Ambivalence towards clay 
is important: it perhaps accounts for Mason’s 
later ‘Hudson River Series’ (#&+)), large-
scale, rigorously Minimalist arrangements of 
commercially manufactured firebricks,  

based at alternative art school Open School 
East in Dalston, London, is a ceramic work-
shop that hosts short residencies where 
practicing artists are invited to come and work 
in clay. (These have included Achaintre, who 
made some of her most recent pieces at the 
studio.) Troy Town has a strict ‘no vessel’ policy 
and, instead, encourages artists to explore 
pottery as a valid sculptural means rather than 
a functional end. This anti-craft position, as 
Angell himself admits, is contrarian and will-
fully simplistic. It is complicated both by  
his adoption of studio convention (in which 
he oversees and gives technical help to resident 
‘apprentices’) and his evident fascination  
with, and aptitude for, ceramics technique,  
especially the particular alchemy of glazes, 
most of which he now mixes on site. Angell’s 
own weirdly wonderful work is steeped  
in the folk and the folkloric: his sculptural  
dioramas are like mushroom-induced visions  
of a bucolic England of myth and monster.

These contemporary British artists 
might more closely relate to the sculptural 
ceramic movements coming out of the west 
coast of the United States from the late #&("s 
on. California clay had its roots in the ‘Abstract 
Expressionist Ceramics’ (so called after the 
title of a #&,, exhibition at the University of 
California at Irvine) championed by Peter 
Voulkos and his students — whether formally 
enrolled or not — first at the Otis Art Institute 
and then at Berkeley, in the late #&("s and ’,"s.  
Voulkos may be the closest thing there has ever 
been to a hero-potter. There are videos of  
him in the studio pummelling grey boulders  
with his shirt o-, or piling adroitly thrown forms  
into tall totemic stacks. (‘Direct onslaught’ is  
how Ken Price, a former student, once described  

its edge. Her pots, arranged at Kendall Koppe 
on a long curved plinth, seem to share the 
muscular tension of Lynes’s sculptural torsos 
and the sense of achingly contained desire of 
their restrained, highly formal compositions.

Can a line be drawn from Rie to Wine? 
Is it necessary or interesting even to try? Rie, 
though her work was exhibited widely in insti-
tutions including New York’s Museum of 
Modern Art, always identified as a potter: from 
her fledgling e-orts on the wheel in Vienna, she 
was, as she once said in an interview, ‘lost to it’; 
her long career was a love story with a single 
medium. Wine does not feel similarly beholden 
to a particular material tradition. As for  
a number of young artists working in or with 
clay — other London-based examples might 
include Caroline Achaintre, Aaron Angell, 
Agnes Calf and Jonathan Trayte; in Glasgow we 
could add Laura Aldridge, whose ‘Openaries’, 
a series of public kiln firings, was also part of 
this year’s ./ — ceramics is a medium rather 
than a discipline, used with varying degrees of 
technical skill and very rarely exclusively. We 
expect, and maybe desire, young artists to be 
capricious, or promiscuous, with their mate-
rials — trying, liking, moving on. It is perhaps 
unsurprising that they are unable or unwilling 
to contextualize themselves in the lineage  
of Leach or subsequent patricidal generations 
of British ceramicists (the Postmodern ‘New 
Ceramics’ of #&+"s Royal College of Art grad-
uates Alison Britton, Elizabeth Fritsch, Carol 
McNicoll, Jacqueline Poncelet et al.; Edmund 
de Waal’s and Julian Stair’s ongoing, almost 
Platonic, inquiries into the vessel form).

Some of these artists engage with the  
legacy of British studio ceramics if only to 
disown it. Angell’s Troy Town Art Pottery, 

which were east coast endorsed by none other 
than Rosalind Krauss, or Voulkos’s own  
foray into bronze. (His e-orts were succinctly 
dismissed by Glenn Adamson in*his !""+ book 
Thinking Through Craft as, ‘a*transparent bid 
for art-world acceptance’). It creeps into these 
artists’ conflicted evaluations of their own 
work, typified by sculptor Robert Arneson’s 
declaration, quoted in the San Francisco 
Chronicle’s Sunday magazine in #&+&: ‘The 
problem with ceramics [is] everything looks 
like a knick-knack [...] But it’s important to 
make something [...] majestic.’

Early on, Arneson had been a follower 
of  Voulkos, but with his #&,0 sculpture Funk 
John — a hand-built ceramic toilet filled with 
scatalogical contents — he e-ectively launched 
a new aesthetic school, which would become 
known as ‘Funk Ceramics’. As Angell reminded 
me recently, the one ceramic item that we all 
use daily is the toilet bowl. Arneson knew that, 
of course, and he made a career of playing up 
the shittiness of clay. It cannot have escaped 
Arneson’s notice, as I’m sure is hasn’t escaped 
Angell’s, that the !#st century’s most radical 
cleaving of art from craft, the first and irrevo-
cable dismissal of the idea of artist as maker, 
involved a ceramic bathroom fitting. The 
message of Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain (#&#+) 
was that everything has already been done  
(as Angell says of the vessel form) and so every-
thing is equally worthy of re-consideration. 
This thought frees art from accountability to 
tradition but, equally, means that there is hope 
for the pot yet.

Amy Sherlock lives in London, UK, and is reviews 
editor of frieze.

Opposite page: John Mason Red Pipe Wrench, Negative 
Form from ‘Plumbers Tool Print Series’ 1971!2010. Courtesy:  
David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles; photograph:  
Fredrik Nilsen. This page top: Aaron Angell Swan Pedalo One  
(I Remember John Barleycorn) 2013. Courtesy: the artist  
and Rob Tufnell, London

This page above: Paul Soldner, Peter Voulkos and 
John Mason at Soldner’s Otis Art Institute MFA show 
1956. Copyright: Soldner Descendant’s Trust

Recent exhibitions have served as welcome 
reminders of clay’s significance to the west 
coast moment of the 1950s and ’60s. 
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Caroline Achaintre:
People Today

Simone Menegoi

So many masks lie at the roots of modern art! Les Demoiselles d’Avignon 
would not exist as we know them without the African masks that Picasso 
saw at the Palais du Trocadéro ethnographic museum, which inspired  
the faces of two female figures in that legendary painting. In the same 
period, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner and other artists in Die Brücke group  
gave the faces they painted the jutting features of other tribal masks  
seen in anthropological museums: not just from Africa, in this case,  
but also from Inuit tribes and Oceania. Traditional Japanese masks  
were used to illustrate the Almanach (1912) of the other great German 
Expressionist group, Der Blaue Reiter. In Russia, Natalia Goncharova  
and other artists from the avant-garde group Jack of Diamonds turned 
their backs on Western figurative culture and sought inspiration in the 
kindly or terrifying expressions of Chinese masks, or the solemn features 
of the ritual masks used by Siberian shamans. But even before European 
artists discovered ‘primitive’ art, masks had played a fundamental role  
in Symbolist and fin de siècle culture. Mysterious animated masks float  
in the skies drawn by Odilon Redon; twisted, sneering carnival masks 
throng the canvases of Emil Nolde and James Ensor; disquieting 
mythological masks appear in the paintings of Fernand Khnopff and 
Arnold Böcklin. The mask is such an important subject in nineteenth-  
and twentieth-century European art that a few years ago it inspired  
a major exhibition Masks, from Carpeaux to Picasso 1.

If that show had included contemporary artists, Caroline Achaintre 
would certainly have been part of it. Her work is like a highly condensed, 
very personal inventory of the whole gamut of masks that peopled art 
at the beginning of the twentieth-century. Her unique painted ceramic 
sculptures allude to this history: grotesque ones with huge clown noses; 
sinister black ones with hollow eyes and gaping lips; or elegant geometric T
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liveries inspired by tribal art or contemporary fabrics. Some, fitted with 
ties so they can be worn, are mounted on leather cushions that suggest  
the shape of a head; others rest on a metal base, much like those found  
in an ethnographic museum. The boldly coloured, irregularly shaped  
wall hangings that the artist crafts with a traditional tufting technique 
often mimic portraiture, whilst abstracting the form on a giant scale.  
For instance, Wanderer (2012) appears to be a large, grave-looking  
face, mouthless, but with enormous empty eyes and arched brows while 
Moustache Eagle (2008), an outlandish, picturesque combination of  
the two title elements, has two holes that make it look like a mask. The 
artist’s watercolours are the testing ground where Achaintre develops  
the repertoire of forms, geometric patterns and colours that take on  
three-dimensional substance in her ceramic sculptures and the displays 
that host them. The masks are sometimes hard to make out, with  
‘eyes’ that are blotches hanging in a coloured haze and ‘mouths’, if they 
have any, that are slanted lines in one corner of the page; or they seem  
to vanish completely, giving way (as they sometimes do in the hangings  
as well) to intricate abstractions. But the artist says that everything  
she does has figurative roots, and indeed, even in the creations that seem  
least tethered to recognisable forms, one tends to sense a ‘presence’ –  
a personality animistically endowed with perception and will. This effect  
is significantly accentuated by the titles, which Achaintre sees as an 
integral part of the works, moulding bizarre monikers that sound like  
pet names: Mooner, Meater, Bad Mad; Frogger, Waffler, BelleMer; Baac, 
Temp Mint, Posyno… flights of linguistic fancy through which the artist 
seems intent on giving her creatures – like the clay golems of Jewish 
legend – a spark of individual life.

Is Achaintre’s work just a formal divertissement? It certainly 
contains an element of play, and a liberating, infectious revelry in shape 
and colour. But there is something else as well. To understand what, we 
must go back to where we started, with the popularity of masks in the 
late 1800s and early 1900s. For turn-of-the-century artists, they had a 
twofold, almost contradictory significance. On the one hand, they were 
a stylistic expedient that made it possible to leap past the conventions of 
realism, speeding down the path that led to art as an autonomous form 
of expression – what would soon come to be called ‘Abstraction’. On the 
other, masks offered a new and terribly effective vocabulary for portraying 
the contemporary world. In the work of Ensor and the Expressionists, 
masks do not hide the faces: they themselves are faces, monstrous ones, 
and for that very reason, ultimately recognisable. The avid, savage, 
demented grimaces of Ensor’s carnival masks are the true faces the T
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painter attributed to the bourgeoisie of his hometown, Ostend; the 
grotesque features of Kirchner’s tribal masks are the true faces – brutish, 
neurotic, possessed – of the crowd the German painter saw in the streets  
of Berlin in his teens. Something similar is also there in Achaintre’s  
work. On the one hand, her creations of paper, ceramic and wool have  
a wild grace of form and colour that suffices unto itself and sometimes  
they end up being ‘pure’ abstractions (and can be appreciated as such).  
On the other hand, whenever they are openly figurative (or their status  
is ambiguous enough to allow us to read them as such), they stage a subtle 
parody of our contemporary lifestyle, starting with the consumer mania 
of identifying with an object, an accessory, a style, to the point of merging 
with it entirely. Shopper (2012) is a mask that takes the shape of an 
upside-down shopping bag; Baac (2013) is an upended purse, the dangling 
handle of the former and crumpled one of the latter, serve as mouths.  
“You are what you buy”, both seem to mournfully croon – a concept 
underscored by the bases on which the artist places her ceramic creations, 
minimalist structures that are a cross between Donald Judd and the 
decor of a luxury boutique. Temp Mint (2013) is like an elegant black-
and-white striped fabric (Chanel?) turned anthropomorphic: a fold serves 
as the mouth; two small holes hint at the eyes. Waffler (2012), with its 
golden colour and grid-like texture, resembles just what the name would 
suggest: a waffle with human features. As for the ceramic masks mounted 
on leather cushions – like tongue-in-cheek tributes to the aggressive, 
bondage-style black leather heads full of studs and zippers that American 
artist Nancy Grossman made in the ’70s – they examine the parallel 
fetishization of commodities and sex. 

They’re beginning to look familiar, these ‘monsters’ of Caroline 
Achaintre’s. They are a gallery of ‘people today’, neurotic inhabitants  
of the contemporary metropolis: the fatuous fashion victim, the fanatical 
foodie, the compulsive patron of kink clubs, the New Age guru. They 
are our neighbours, our friends. They are us. To paraphrase Baudelaire, 
Achaintre might say, “Hypocritish viewer, — my fellow, — my brother!” 2

Simone Menegoi is a writer and curator based in Milan
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Nell’ambito del Premio illy Present 
Future 2013, l’artista francese e tedesca Caroline Achaintre presenta,  
in una delle sale auliche del Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
un’installazione composta da un grande arazzo a parete e una serie di 
oggetti e sculture in ceramica allestiti in mobili disegnati appositamente 
dall’artista. 

Attratta fin dagli esordi dai linguaggi e dalle gerarchie insite nelle pratiche  
della tessitura e della ceramica, che richiamano le ricerche politiche 
femministe degli anni Settanta, Achaintre realizza grandi arazzi, maschere  
e oggetti in ceramica che ridisegnano l’idea di prassi domestica.  
Le sue opere si presentano come delle superfetazioni, accrezioni di natura 
antropomorfa, che richiamano i linguaggi organici di artiste come Louise 
Bourgeois e Carol Rama. Tra l’antropomorfo e il totemico, le forme 
dell’artista sono teste, porzioni di corpo, amputazioni e brandelli o!erti  
su display espositivi in tutta la loro contraddittoria sensualità ed erotismo. 
Materiali morbidi e molli connotano le installazioni in lana con rimandi di 
natura sessuale e di genere. “Non sono interessata consapevolmente alle 
problematiche femministe. La lana possiede una presenza intensa e una 
fisicalità forte – racconta l’artista – allo stesso tempo connota le forme  
di una natura straniante e di una performatività latente, dal momento che 
ogni oggetto potrebbe essere usato”. La superficie lucida della ceramica,  
al contrario, compatta e luminosa, richiama la seduzione della pelle.  
Anche il mobile espositore su cui sono presentati gli oggetti gioca con  
le proprie qualità seduttive o!rendo al pubblico artefatti in un display  
che ricorda a tratti il museo etnografico, a tratti lo shopping center. 

Le opere di Achaintre sono feticci di un’epoca ossessionata dal consumo e, 
nella loro polemica apparizione, si palesano come artefatti dalla natura 
ambivalente che lascia presagire anche ciò che cela: la complessità del 
linguaggio indeterminato e aperto del postmoderno. Giorgio Agamben 
sostiene che quando la di!erenza si cancella e i termini collassano l’uno 
nell’altro, come sembra oggi avvenire, e la di!erenza fra l’essere e il nulla 
viene meno “appare qualcosa per cui persino i nomi sembrano mancarci”. 

Sensibili all’iconografia e ai linguaggi formali della società contemporanea 
postmoderna, le complesse installazioni di Achaintre mescolano il gusto 
modernista e il primitivo, l’esotico e la pratica artigianale, il feticismo e la 
tradizione popolare della commedia dell’arte, il basso carnevalesco e il 

simbolico rituale. Gli oggetti combinati in una spaesante e complessa 
stratificazione di rimandi, spunti e linguaggi, creano un’inedita 
rappresentazione dell’alterità e di noi stessi. 

/

Having been awarded the illy Present Future Prize 
2013, French and German artist Caroline Achaintre presents an installation 
in the stately halls of Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
comprising a large-scale wall hanging and a series of objects and ceramic 
sculptures displayed in cases especially designed by the artist. 

Since the beginning of her career, she has been attracted by languages 
and hierarchies inherent in weaving and ceramic practices – themes 
reminiscent of the feminist political discourse of the 1970s. Her practice 
is typified by sizable tapestries, masks and ceramic objects that reshape 
the idea of domestic customs. Her works are presented as accretions 
of an anthropomorphic nature that recall the organic language of artists 
such as Louise Bourgeois and Carol Rama. These anthropomorphic and 
totemic forms include heads, body parts, amputations and rags o!ered  
up for display in all their contradictory sensuality and eroticism.  
The artist’s wool installations are characterised by soft and flaccid 
materials, evoking suggestions of sexuality and gender. She has said of 
these piece: ‘Wool possesses an intense presence and strong physicality 
that at the same time connotes an alienating nature and a latent 
performativity, given that each object could be used.’ The glossy surface 
of the compact and bright ceramics, by contrast, recalls the seductive 
quality of skin. Even the cases in which these objects are presented  
play on their alluring aspects, presenting a display of artefacts that is  
at times reminiscent of an ethnographic museum, at others of a  
shopping centre. 

Achaintre’s works represent the fetishes of an era obsessed with 
consumption and, in their polemical appearance, reveal themselves as 
artefacts of an ambivalent nature that allow for premonitions of what 
lies within: the complex nature of indeterminate language opened up to 
postmodernism. In this regard, it is apt to mention Giorgio Agamben’s 
claim that when di!erence is erased and terms collapse onto one another 
– as seems to take place today – and the di!erence between being and 
nothingness fails, ‘something appears for which there doesn’t even seem 
to be a name.’

Sensitive to iconography and the formal languages of contemporary 
postmodern society, Achaintre’s complex installations blend modern 
and primitive tastes, the exotic with artisanal practice, fetishism with the 
popular tradition of commedia dell’arte, base carnivalesque and symbolic 
ritual. The objects, combined in her installations in a disorientating 
and complex layering of references, prompts and language, create an 
unprecedented representation of otherness and ourselves.

MARIANNA VECELLIO
Curatrice / Curator, Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea

CAROLINE 
ACHAINTRE
Oggetti polemici / 
Polemical objects
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ARCADE CAROLINE ACHAINTRE
SERPENTINA, 2014
CERAMIC 
40 X 27.5 X 1.5 CM 

Courtesy Arcade, 
London

CAROLINE ACHAINTRE
EFFY, 2014
CERAMIC 
36 X 27 X 10 CM

Courtesy Arcade, 
London
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Todo Custo, von Caroline Achaintre, 
handgetufteter Teppich, 2015

Zwei französische 
Künstlerinnen  

in London und ihre  
klugen, eigenwilligen 

Parallelwelten. 
Eine Vorstellung

Gegen
den !Strich

Text JULIA GROSSE
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chneiderei? Wer vor Caroline 
Achaintres Studio im Osten 
Londons steht, könnte meinen, 
hier befände sich ein Sweatshop, 
in dem zwanzig Nähmaschinen 
gleichzeitig rattern. Ein irrer 
Krach. Tatsächlich schießt hier die 
Künstlerin Caroline Achaintre 

mit einer Art Pistole Wollfäden durch die Lein-
wand und kreiert großformatige Wandteppiche, 
vor denen die Kunstwelt auf die Knie geht. 
Leuchtend bunte Gebilde, die aussehen wie 
 abgestürzte, schöne Fabelwesen. „Am Schluss 
 !xiere ich die Rückseite immer mit Latex. Wenn 
ich dann am nächsten Tag ins Studio komme, 
riecht es wie in einer Turnschuhfabrik …“

Gerade erö"nete Achaintre eine große Ein-
zelausstellung im Baltic Centre for Contempo-
rary Art und war heil-froh, dass ihr Studio, die 
Schule der Tochter und die Wohnung so nah 
beieinanderliegen. „Mein persönliches Bermu-
dadreieck“, sagt die Künstlerin, 1969 in Toulouse 
geboren, die dann in Fürth bei Nürnberg auf-
wuchs und Ende der Neunzigerjahre zum Studieren nach 
London kam und blieb. Trotz Brexit und absurden Lebenshal-
tungskosten ist es ihre Stadt. „Ich hatte immer eine große Af-
!nität zu England. Die Musikszene, Subkultur und Kunstwelt 
um die Zeit der Young British Artists (YBAs) haben mich hier-
hergezogen.“ Natürlich wählte sie im Juni gegen den Brexit. 
„Ich war von dem Ergebnis total enttäuscht, gerade in London 
fand ich die Integration so einzigartig. Vor allem die Kunstför-
derungen werden leiden, da es ja viele europäische Allianzen 
gibt. Aber ich werde England trotzdem treu bleiben.“

Als sie 2002 am legendären Goldsmith College Kunst stu-
dierte, begann sie mit kleinen, intensiv leuchten-
den Tuschezeichnungen. „Und irgendwie reizte 
mich die Idee, diese Arbeiten in einem sehr viel 
größeren Format darstellen zu können. Außer-
dem war ich auf der Suche nach einem eher 
,häuslichen‘ Medium.“ So kam Caroline Achain-
tre zu Fasern, Sto"en, Wolle und Keramik.

KUNST

Bei aller Schönheit wird bei ihr die Form zur Falle: dann, 
wenn die scheinbar abstrakten, fast expressionistischen Motive 
plötzlich an Masken erinnern, ein Auge hervorblitzt, ein grim-
miger Mund oder wenn man die herabhängenden Fäden mit 
dem Bart eines Ungeheuers assoziiert. Vor allem in ihren Kera-
mikarbeiten tauchen häu!g Variationen eines Clowns auf. Der 
Clown als vielgesichtiges Symbol für Spaß und Grauen, gefei-
ert in Horror!lmen oder von Bands wie Slipknot. „Die visu-
elle Sprache von Heavy-Metal-Bands hat mich tatsächlich im-
mer sehr interessiert für mein Werk“, bestätigt die Künstlerin. 
Selten fanden wir Heavy Metal so berührend wie hier.

Wie schön, diese Wandbehänge  
und Keramiken. Obacht! Die Werke von 

Caroline Achaintre sind geschossen 
scharf und entwickeln starke Gestalten

MEISTERIN!!DER  
MASKERADE

S

Die Künstlerin Caroline Achaintre in ihrem Londoner 
Studio (links). Mit einer Garnpistole schießt sie  
die Wolle von der Rückseite des Rahmens in ihre 
Wandteppiche. OBEN Golem, Keramik, 2016,  
Installation im Castello di Rivoli, Turin, 2014. RECHTE 
SEITE Mother George, handgetufteter Teppich, 2015 F
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CONTEMPORARY ART EVENING & DAY SALES
13 & 14 NOVEMBER NEW YORK
MARTIN KIPPENBERGER  Untitled, 1984 (detail)  

CURRENTLY ON VIEW AT CLARIDGE’S BROOK STREET
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Soft fabrics
have solid
appeal 
Textiles have become a must-have medium for
museums—and collectors are slowly catching on

director of Tate Modern. “When I started
to talk about textiles in Rotterdam [at
the Witte de With Center for Contem-
porary Art, in the 1990s], my colleagues
thought I was completely nuts.” The
Tate is now steadily acquiring textiles,
including three by the US artist Sheila
Hicks earlier this year. In April, the
gallery is due to host the first UK retro-
spective of the French artist Sonia De-
launay, known for her textile designs.
The untold history of 20th-century artists
working with textiles, Dercon says, “is
a can not of worms but of wonders”.

The market has been slower to catch
on to the appeal of textile art, partly
because it poses conservation challenges:
it is light-sensitive and vulnerable to
moths. Textiles made by big-name artists
including Robert Rauschenberg, Sigmar
Polke and Gerhard Richter do not
achieve the exposure or eye-popping
prices that their paintings do; the 

ANALYSIS

London. Once dismissed as utilitarian,
homespun and intellectually flimsy,
textiles are gaining international stature
in art museums. The US artist Richard
Tuttle unveiled a vast installation in
Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall this week
(I Don’t Know, or the Weave of Textile Lan-
guage, until 6 April), while new and
older works are on show in his retro-
spective at the Whitechapel Gallery
in east London (until 14 December).
Meanwhile, there are shows on fibre
art, weaving and embroidery at the
Drawing Center in New York and the
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston.
It is no coincidence that examples can
also be found at Frieze London and
Frieze Masters this week.

“It’s not an embarrassing material
any more,” says Chris Dercon, the 

In brief

PLUSPREVIEWS AND LISTINGSof exhibitions and fairsacross Londonduring Frieze

auction record for a tapestry by Richter,
set this year, is £866,500, while his
paintings can fetch tens of millions.
The medium “is still something that
seems extraordinary to many collec-
tors”, says Lukasz Gorczyca of Raster
Gallery (FL, G23). He presented tapestries
by Slavs and Tatars at Frieze London
(edition of three, !16,000 each), and
the Tate bought one on Tuesday, thanks
to the Outset Frieze Art Fair Fund. 

Commercial interest is on the rise,
however. Rosemarie Trockel’s wool
work Untitled, 1985-88, sold at auction
for nearly $5m in April, and last
month, S2, the private sales gallery
run by Sotheby’s in London, launched
its autumn season with “Stitched Up”,
an exhibition of textiles by contem-
porary artists. “Textile [art] has entered
the mainstream,” says the art adviser
Emily Tsingou. 

Woven works by Alighiero Boetti
and Trockel are holding their own
alongside Old Master paintings and
Renaissance bronzes at Frieze Masters,
while textiles fresh from the studio
are selling briskly at Frieze London. 

Michael Werner (FL, A7) sold Enrico
David’s wool work Untitled, 2014, for
$80,000, while Standard Oslo (FL, D1)
sold Ann Cathrin November Høibo’s
tapestry Untitled, 2014, for !16,000. Ga-
leria Louisa Strina (FL, D8) sold two
works by Tonico Lemos Auad—Untitled,
2014, featuring embroidery, and Odal-
isques, 2014, which includes crochet—
for $25,000 and $50,000 respectively.

Kingston, Jamaica. The UK artist Simon
Fujiwara plans to parade a giant Franken-
stein-like sculpture of a male nude
through Kingston, Jamaica, in December.
The work, Brother, 2014, which explores
issues such as identity, gender and colo-
nialism, has been commissioned by
TBA21 Academy, an offshoot of Francesca
von Habsburg’s Thyssen-Bornemisza Art
Contemporary foundation.

The parade forms part of the opening
ceremony of this year’s Jamaica Biennial
(7 December-14 March 2015), and the
piece will be made with students from
the local Edna Manley College of the

Visual and Performing Arts. Fujiwara
asks: “Can a group of people create a
[work] that is a summary of problems
in society, and of history, but is also, in
its frankness, a new proposition?”

The sculpture, which touches on
homophobia, could prove provocative
on the Caribbean island, where homo-
sexual acts are illegal. “Homosexuality
is a very convenient enemy for the
large population of disenfranchised Ja-
maican men who have highly dimin-
ished career prospects or power,” says
Fujiwara, who took part in a Frieze
talk about the appropriation of alter-
native sexualities earlier this week.
Gareth Harris  

Material world: Caroline Achaintre’s Befor, 2013, sold for £11,000 at Arcade gallery (FL, J9)

Loud and proud in the West Indies
Standing shoulder to shoulder: 
Simon Fujiwara’s Brother, 2014

“When I started to talk
about textiles, people
thought I was nuts”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Gagosian lands Walter De Maria’s estate
The estate of Walter De Maria, the reclusive US artist who died last year
without leaving a will, is now represented by Gagosian Gallery (FL, C3;
FM, C2). Best known for large-scale installations such as The New York
Earth Room, 1977, and The Lightning Field, 1977 (right), in New
Mexico, De Maria had six solo shows with the gallery during his life-
time. Gagosian is due to mark the new relationship by staging an exhi-
bition of Minimalist sculptures and works on paper that were created
by the artist between 1976 and 1990. Last week, the gallery announced
plans to establish the Walter De Maria Foundation, which will oversee a
monograph of the artist’s work. “Walter so wished to establish his own founda-
tion, but sadly, he did not accomplish this during his lifetime,” says Elizabeth Childress, for-
merly the director of the artist’s studio. “It is an important step to have [the foundation] as a
protection and a promotion of his legacy.” The Dia Art Foundation still owns and will continue
to maintain De Maria’s major installations, including The Lightning Field. J.H.
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Anything London can do,
Paris can do better?
French capital mounts a charm offensive in the battle to win collectors’ hearts and minds

ANALYSIS

London/Paris. Art worth more than £1bn
is expected to be sold at Frieze London
and Frieze Masters, with paintings and
sculptures worth more than £260m due
to be auctioned this week. Along with
the numerous major shows that are
opening in the capital’s museums and
commercial galleries this month, this
underlines London’s importance as a
city in which to see—and sell—fine art.

London might appeal to the business
head, but it seems that Paris appeals
to the heart, and never more so than
this year. New or refurbished museums
are leading the charm offensive. The
VIP opening of the Fondation Louis
Vuitton, a private museum designed
by Frank Gehry for the luxury-goods
magnate Bernard Arnault, takes place
next weekend, when the Musée Picasso
reopens and the revamped Monnaie
de Paris (Paris Mint) launches with a

chocolate-coated extravaganza by the
US artist Paul McCarthy.

“Paris’s strength this year comes
from the museums,” says the Austrian
dealer Thaddaeus Ropac, who is ex-
hibiting at Frieze (FL, A5) and at Fiac in
the French capital next week. The Foire
Internationale d’Art Contemporain (23-
26 October) is expanding this year with
a satellite fair, (Off)icielle. “They are
flying in every great museum director

in the world,” Ropac says, referring to
the opening of the Fondation Louis Vuit-
ton. “I have never seen such a [guest]
list—more than 50 museum groups are
coming with their trustees.” Frieze Lon-
don and Frieze Masters welcomed 99
museum groups this week, according
to a spokeswoman for the fairs.

Although the art market has been

shrinking in France (it had 6% of the
global market share in 2013, while the
UK had 20%, according to figures from
Tefaf), there are signs that France is
looking to regain lost ground. The re-
gional auction house Cornette de Saint-
Cyr is due to open a standalone sale-
room in Paris on 22 October, after the
Piasa auction house unveiled its new
Paris headquarters last month. Plans
announced earlier this week to extend

Sunday trading hours across France
are also likely to benefit the art trade.

Perhaps spurred on by Arnault, other
French collectors are sharing their art
with the public. Laurent Dumas, the
founder of the Emerige property group,
is exhibiting works from his collection
for the first time at the Hotel Beaubrun
in Paris (until 20 December). “In the

past, French collectors were private,
but more and more are opening their
collections,” says Sandrine Djerouet, a
director at Paris’s Galerie Jocelyn Wolff
(FL, L4), which is showing at Frieze
London for the first time. “Traditionally,
Paris was seen as glamorous—and con-
servative—and London was seen as en-
ergetic. That’s changing.”

Jocelyn Wolff is one of dozens of
galleries that are going straight from
Regent’s Park to the Grand Palais, to
exhibit at Fiac. Several dealers, including
the Belgian Xavier Hufkens and Barbara
Gladstone, who has galleries in New
York and Brussels, have decided to show
only at Fiac this year. Hufkens says that
this is primarily a matter of logistics.

It seems that the art world is falling
back in love with Paris. For some, the
late, great editor-turned-fashion curator
Diana Vreeland’s observation that “the
best thing about London is Paris” may
just ring true. 
Anny Shaw

Soft fabrics have solid appeal

Gehry in talks
to upgrade LA
MoCA’s Geffen
Contemporary 

MUSEUM

Los Angeles. Philippe Vergne, the di-
rector of the Museum of Contemporary
Art, Los Angeles, has started talking to
Frank Gehry (below) about the possi-
bility of renovating the museum’s Gef-
fen Contemporary branch downtown.
The US architect oversaw the initial
conversion of warehouses in the early
1980s. The space, which measures 55,000
sq. ft, has proved popular with artists
but does not have adequate climate
controls for many art loans. 

Gehry tells The Art Newspaper:
“Philippe asked me to help
him. I don’t think they
have a lot of money
at this point. He
asked about an up-
grade of the en-
trance and some
work on the inside.
I guess they’re going
to try to [install] me-
chanical systems.” 

Vergne, who is in London for Frieze,
says that talks are still in the “very
early stages”. He says: “It is a priority
and a necessity to make the Geffen a
true public space and to use the plaza
and the canopy as a civic, urban and
spontaneous gathering place for our
visitors and for the citizens of down-
town. It should be a town square,”
Vergne says. 
Jori Finkel
• For an interview with Frank Gehry, see 
the October issue of The Art Newspaper

Financial times: artists
make the best of a crisis
As stock markets around the world plum-
met and oil prices collapse, the New York-
based art adviser Lisa Schiff    is organising a
topical show at Max Hetzler’s galleries in
Berlin and Paris next year, addressing what
she calls “a time when our economic sys-
tem is potentially under siege”. The exhibi-
tion, “Open Source: Art at the Eclipse of
Capitalism”, will include artists whose work
reflects a contemporary networked-based
society and its dependency on finite
energy resources. The selling show will
include digital works made in the 1990s by
Frank Stella and Albert Oehlen, hanging
alongside newer pieces by artists including
Rirkrit Tiravanija and the Estonian artist
Katja Novitskova. An online version of the
exhibition will be available from 6 March
2015 via Artuner, the online gallery
founded by Eugenio Re Rebaudengo. Schiff
is due to take part in a related discussion at
London’s Institute of Contemporary Arts on
Friday (1pm). M.G.

In brief

London might appeal to the business head, but it
seems that Paris appeals to the heart

Bernard Arnault’s Fondation
Louis Vuitton opens in Paris

on 27 October

The growing demand has come as
a surprise to the UK-based artist Caroline
Achaintre, who has been working with
wool for 13 years. “Before, people were
quite scared of [the material]; it’s very
nice that they are now responding to
it,” she says. The artist has a solo show
at the Castello di Rivoli in Turin next
month. Her wool piece Befor, 2013, sold
at Arcade gallery (FL, J9) for £11,000. 

Many point out that artists made
textiles long before they were fashion-
able, and will continue to do so. “Fibre
often becomes mired in conversations
about art and craft, but artists don’t
think about categories—they consider
how a material might be deployed,”
says Jenelle Porter, a curator at Boston’s
Institute of Contemporary Art. The
artist Teresita Fernández, who has a
large-scale textile on show at the Kyoto

University of Art & Design in Japan
(until 16 January), says she likes the
medium because “you can control the
density of the weft and the warp—it’s
like a three-dimensional drawing”. 

Chris Dercon is evangelical about
the power of textile art. “Social history,
cross-cultural relationships, technology,
teamwork—all these aspects come to-
gether in one piece of cloth,” he says.  
Julia Halperin

Who’s afraid of a Richard Tuttle work?
Galleries are making the most of the buzz surrounding Richard Tuttle’s exhibitions at Tate
Modern and the Whitechapel Gallery—but his work, featuring unorthodox materials like
Styrofoam, wire and cloth, is not typical art-fair fare. “There’s an intimacy to Tuttle’s
works,” says Angela Westwater of Sperone Westwater (FM, C6), which brought nine
pieces to Frieze Masters, priced between $60,000 and $300,000. “A collector would
look at it and ask: ‘Should I be afraid of this work?’” says Marc Glimcher of Pace Gallery
(FL, A2; FM, C9), which sold the dyed fabric piece Walking on Air, B12, 2008, to a German
collector for between $65,000 and $150,000. Tuttle discourages Pace, his primary
dealer, from raising his prices, according to a source familiar with his market, but his
prices on the secondary market are climbing. At David Zwirner (FL, B7; FM, F11), an early
cloth work, Red Brown Canvas, 1967, was on reserve on Thursday for $800,000. J.H.
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Hobson's Choice

Paul Hobson, Director of the Contemporary Art Society,
recommends his favourite exhibition of the week.

It has been suggested to me by a wit more brilliant than mine
(you know who you are!), that my Director’s Choice should be
re-titled as `Hobson’s Choice’.

Now, why didn’t I think of that…

 

Caroline Achaintre: Trip-Dip

15 January – 18 February 2012

Arcade, 87 Lever Street, London EC1V 3RA

Thursday - Saturday 12 - 6pm and by appointment

www.arcadefinearts.com

"Arcade has just opened its second exhibition by Caroline
Achaintre with the wonderfully onomatopoeic title 'Trip-Dip'.
Drawing is the foundation of Achaintre’s practice, which ranges
across watercolours, ceramic sculptures and the most
fantastically unexpected hand-tufted wall rugs.  Achaintre’s
primary motif is the human head, creating playful mask-like
sculptural pieces which literally clown around in their primitive,
carnivalesque and fetishistic origins as well as dynamic
watercolour paintings and drawings saturated with bleeding
colour.  In recent years, she has displayed her sculptural pieces
in cabinets, evoking museological situations, or standing on the
floor attached to angular steel structures that suggest figurative
elements reduced to a form of armature.  In the case of this
exhibition, a dozen or so glistening ceramic pieces - some of
which look like they are made from ice-cream and leather, in
perverse combination – hang around on the walls for

 

unspecified pranks, or in embarrassingly overt forms of display
in modular structures whose interior voids have been painted
with diluted colour extending the formal auras of these totemic
pieces.  There are fewer things I find more satisfying that her
unique hand-tufted wall rugs which, like her ceramics and
watercolours exploit to the fullest the specific properties of this
highly particular media.  Being something of a prankster myself,
I loved this show!"

Image: © Caroline Achaintre, She Balls, 2011, ceramic, 29 x 20 x 8cm, courtesy the artist and
Arcade
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Gavin Wade Are there daily rituals you have in relation to
art production?

Caroline Achaintre I like an early start. I have an energy
burst in the morning. Usually I start with sketches, before mo-
ving on to something else.

G.W. I was just reading an Oscar Tuazon text for a show cal-
led Scott Burton where he quotes Burton as saying: “The base, or
pedestal, is a specialised form of  table.” It made me want to
ask about what becomes the table or base for your works? Does
the human body become a substitute plinth for your works?

C.A. Yes, projecting yourself  into something other, or behind
it. The potential bearer becoming the other.

G.W. Do you intend the spectators to project themselves into
the work, or do you imagine that it is you that ‘wears’ the work,
or becomes the forms?

C.A. The spectators or other imagined people. I don’t reflect
myself  in my work consciously.

G.W. In the same text Tuazon quotes Brancusi coming up
with the name “pragmatic sculpture” for his works, prompting
the question of  what we should call your works? Can they be
pragmatic? Are they whimsical, or horror sculptures?

C.A. Certainly not pragmatic. I am pragmatic, but my work
isn’t. Intense, simultaneously seductive and repulsive, whimsical
I like! Grotesque! My work seems to always work in pairs, rigid
and viscous, horrific and beautiful, figurative and abstract... I
believe in duality. The tufted pieces nearly always have a dual
character, usually two of  them living in-being the piece. Co-
existence. I like the idea of  viscosity, the condition between
solid and liquid. Not being solid anymore and not liquid yet.
In-between conditions, like being between two rooms. Unset-
tled. Uncomfortable. Just as my art practice sits between art
and craft, which is certainly uncomfortable for many.

G.W. Thomas Demand talking recently, when questioned
about beauty, said that he sees beauty “in the conscious han-
dling of  defects, or in leaving them as they are, and in acquiring
an intuitive certainty about cutting certain things out and kee-
ping things.” Do you see a position of  beauty through defects
in relation to your sculptures?

C.A. Defects, yes, and the ability to be loose enough to allow
spontaneity and free associations. Just enough effort to be/make
something and not fall apart. The frozen gesture, fragility and
charisma.

G.W. Do you consider the works to emerge from poetry or
contain poetic seeds? Or is there a different type of  thought
feeding into the making and receiving of  the works?

C.A. Maybe not really poetry, but the fantasy of  the other,
the exotic. And the humour, the personal play.

G.W. Is this an exploration of  release then from reality? Is
the anthropomorphism of  the different sculptural forms that
you make a very conscious strategy to make the work animate?

C.A. Yes, although “strategy” is a strong word. The work is fi-
nished or ‘successful’ when it animates, amuses or touches me.
When it becomes alive – that can also happen to complete ab-
stract, non-anthropomorphic shapes or things, even to words.

G.W. Back to the issue of  your work straddling the space of
art and craft, I see the works as using certain forms of  presen-
tation and methods of  making from craft, but are there parti-
cular moments in craft or design history that you also borrow
from or feel are important in relation to how you might under-
stand reality? What questions do you want these craft processes
to provoke?

C.A. Well, I love Ettore Sottsass and the Memphis group.
There is a lot of  craft I like, but it is actually rarely a source of
inspiration for me. Of  course African masks carving an intense
textile prints. I love complex patterns and rapports. I feel very
attracted to a whole consisting of  lots of  repetitive particles.
With the provocation do you mean my own craft process? Craft
processes talk often about time and intensity, the personal and
subjective – I like that. Craft is not neutral – people are either
attracted or repulsed by it – especially in an art context, I like
that even more.

by gavin wade

FANTASY OR FEAR? 
IN CONVERSATION WITH
CAROLINE ACHAINTRE

— SPOTLIGHT — — SPOTLIGHT —

130 131

Caroline Achaintre’s sculptures tread the lines between the primitive and the carniva-
lesque, and between craft purity and horror schlock. With a nod to the long lost divide
between abstraction and figuration, the London based artist has been crafting a series
of anamorphic ceramic works that build on the visual explosions of her rug works that
appear as mutated eagles or aboriginal Frank Stella paintings. The recent wall mounted
clay and rug works exploit the power of the mask form, provoking menacing, sexual and
uncertain undertones of ritual and routine – a mirrored reality of fantasy or fear.
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G.W. You have cited German Expressionism and post-war
British sculpture as influences on your work. What aspects of
these varied movements fuel the work?

C.A. This goes back to the idea of  primitivism, and the ten-
sion between abstraction and figuration. How little is necessary
to make the object figurative and how far can you push the ab-
straction. The geometry of  fear.

G.W. This notion of  the primitive fascinates me as it seems
a very sophisticated position. Do you see the works as directly
borrowing from so called primitive forms, or from primitivism
filtered through 20th century art and culture? I’m wondering
how muddy is the position of  the primitive form or aesthetic now?

C.A. Good question. I take my interest for a revived primiti-
vism from the 20th century and the attraction to the other, the
exotic, the raw form. As a result of  colonialism there are now
many ethnological collections all over the western world, which
are – even though not politically correct – extremely fascinating.
Fractured objects in modernist or post-modernist settings. The
overlap of  the two worlds is the main source of  inspiration there.

G.W. When you say geometry of  fear then I think of  prisons
and the tension between constructivism or modernism and
state control and further, perhaps the relationship of  the pur-
suit of  an abstraction of  form and thinking and the abstraction
and failure of  capitalism to deliver a promised future. Is this
where the primitive form, and the hand made, the craft, become

useful or essential again? Against this current backdrop of  eco-
nomic abstraction? 

C.A. Wow! You think much more politically than I do. I as-
sociate this phrase, and title, with British sculptors from the 50s
like Henry Moore and Helen Chadwick etc. But more then
anything I like the sound of  the title. Talking about animismus,
it simply relates shapes to feelings. 

G.W. Relating shapes to feelings sounds much needed some-
how, instead the current situation of  shapes to economic value.
There is a directness to that, a simple but forgotten agenda that
has been written out of  social policy. Feelings are always the
hardest thing to evaluate. This valuable subjectivity is somehow
at the crux of  your work though I suspect. How does this ‘shapes
to feelings’ idea relate to your choice of  materials?

C.A. Both materials – clay and wool – have some kind of  aura.
I am not into New-age, but somehow this aura is true. My tuf-
ted wall pieces radiate warmth – wool does anyway – but it is
also the intensity of  a whole that consists of  so many individual
elements. This builds a nice contrast to the darker self  of  those
pieces. Again clay, used in a non-industrial way, has this sub-
jective energy as so obviously someone just manipulated the
material by hand. It is the expression, the directness that is put
into the making that transports the message, not the planning.
It embraces the accident, although it needs control, too, again
a nice tension field to sit in. Actually that applies to my water-
colours as well – a prepared field with unlimited possibilities

— SPOTLIGHT — — SPOTLIGHT —
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inside. This freedom and openness in the process is what makes
the work playful and subjective for the spectator later – a lot
can be projected onto the work, hopefully even the person
themselves. All of  that is non-verbal.

G.W. Your titles have a vivid energy about them. How do
you answer when people ask you about one of  them? For
example what are “She-Balls”?

C.A. My titles are made in the same free association flow as
my sculptures, in an almost dadaist way, the sound is at least
as important as the meaning of  words. “She-Balls” is a homage
to bold woman and silly titles!

G.W. Like the title of  your show at Arcade earlier this year;
Trip-Dip. I love that title. There is something, again, perhaps
verging on the primitive between language and form here.
How did you arrive at the idea of  an onomatopoeic form?

C.A. A quick and playful process. In a way I visualize the
words – although in the end it is the sound that decides if  it is
right. And you are right, that also fits into the primitive, ex-
pressive corner I feel very drawn to – simplicity, rhythm and
even rhyme. And look at the beauty of  those words – “rhythm
and rhyme” – fabulous. The letters start to move instantly.

G.W. Is there a narrative forming between your works? There
are such a rich cast of  characters across your practice and
when they come alive in exhibition then there is a co-existence

of  the different characters ranges, and lives perhaps?

C.A. There is certainly a narrative between my characters,
which is only partially under my control. The single sculpture
is an object and a subject at the same time. In an animistic way
I try to give those fragile, hollow objects a live/soul of  their
own. Again the duality of  the subject/object, but it also has at-
tributes of  ambiguous materiality. This dialogue of  materials
within a sculpture itself  (as in black gloss glaze and black patent
leather or simply leather and ceramic) assists its personification.
The characters come into existence through their counterparts,
so again a combination of  planning and experimenting. 
Uncertainty is an important part of  the works, ceramics, drawings
or tufted pieces, just to create the strange, exotic object, the other.

pp.134-135 from left to right Caroline Achaintre, Crow, 2012, ceramic, 26 x 19 x 9
cm; Efes, 2012, ceramic, 51 x 43 x 3 cm; Netzer, 2012, ceramic, 30 x 19 x 1.5 cm;
Tie Man, 2012, ceramic, leather tie, 97 x 27 x 4 cm.

previous pages:
p.130 Caroline Achaintre, Trip-Dip, 2012, exhibition view at Arcade, London. 
p.131 Caroline Achaintre, Shopper, 2012, ceramic, steel, 41 x 31 x 39 cm. 
p.132 Caroline Achaintre, Rug-Doll 2, 2011, watercolour and ink on paper, 30 x 20
cm (above); Lobster, 2011, watercolour and ink on paper. 30 x 20 cm (below).
p.133 Caroline Achaintre, Chin – Chin, 2011, hand tufted wool, 230 x 200 cm. 
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G.W. You have cited German Expressionism and post-war
British sculpture as influences on your work. What aspects of
these varied movements fuel the work?

C.A. This goes back to the idea of  primitivism, and the ten-
sion between abstraction and figuration. How little is necessary
to make the object figurative and how far can you push the ab-
straction. The geometry of  fear.

G.W. This notion of  the primitive fascinates me as it seems
a very sophisticated position. Do you see the works as directly
borrowing from so called primitive forms, or from primitivism
filtered through 20th century art and culture? I’m wondering
how muddy is the position of  the primitive form or aesthetic now?

C.A. Good question. I take my interest for a revived primiti-
vism from the 20th century and the attraction to the other, the
exotic, the raw form. As a result of  colonialism there are now
many ethnological collections all over the western world, which
are – even though not politically correct – extremely fascinating.
Fractured objects in modernist or post-modernist settings. The
overlap of  the two worlds is the main source of  inspiration there.

G.W. When you say geometry of  fear then I think of  prisons
and the tension between constructivism or modernism and
state control and further, perhaps the relationship of  the pur-
suit of  an abstraction of  form and thinking and the abstraction
and failure of  capitalism to deliver a promised future. Is this
where the primitive form, and the hand made, the craft, become

useful or essential again? Against this current backdrop of  eco-
nomic abstraction? 

C.A. Wow! You think much more politically than I do. I as-
sociate this phrase, and title, with British sculptors from the 50s
like Henry Moore and Helen Chadwick etc. But more then
anything I like the sound of  the title. Talking about animismus,
it simply relates shapes to feelings. 

G.W. Relating shapes to feelings sounds much needed some-
how, instead the current situation of  shapes to economic value.
There is a directness to that, a simple but forgotten agenda that
has been written out of  social policy. Feelings are always the
hardest thing to evaluate. This valuable subjectivity is somehow
at the crux of  your work though I suspect. How does this ‘shapes
to feelings’ idea relate to your choice of  materials?

C.A. Both materials – clay and wool – have some kind of  aura.
I am not into New-age, but somehow this aura is true. My tuf-
ted wall pieces radiate warmth – wool does anyway – but it is
also the intensity of  a whole that consists of  so many individual
elements. This builds a nice contrast to the darker self  of  those
pieces. Again clay, used in a non-industrial way, has this sub-
jective energy as so obviously someone just manipulated the
material by hand. It is the expression, the directness that is put
into the making that transports the message, not the planning.
It embraces the accident, although it needs control, too, again
a nice tension field to sit in. Actually that applies to my water-
colours as well – a prepared field with unlimited possibilities

— SPOTLIGHT — — SPOTLIGHT —
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inside. This freedom and openness in the process is what makes
the work playful and subjective for the spectator later – a lot
can be projected onto the work, hopefully even the person
themselves. All of  that is non-verbal.

G.W. Your titles have a vivid energy about them. How do
you answer when people ask you about one of  them? For
example what are “She-Balls”?

C.A. My titles are made in the same free association flow as
my sculptures, in an almost dadaist way, the sound is at least
as important as the meaning of  words. “She-Balls” is a homage
to bold woman and silly titles!

G.W. Like the title of  your show at Arcade earlier this year;
Trip-Dip. I love that title. There is something, again, perhaps
verging on the primitive between language and form here.
How did you arrive at the idea of  an onomatopoeic form?

C.A. A quick and playful process. In a way I visualize the
words – although in the end it is the sound that decides if  it is
right. And you are right, that also fits into the primitive, ex-
pressive corner I feel very drawn to – simplicity, rhythm and
even rhyme. And look at the beauty of  those words – “rhythm
and rhyme” – fabulous. The letters start to move instantly.

G.W. Is there a narrative forming between your works? There
are such a rich cast of  characters across your practice and
when they come alive in exhibition then there is a co-existence

of  the different characters ranges, and lives perhaps?

C.A. There is certainly a narrative between my characters,
which is only partially under my control. The single sculpture
is an object and a subject at the same time. In an animistic way
I try to give those fragile, hollow objects a live/soul of  their
own. Again the duality of  the subject/object, but it also has at-
tributes of  ambiguous materiality. This dialogue of  materials
within a sculpture itself  (as in black gloss glaze and black patent
leather or simply leather and ceramic) assists its personification.
The characters come into existence through their counterparts,
so again a combination of  planning and experimenting. 
Uncertainty is an important part of  the works, ceramics, drawings
or tufted pieces, just to create the strange, exotic object, the other.

pp.134-135 from left to right Caroline Achaintre, Crow, 2012, ceramic, 26 x 19 x 9
cm; Efes, 2012, ceramic, 51 x 43 x 3 cm; Netzer, 2012, ceramic, 30 x 19 x 1.5 cm;
Tie Man, 2012, ceramic, leather tie, 97 x 27 x 4 cm.
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Caroline Achaintre , ‘Whalf ’, courtesy Arcade

Recent observations on ceramic in the visual arts 

As attentive visitor of contemporary art exhibitions you might already have noticed it: pottery seems to be

everywhere at the moment – as plate, delicate structure or lump, colourfully glazed, monochrome or raw,

figurative, abstract or non-objective, in shows at galleries and museums ceramic is appearing in all kind of

ways these days.

For a long time, ceramics as a medium used to belong to the arts and crafts rather than to the fine arts.

Sure, Picasso’s delicate plates are famous and beloved, and artists like Thomas Schütte, Tony Cragg,

Rosemarie Trockel, Miquel Barceló and especially Asian artists like Ai Weiwei or Leiko Ikemura have

worked with pottery for years now, thus holding somewhat exceptional positions within the field of

contemporary art. But just recently they got good company: the younger generation finally has discovered

pottery too – the ceramic mania seems to spread out quickly. It’s always difficult, if not impossible, to

explain a phenomenon like this – why is it that artists suddenly become aware of a certain medium or

technique? Susanne Jung, head of the pottery department of the Bildhauerwerkstatt (sculpture workshop)

Berlin which provides artists with all kind of special workshops and tools, tries an explanation anyway:

“Probably the new interest in ceramics evolves from the ongoing dissolving of the borders between the

different arts and media. This process now finally involves even traditional arts and crafts technique like

pottery, which was dismissed for so long by the visual artists because of its somewhat quaint reputation.”

And she adds: “We have so much more to do here in the ceramics workshop than three years ago – artists

from all countries, of all genres and media come to us and use our expertise, and our oven.” Not only but

especially sculptors are fascinated by the easy-to-form material – most of them seem to either recently have

experimented with pottery, have just something burning in the oven or at least already bought a big chunk

of clay now waiting for the first tries in the – for most of the artists – new medium. Yet it’s not only the

plastic mouldability that strikes artists but also the sophisticated process as well as the complexity of the

colouring respectively the glazing which requires craftsmanship – and the openness to results one hadn’t

exactly expected. So experience and imagination are required. However, one never is immune to accidents

and surprises, especially during the process of burning – colours come out different from what was

expected, forms get torn apart, glazes blister or crinkle – maybe it’s this incalculability which is particular

appealing to artists too. 

Different approaches 

One can broadly distinguish between four different approaches to the medium: there are the artists who

work with familiar ceramic forms, such as tiles, vases and dishes. You might think of Grayson Perry, Turner

prize winner in 2003, and his elaborately coloured vases; or the young Berlin-based artist Claudia Wieser

who creates images by glazing and assembling tiles. Then there are the artists who use pottery in a rather

classical – representative – way for sculpting figures and objects, like Mona Hatoum’s grenades, Rachel

Kneebones porcelain limbs or Ai Wei Wei’s beautiful ‘Rock’ which was recently on view in Berlin, a rock

formation made out of delicate white-andblue- glazed porcelain. Then there are the artists who stress the

specific consistence of the clay and transfer it into the final form by moulding, kneading and pressing the

substance before burning and glazing these peculiar shapes. And some artists take one step further by

combining ceramics with other materials, like leather, metal or synthetics, as Caroline Achaintre does it.

Grayson Perry (°1960 in Chelmsford, lives and works in London) is probably the most famous among the

contemporary artists who work with pottery, not least because he won the reputable Turner Prize in 2003

for his classically shaped vases covered with colourful, decorative figures, patterns and text. His topics

include autobiographical images of himself, his transvestite alter ego Claire, and his family, as well as

references to political events and an investigation of cultural stereotypes. Perry uses classically-shaped

ceramic objects because they are charged with meaning and significance. It’s crucial that the support for

depiction of the mainly dark subject matters are pots and vases, that is familiar household objects, usually

perceived as decorative, prestigious props. Claudia Wieser (°1973 in Freilassing, lives and works in Berlin)

also goes for pre-shaped ceramics – besides, drawings and wallpapers, she constructs wall installations and,

most recently, sculptural works with tiles, glazed by herself. The strict geometrical form of the tiles is

essential for the lucidity of the works which refer to modernist ideas and shapes. Wieser transfers circles,

triangles and cones from her drawings on paper onto the shiny surface of glazed ceramics, thus exploring

the relation between colour, form and material. The seam between the tiles is an essential element of these
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the relation between colour, form and material. The seam between the tiles is an essential element of these

‘drawings’ on tiles, even more in her recent tile sculptures which are less colourful. 

Figurines and objects 

Mona Hatoum (°1952 in Beirut, lives and works in London) who is best known for her video art and

installations but experiments with all kind of material, also has worked with ceramics, for example for ‘Still

Life’ (2008/2009), a collection of small colourful objects in the shape of hand grenades. Clearly, it’s the

tension between the threatening character of the depicted objects – grenades – and the ‘harmless’ nature of

the material and colour which makes this work so striking. A completely different position holds sculptor

Caro Suerkemper (°1964 in Stuttgart, lives and works in Berlin). On first sight her pastel-coloured

statuettes remind of Rococo-like kitsch, decorative knick-knack, but then one realizes that the voluptuous

figurines are involved in all kind of carnal and physical action, sometimes disturbingly blatant and certainly

not G-rated. By referring to table decorations of the 17th and 18th century, using pastel colours and, before

all, ceramics, Suerkemper plays with notions of moral, modesty and aesthetics on different levels. Thus she

willingly takes the risk to overstep the – in the context with pottery probably most dangerous – border

between art and kitsch. Rachel Kneebone (°1973 in Oxfordshire, lives and works in London) takes this game

further: her delicate white porcelain sculptures on plinths which White Cube in London earlier this year

presented classically on pedestals in a dimmed space clearly reveal their references to ancient Greek and

Roman myths but also to Rococo artists, such as François Boucher, but their beauty is undermined by what

is depicted: limbs, extremities, body parts, put together to an uncanny, yet erotic round dance. Everything

is fragmented, damaged, only merged by the perfect shiny surface of the porcelain which makes the

composition to a – precarious – whole again. 

Kneading and moulding 

Forming clay, or dirt, by hand is doubtless one of the oldest cultural techniques. The directness of the

connection between hand and material is a fundamental characteristic of this medium and makes it so very

appealing. The step from idea to creation is almost none. One can see the result of one’s doing immediately.

This immediacy makes Markus Karstieß (°1971 in Haan, lives and works in Düsseldorf) visible in his

ceramics sculptures in which he examines the possibilities of the material. Karstieß experiments with

shapes and shaping, exploring the transitions between the unformed, the formed and the figurative. On

handmade tube elements of a sculpture the artist’s fingerprints are visible, in fact, one can lay one’s own

hand into the mould which was formed by the artist’s hand before the clay was burned and glazed. In other

works it’s the form of Karstieß’ teeth – the artists bit into a chunk of clay, burned it and glazed it golden.

Eventually, these peculiar small lumps were combined to a mobile which is to be hung on the ceiling.

Despite the archaic way of making them, they get promoted to precious, even decorative objects. Jessica

Jackson Hutchins (°1971 in Chicago, lives and works in Portland and New York) is another artist who uses

pottery in a rather raw way. It’s not always clear if her objects are pots or vessels or if they represent

anything – there are e.g. horns and rocks in her work – or if they are just meant as lumps and bodies.

Anyhow, all of them look hand-made and are elaborately glazed. Many of them are part of bigger

installations, involving chairs, sofas, textiles and all kind of found materials. Jackson Hutchins explores the

relationships between people and objects and how they both form and inform each other, in this context the

sometimes coarse, amorphic ceramic shapes play the counterpart to the furniture and other standardised

everyday objects. 

Merging and assembling 

It seems very contemporary and thus very natural that artists not only work with ceramics exclusively but

also assemble it with other materials and techniques. Whereas Jessica Jackson Hutchins explores the

relations between the mouldable, organic clay and found objects, artist Caroline Achaintre (°1969 in

Toulouse, lives and works in London) creates delicate wall-based sculptures with ceramic, leather or textiles.

Achaintre’s works are informed by Primitivism and typically recall tribal masks or are suggestive of heads

but in a rather abstract way. With its references to archaic art, its merging of different materials and forms,

the sophisticated use of colour and at the same time a kind of cool appearance, the works by Caroline

Achaintre seem to take chance of the whole range of possibilities of pottery for contemporary art. And it’s

indeed a wide range that ceramics as a medium provides – just like metal, wood, stone or synthetics.

Ceramics is a medium like any other, hence its increasing popularity in the art world is more than welcome.

Barbara J. SCHEUERMANN is a Berlin-based curator and writer
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Caroline Achaintre

It’s a difficult time to be an artist. Art is never easy but ironically, as the market has
expanded, fine art has perhaps never been so irrelevant, so marginalized, as galleries
become part of an eccentric luxury goods market bolstered by the failure of any certain
financial investments.

Much has been written about the problems facing writers of contemporary fiction. The
explosion in sales of non-fiction, fantasy and children’s books (read by adults) is
indicative of something of a crisis in the traditional literary tradition (and in wider western
society). Readers apparently need the ‘certainties’ of non-fiction or the escapism of JRR
Tolkein and JK Rowling and then there are the (ridiculously) popular tales of
‘conspiracy’. All apparently perfect for an age where everything is so confused. Don
DeLillo’s novel ‘Mao II’ (1991) is often cited:
 

‘What terrorists gain, novelists loose. The degree to which they influence mass
consciousness is the extent of our decline as shapers of sensibility and thought. The
danger they represent equals our own failure to be dangerous.”

         “And the more clearly we see terror, the less impact we feel from art.”
         …

         “Beckett is the last writer to shape the way we think and see. After him, the major
work involves midair explosions and crumbled buildings. This is the new tragic
narrative.”
1

Writing recently in the Guardian newspaper, journalist James Woods, wrote of
contemporary fiction: ‘…this idea -- that the novelist's task is to go on to the street and
figure out social reality -- may well have been altered by the events of September 11,
merely through the reminder that whatever the novel gets up to, the 'culture' can always
get up to something bigger. Ashes defeat garlands…’

The same could be said of the contemporary artist. Just a few years ago it was
considered interesting for artists to fabricate prop munitions from cardboard and
hardware. Today youths without the benefit of an art school education fabricate real
bombs in their bedrooms with components purchased from high street chemists and
detonate them. Such actions dominate the world’s media for months and permanently
alter public consciousness.

In a recent review Terry Eagleton wrote of the novel that it is ‘a product of the modern,
secularised world. Sceptical of absolutes and wary of conventions, it is the kind of writing
in which you can do more or less what you like. You can explore emotional intimacies,
record the decline of a whole civilisation or - if you happen to be Marcel Proust -
combine the two’. 2. Eagleton continues ‘The rise of the novel goes hand-in-hand with
the emergence of the modern nation-state. It helps to mould a shared national
sensibility, as well as holding an admiring or satirical mirror to it. … [Although] consumed
in private… they also depend on the presence of a sizeable community of men and

ROB TUFNELL, THE SHOWROOM
2005



women who speak the same language and share roughly the same cultural
assumptions. Such communities are generally known as nations, and fictions play a key
role in their collective image of themselves’. 3. The erosion in the social value of art
(literary or ‘fine’) has consequences far beyond cosy cliques but has real consequences
in the way in which we understand one another – consequences likely to be forgotten in
midst of current, colonial conflicts. Unlike the punitive raids and ‘gunboat diplomacy’ of
previous centuries current wars our government has engaged us in have not brought us
together but has instead divided opinion.

The Enlightenment and its twentieth century child, Modernism, sought to expel fear of
the unknown. As we better understood our horizons so fear of the infinite – an aspect of
the Sublime – was substituted (through our innate, instinctive need to fear something)
with a fear of the familiar – the uncanny. Instead of seeking relevance by engaging
directly with contemporary geo-politics we are perhaps better able to look inside rather
than out – to do as Proust did - explore emotional intimacies and the decline of
civilization.

Some aspect of the Uncanny recurs in the work of Caroline Achaintre, an interest clearly
displayed in her homespun, hand-tufted, woolen rugs. Achaintre has made a number of
such works that recycle the extraordinarily unoriginal, contemporary imagery of the
heavy metal music industry - clowns and skulls and masks - into soft furnishings.
Achaintre’s exhibition at The Showroom included two such works. ‘Roast’ (2005) is a
monochrome, wall mounted rug that avoids any obvious iconography but appears to
have some figurative elements redolent, perhaps, in some way the paintings of Willem
de Kooning or even Peter Lanyon. The imagery is collaged from pictures of one of rock
musician, Marilyn Manson’s suspender-wearing, stage dancers combined with an
oversized clown’s smile and a church. The assemblage resembles the smoking barrel of
a pistol. Realised in monochrome the work was hung in contrast with the brightly
coloured ‘Deedie’ (2005). ‘Deedie’ appropriates something of ‘Eddie the Head’ – the
cartoon skeleton who appeared on each of Iron Maiden’s album covers through the
1980s and 90s. Eddie has also raised his big ugly head in an earlier work by Achaintre,
‘Eddie is a Girl’, (2003). Caroline Achaintre’s woolen works are a mass off
contradictions; at once grotesque and seductive, alien and familiar, derivative and
inspired, crafted and copied.

‘Heavy Metal’ is of course a similar mass of contradictions. It began life as a character’s
name (the Heavy Metal Kid) in William Burroughs’ ‘Nova Express’ (1964). The term was
introduced to the music industry through the Fugs' publishing company - 'Heavy Metal
Music' - and Steppenwolf used the phrase in 'Born to be Wild', and it was later applied to
a specific musical genre via a metaphor from the rock journalist Lester Bangs. It is
generally believed that Bangs first employed the expression in his two part tribute to
Black Sabbath`; 'Bring Your Mother to the Gas Chamber: Are Black Sabbath Really the
New Shamans' published in Creem magazine in June and July 1972. However it was
first put into print not by Bangs but by fellow Creem writer, Mike Saunders, in a review of
Kingdom Come in 1971 (although Saunders has stated that Bangs used the term in
conversation prior to this) 2.

However ‘hard’ there has always been something fussy and pretty about ‘Heavy Metal’.
It has always embodied something of a camp sensibility as described by Susan Sontag
in her essay ‘Notes on “Camp”’ (1964). Sontag describes camp’s essence as being one
of artifice and exaggeration. By the late 1980’s the genre, now dominated by so-called



‘Glam Metal’, seemed exhausted. It appeared to have reached the limit of ‘Dandyism in
the age of mass culture’ (as Sontag wrote of Camp).  Bands like Motley Crue had
appeared to become too knowing - although ironically they had probably ingested far too
many narcotics to know too much at all – it was after all (to again quote Sontag out of
context) ‘a sensibility as distinct from an idea’. However after the death of Kurt Cobain in
1994 (and the commercial success of hip hop in the U.S.) a new subgenre evolved - ‘Nu
Metal’ - that superficially sought to rescue corporate rock with an angrier, introspective
self-expression. The very thinly veiled truth however was that bands such as Limp Bizkit
were marketed by the same agents who worked with the most mainstream pop acts - 
Nsync, Christina Aguilera and Britney Spears. Rather than being a more credible
rejection of what had gone before it was significantly less.

Heavy Metal’s (surely now) exhausted, angst ridden camp would seem to provide the
least likely source of inspiration for a contemporary fine artist. And yet a subculture that
has evolved over generations to appeal to the most inarticulate and confused members
of Western society (teenage boys) could, taken from its original context, perhaps provide
a perfect visual vocabulary for the difficult state that we are in. Achaintre harnesses this
crude nihilistic vocabulary ever conscious that Expressionism went a little too far in the
1980s and so needs now to be mediated even if that mediation is via the excesses of the
even less restrained, contemporaneous music industry.

But this is not the only visual language sampled by Achaintre. There’s also something of
Erich Heckel and Karl Schmidt-Rottluf’s De Brucke works from Modernism’s
adolescence. And then Modernism’s kind-of mid-life crisis in the post-war period – for
example angsty British sculpture. In a 1952 review of the British pavilion at the Venice
Biennale (that included works by artists including Henry Moore, Lynn Chadwick,
Eduardo Paolozzi and William Turnbull) the critic and poet Herbert Read described such
practice as manifesting a ‘geometry of fear’. Caroline Achaintre’s often Rorschach-like
images can be seen to exhibit something similar.  And, of course, there’s also something
of the Neo Gothic artists of the nineteenth century:  Fuseli, Blake, Böcklin…

Achaintre’s works hover between 2 and 3 dimensions. ‘EE Trap’ (2005) (the EE standing
for ‘ectoplasm enthusiast’), exhibited at the entrance to Achaintre’s exhibition at The
Showroom, is an overt example of this. The work appears initially as a wooden printing
block – a crudely carved relief. Within a pattern, that recalls hair on a stretched animal
skin, there are traces of figurative under-painting. From the surface rises an angular
wooden frame-like construction. The whole sculptural cacophony hangs by industrial
chains. At once the piece is a relief, a wood cut, a painting and a sculpture but it hints at
a further dimension by referencing ectoplasm - the manifestation of a supernatural spirit
raised in a séance.

The faux medievalism of Achaintre’s hanging chains and wall-mounted rugs bring to
mind the furnishings of William Morris. Despite being a founder of the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings (a proto National Trust) and the Socialist League
(something of a forerunner to the [old] Labour Party), Morris’ greatest legacy is probably
in making it fashionable to paint one’s skirting boards white (they used to all be brown).
He was ever conscious that for all his political activity and poetry he would be best
remembered for his neo-gothic, commercial designs. Gothic attempted to confine the
indefinable, and post Enlightenment revivals of such archetypal imagery, whether in the
late 19th century or today, crave a more mysterious age. But beyond this naïve nostalgia
was a belief in handcraftsmanship as a political response to the social horrors of



industrialization – as Morris explained in his essay of 1885 ‘Useful Work Versus Useless
Toil’. As with Morris and Co’s arcane protests against first generation factories there is a
pathos in Achaintre’s adoption of hand tufting to reinvent the imagery of a post
industrialized, digital recording industry. But, however pathetic, thematically at least, less
seems to say considerably more in the face of violence. There is something of the
pacifistic tradition in all this – something almost definitively civilised.

In terms of the real machinations of business Morris was well aware of his own
shortcomings: ‘For those that are employers of labour, how can we bear to give any man
less money than he can decently live on, less leisure than his education and self-respect
demand? Or those of us who are workmen, how can we bear to fail in the contract we
have undertaken, or to make it necessary for a foreman to go up and down spying out
our mean tricks and evasions? Or we the shopkeepers – can we endure to lie about our
wares, that we may shuffle off our losses on to someone else’s shoulders? Or we the
public – how can we bear to pay a price for a piece of goods which will help to trouble
one man, to ruin another, and starve a third? Or, still more, I think, how can we bear to
use, how can we enjoy something which has been a pain and a grief to the maker to
make?’ 3

One of the protagonists of another Don DeLillo novel saw something similar: ‘He felt he’d
glimpsed some horrific system of connections in which you can’t tell the difference
between one thing and another, between a soup can and a car bomb, because they are
made by the same people in the same way and ultimately refer to the same thing’. 4

In later life Morris diverted his primary activity into politics and publishing. But fine art,
more often than not fabricated by individuals who disregard the fickle demands of a
market or even an audience, can also escape something of the complex responsibilities
of other manufacturing industries and offer a less compromised response to
contemporary crises.

Just as artists of the industrial revolution and of the two world wars invested in traditional
subjects and handicrafts in response to a fear of apocalypse (be it a metaphorical
cultural or social apocalypse or a real fear of the fictional ‘four horses’) so some
contemporary artists have followed. However, despite adopting something of the late
19th century, Achaintre’s ‘figures’ find themselves set within a very contemporary
landscape or, to use a late twentieth century expression, ‘soundscape’. Perhaps our
immediate, psychological surroundings - surroundings that are constantly confused by a
crescendo of political and cultural feedback - are best described with the visual
articulation of noise.

1. Don DeLillo ‘Mao II’, Jonathon Cape Ltd., London 1991

2. Terry Eagleton, ‘What Are We?’, Guardian newspaper,  Saturday April 29 2006
 

3. Ibid

4.Jim DeRogatis, 'Let it Blurt, the life and times of Lester Bangs’, Broadway Books, New York, 2000

5. William Morris in Fiona MacCarthy, ‘Willliam Morris’, Faber and Faber Ltd., London, 1994

6. Don DeLillo, ‘Underworld’, Scribner, New York, 1997
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I f you visit an art supply shop, even in the hippest warehouseland of 
Artydom, it might strike you that nothing much has changed since 
Michelangelo created his masterpieces. Palettes, plaster, clay, canvas  

and charcoal retain their ancient forms. Paints have developed more than 
most mark-makers, with chemical developments affecting their properties 
and making a vast range of colours readily available and affordable to today’s  
not-quite--starving artists. Yet, paint it is. There is nothing new about paint as 
a medium, except for notable variation in ways of applying it. Since Edward 
Seymour’s development in 1949 of paint that could be sprayed from an 
aerosol can, art has been popping up all over the urban landscape in the form 
of graffiti. 

Graffiti-tufting
In 2006, one graffiti artist in Sweden discovered a new medium: tufting. “I 
started as a teenager with graffiti,” says Jonathan Josefsson, whose ‘tag’ is 
Ollio. When he eventually enrolled in art school, he began to experiment with 
textiles. This led to a masters programme in textile art at the University of 
Gothenburg. “We tried out all forms of textile techniques, and I learned how 
to use the tufting gun,” he says. It was love at first tuft. “I realised that it suited 
me perfectly, and I started to experiment with different rugs. Since 2007 I have 
made about seventy-five rugs and exhibited at around twenty-five exhibitions.” 

Tufting, often given the more friendly term ‘hand tufting’, is a method 
of carpet production that involves shooting loops of yarn through a canvas 
from the back using a pneumatic ‘gun’. This comparatively fast technique is 

01 Ollio, aka Jonathan 
Josefsson, graffiti-tufting at 
Kasthall in Milan in 2013 

02 Ollio’s graffiti tufting 
installation at the Kasthall 
showroom in the Brera 
Design District, Milan

03 Boulder Dash, graffiti by 
Ollio in Stockholm

04 Matta, graffiti by Ollio in 
Stockholm

Artists are always busy looking for new modes 
of expression. Ros Weaver talks to two creative 
seekers who have discovered an unusual tool of 
choice: the rug tufting gun
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02

Physical 
Graffiti
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looked down on by lovers of fine hand-knotted rugs in much the same way 
that aficionados of classical music might scorn electropop. But, as an art 
medium, tufting is akin to painting. Josefsson uses the tufting gun like  
a spray can, creating works that are often too fragmentary to be described  
as rugs, formed of many splatters of tufting in his idiosynchratic urban/
organic style. During Milan Design Week in April, he was invited by Swedish 
rug producers Kasthall to do some live graffiti tufting. The Ollio rug, based 
on a sample of his graffiti art, was created in front of a rapt audience 
in Kasthall’s Milan showroom. “The technique is basically the same,” 
says Josefsson. ”It’s a rapid art form, which requires concentration and 
determination. You must always be aware of which way you are headed.” 

The art of the gun
Caroline Achaintre, whose tufted art has shown at London’s Saatchi and 
Whitechapel galleries, discovered the tufting gun at Goldsmiths College in 
2001. “At the time I was making small, quite intense watercolour drawings 
with a dark quality to them. Before that, I used to do large-scale installations 
and wall paintings, and I wanted to reapply them to space, so I came up 
with the idea of carpets,” Achaintre says. “I found the ‘domestic’ interesting. 
In the textile department no one used the tufting facilities – they were all 
obsessed with the computer-driven knitting machine. So I was allowed to 
make a test piece. It’s quite powerful – physical – and I really liked it. It’s not 
just the concept and the trigger – I really like to use the tufting gun as a tool.” 

In her studio in East London, a mesh is stretched over a floor-to-ceiling 
frame. The gun, reels of coloured wool and an adjustable platform are 
behind it. Achaintre works from a rough drawing that she has sketched 
out in reverse on the back of the mesh, “otherwise I get lost in the detail”. 
However, the piece is already very different. Her work, she tells me, evolves 
as she progresses. She shows me an image of her first tufted piece – a 
white mask shape with three empty eyes on a black background.

Masks loom large in Achaintre’s world. Distorted and complex, they often 
have multiple personalities, “like different characters slotted into each other”. 
Her increasingly abstract creations have an almost totemic presence. 

“The pieces used to be much neater than they are now. At the beginning 
they were very painting-like, graphic. In the pieces after this one I tried to 
emulate the liquidity of the drawing – to make a very literal translation. But 
I grew out of it – I don’t find it so interesting any more. Now they are more 
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It’s a rapid art form, 
which requires 
concentration and 
determination
Ollio



05 Deedie, by Caroline 
Achaintre, hand-tufted 
wool, 460 x 299 cm (2005)

06 Visor, by Caroline 
Achaintre, hand-tufted 
wool, 180 x 240cm (2008)

07 Beast’s Beast, by 
Caroline Achaintre, 
hand-tufted wool,
290 x 250cm (2012)

08 Zibra by Caroline 
Achaintre, hand-tufted 
wool, 240 x 165cm (2011)

expressive.” She has become expert at manipulating the gun 
to produce varied tuft lengths, sometimes leaving longer 
threads to trail. “I like the pieces to look used now – I mean, not 
by throwing dirt at them or anything, but so they look as though 
they may have been worn, to give them a performative quality,” 
she says.
Achaintre shows me a photograph of a huge piece that forms 

part of an exhibition of her work at the University of Hertfordshire – 
Birdsssss, a looming, free-standing shaggy entity – suspended in a large 

atrium. “I tried hard to make it look natural. It was the first time that you 
could see it from behind. Students really interacted with it. Since I made the 
first piece I’m always asked, ‘Why are they on the wall, not on the floor?’ I 
work with imagery I know, and there’s a strong distortion when you see the 
work on the floor. I have made a few pieces that were on the wall and on 
the floor, popping into this other dimension. I made a commission once for 
the floor, and that was a challenge I enjoyed, but I do like to see them on the 
wall. In this sense it’s more like a tapestry tradition.”

I mention the fact that a lot of artists have their tapestries woven 
by someone else. “I couldn’t do that,” she says. “It’s the process that’s 
important to me. It’s a medium in itself.” She’s not a very patient person,  
she admits. Her works take around four weeks to produce. “Some people 
don’t know I use a tufting gun, they think I use a tiny needle. But I couldn’t 
do that – my nature is fairly impatient. Something has to happen quickly, 
and of course it does. As soon as you shoot in wool, the work expands. I do 
make some changes. Sometimes I have to not look at it for a day. It’s about 
the same timing as an oil painting, but it doesn’t have to dry. Afterwards it 
gets fixed with latex.” 

Achaintre is aware that there may be some snobbery about her 
production methods. “I trained as a blacksmith. In that world, it matters if 
you weld pieces of metal or artificially stick them together. When I moved 
away from that I went to photography, removing myself from the process 
as far as I could. But of course there was an affinity I had with making, and 
I’m really glad I’ve found something I didn’t train in. What I like about craft, 
in itself or as an artist’s tool, is that it’s something going through your hands, 
it’s not just a conceptual idea. If you learn a process, the work has a physical 
intensity. I think I can do tufting quite well, but I really don’t care if people 
think it’s proper or not.”

I look at a photo of a piece that is being considered for inclusion in the 
upcoming exhibition of carpets by artists, DECORUM, which opens in 
October 2013 at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris. “That looks 
like a moustache,” I say. “And this part looks like an eagle.”

“Yes,” she replies. “It’s called Moustache-eagle.”
www.ollio.blogspot.co.uk
www.carolineachaintre.com
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It’s the process  
that’s important 
to me. Tufting is a 
medium in itself
Caroline Achaintre
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2011/2021 : 10 ans d’aides  
à la production
Le Quotidien de l’Art dresse en %& publications un bilan des '(% aides à la production distribuées par 
l’institution. Dans ce numéro, gros plan sur des lauréats )&%* : Caroline Achaintre et+Simon Nicaise.
 

PAR FRANÇOIS SALMERON

Caroline Achaintre
Mascarades
Avant d’étudier aux ateliers textiles du Chelsea College 
of Art and Design et du Goldsmiths College de Londres, 
où elle vit et enseigne aujourd’hui, Caroline Achaintre 
(née en 1969) a débuté son apprentissage chez un 
forgeron à Halle, en Allemagne, où elle a grandi. L’artiste 
cherche depuis à revaloriser des pratiques dépréciées 
par l’histoire de l’art, telles que la tapisserie et la 
céramique, dites « féminines » ou a!liées aux « arts 
appliqués ». Son œuvre fait ainsi preuve d’un éclectisme 
étonnant : elle s’inscrit dans le sillage des modernismes 
(les tissus d’Anni Albers au Bauhaus, les couleurs 
chatoyantes de l’école expressionniste Die Brücke…), tout 
en puisant ses motifs dans les études ethnographiques et 
les cultures populaires (masques fétichistes, figures 
carnavalesques). Le titre de sa dernière exposition à 
Bienne, « Shi"ings », traduit les déplacements qu’elle 
opère entre les disciplines, et les ponts qu’elle établit 
entre ornementation et figuration. En témoignent ses 
tapisseries pelucheuses réalisées suivant la technique du 
« tu"ing » (avec un pistolet à laine activé à l’aveugle 
depuis l’arrière du châssis) et ses émaux luisants qui 
esquissent grimaces, sourires et autres formes 
anthropomorphes déconcertantes.

Simon Nicaise
Le tour de France du compagnonnage
Le concept est pour le moins original : e#ectuer un tour 
de France des Compagnons du devoir via des résidences 
artistiques où l’on découvre des techniques vernaculaires 
oubliées. Simon Nicaise (né en 1982, diplômé des Beaux-
Arts de Rouen) observe ainsi depuis 2018 la manière dont 
les métiers de l’art et de l’artisanat se transmettent : 
comment ces savoir-faire se rendent accessibles ? 
peut-on légitimement parler d’un « art pour tous » ? C’est 
ce que se demande l’artiste, fondateur de la webradio 
*DUUU dédiée à la création contemporaine…  Sachant 
que l’enjeu ne vise guère à égaler la virtuosité technique 
des maîtres-artisans, mais plutôt à délocaliser sa propre 
pratique artistique (Nancy, Troyes, Marseille, Bordeaux, 
où Nicaise travaille actuellement auprès d’un maître de 
chai), afin d’aborder au contact des autres de nouvelles 
manières de procéder. L’apprentissage et la socialisation 
se situent donc au cœur de ce parcours initiatique, où 
poésie et irrévérence trouvent toute leur place. À l’instar 
de ces canettes parées d’un escalier hélicoïdal qui 
servent de test d’apprentissage pour chaque technique 
étudiée en formation… et qui nous mèneront peut-être, 
tels des coureurs cyclistes, vers l’ivresse des sommets ?

Caroline Achaintre

Yeti

2021, laine tuftée à la main,  
247 x 217 cm.

© Photo  Romain Darnaud/Courtesy de 
l’artiste, Arcade, Londres et Art : Concept, 
Paris.

Simon Nicaise

Canettes à révolution

2021, canettes de bière en aluminium, 
16 x 14 x 14 cm chacune.

Vue de l’exposition « Art Thérapie », 
Frac Normandie Rouen, 2021.

© Simon Nicaise/adagp, Paris 2022.

FONDATION DES ARTISTES

 Exposition personnelle «+Art thérapie+», au Frac Normandie de Rouen, 

jusqu’au 6 mars 2022, fracnormandierouen.fr/fr/page/536/

 Exposition collective «+Les Heures Sauvages. Nef des marges dans 

l’ombre des certitudes+», au Centre Wallonie-Bruxelles, Paris, du 10 au  

19 juin 2022, cwb.fr/agenda/les-heures-sauvages-nef-des-marges-dans- 

l-ombre-des-certitudes

 «+Échappées poétiques+», œuvres du Frac Normandie, bibliothèques de 

Saint-Étienne-du-Rouvray, jusqu’au 21 mai 2022

 Résidence au Frac Nouvelle-Aquitaine MÉCA, dans le cadre de son 

programme de résidences PIC (Pôle Innovation & Création) avec la 

Tonnellerie Charlois, le domaine viticole Château Cantemerle et le CRAFT 

Limoges, jusqu’en mars 2023, fracnouvelleaquitaine-meca.fr/dossiers/

nouveau-lancement-pole-innovation-creativite/

 Lancement de la revue Pain Liquide+#1,  

simonnicaise.fr/8016281/news

 *DUUU Radio, duuuradio.fr/

 Exposition personnelle « Shiftings » au Centre d’art Pasquart de Bienne 

(Suisse), jusqu’au 12 juin 2022, pasquart.ch/fr/event/caroline-achaintre/

 Exposition collective « Mimicry – Empathy », sur une proposition de 

Fraeme, à La Friche Belle de Mai, Marseille, jusqu’au 5 juin 2022,  

lafriche.org/evenements/mimicry-empathy/

 Exposition collective « Summer exhibition » à la Royal Academy of Arts 

de Londres, du 21 juin au 21 août 2022,  

royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/summer-exhibition-2022

 Exposition collective « Contre-Nature » au MO.CO La Panacée, 

Montpellier, jusqu’au 4 septembre 2022,  

moco.art/fr/exposition/contre-nature

 Exposition collective « Toucher Terre, l’art de la sculpture céramique » à 

la Fondation Villa Datris, L’Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, jusqu’au 1er novembre 2022, 

fondationvilladatris.fr/fondation-villa-datris/exposition/

http://www.fracnormandierouen.fr/fr/page/536/
https://cwb.fr/agenda/les-heures-sauvages-nef-des-marges-dans-l-ombre-des-certitudes
https://cwb.fr/agenda/les-heures-sauvages-nef-des-marges-dans-l-ombre-des-certitudes
https://fracnouvelleaquitaine-meca.fr/dossiers/nouveau-lancement-pole-innovation-creativite/
https://fracnouvelleaquitaine-meca.fr/dossiers/nouveau-lancement-pole-innovation-creativite/
https://www.simonnicaise.fr/8016281/news
https://duuuradio.fr/
https://www.pasquart.ch/fr/event/caroline-achaintre/
https://www.lafriche.org/evenements/mimicry-empathy/
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/summer-exhibition-2022
https://www.moco.art/fr/exposition/contre-nature
https://fondationvilladatris.fr/fondation-villa-datris/exposition/
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Een bezoek aan een tentoonstelling van Caroline Achaintre is als een 

onder   dompeling in een fantasiewereld vol vrolijke kleuren en speelse 

vormen. Ze heeft een karakteristieke stijl en manier van presenteren 

waarbij harige wandtapijten, keramische objecten en soms ook abstracte 

inkt- en aquareltekeningen samenkomen, vaak gepresenteerd in strakke, 

geometrische stellages. Op het eerste gezicht lijkt de wereld die ze creëert 

een sprookje, maar bij een nadere blik staat haar werk toch dichter bij de 

werkelijkheid dan gedacht – een grimmige werkelijkheid welteverstaan. Zijn 

haar wezens monsters die alleen in de verbeelding voorkomen of houdt ze 

bezoekers een spiegel voor?

Caroline Achaintre
geeft kleiobjecten en 

wandtapijten een gezicht 
en persoonlijkheid
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DOOR MARLIES AUGUSTIJN

Caroline Achaintre (Toulouse, FR, 1969) heeft een enorm 
oeuvre opgebouwd waarin individuele objecten versmelten tot 
een geheel van bijzondere schepsels. Vanuit een interesse in 
primitivisme bezoekt ze veel etnografische musea waardoor 
ze geïnteresseerd raakte in de manier waarop maskers met 
minimale informatie de suggestie van een gezicht wekken. In 
haar werk gaat ze een stap verder en wil ze niet simpelweg 
maskers creëren, maar personages, net zoals met carnaval de 
mensen die maskers dragen tot hun karakter verworden. Ze 
zegt: “Ik ben geïnteresseerd in coëxistentie, het idee dat we 
allemaal meerdere persoonlijkheden in ons hebben.” Achaintres 
objecten zijn schepsels waarin de bezoeker zichzelf kan 
projecteren en mogelijk herkennen waardoor deze een dialoog 
met het werk kan aangaan.

ANIMISME EN ANGST
Hierbij is ze ook geïnspireerd door animisme. Achaintre 
bezielt haar levenloze objecten door ze op een versimpelde 
manier een gezicht te geven. “Ik wil dat mijn werk actief is en 
niet passief,” zegt ze daarover. Het valt dan ook direct op dat 
Achaintre zeer creatief is in de keuze van haar titels. She-Balls, 
Birdsssss, Neptun, BeStroke, Lee Vee Double D. en Mother 
George; zomaar een greep uit de titels die zij gekozen heeft 
voor haar werken. Voor Achaintre zijn de titels een manier 
om haar schepsels nog meer persoonlijkheid te geven. Ze 

voegt toe: “De titels geven weer wat ik zie in het werk; ze zijn 
associatief en ik baseer mijn keus ook vaak op de klank van een 
woord en of dit bij het werk past.”

Sommige van haar werken zijn puur abstract en bestaan 
bijvoorbeeld uit geometrische vormen met een gezicht. Zo is 
Ace-Tooth (2015) een vierkante wandtegel waarop twee railtjes 
geschilderd zijn die doen denken aan tanden. Andere werken 
neigen meer naar de figuratieve kant en lijken sterk op dierlijke 
wezens, fossielen of sciencefiction figuren, maar wel met 
menselijke ogen, neus of mond. Zo heeft het keramische Fata-
Montana (2018) iets weg van een lap vlees met een mond en 
kan het wandtapijt Cape Count (2018) geïnterpreteerd worden 
als een dierenkop met twee ronde, holle ogen. 
Weer andere werken refereren aan onze hedendaagse, consu-
merende en kapitalistische levenswijze. Zo is Shopper (2012) 
een omgekeerde boodschappentas waarbij de handvaten als 
mond fungeren, suggererend dat de mens langzaam verwordt 
tot zijn hang naar meer materiële bezittingen. Haar objecten 
met zwart leer, zoals Meute II (2019), bestaande uit twee 
ronde leren ballen bedekt met lange slierten, doen denken aan 
(seksueel) fetisjisme.

De schepsels van Achaintre zijn herkenbaar omdat ze een 
menselijke factor bevatten. Toch roepen ze een ‘unheimlich’ 
of ongemakkelijk gevoel op, omdat de toeschouwer het 
werk niet helemaal kan verbinden met de realiteit. De heldere 

Caroline Achaintre. Foto Jenna Barberot, Thalie Foundation
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Caroline Achaintre, linksboven: Fata-Montana, 2018; keramiek. h. 83 x 33 x 9 cm. | rechtsboven: Bolbe, 2019; keramiek; h. 33,5 x 24,5 x 24,5cm. | rechtsmidden: 
Cape Count, 2018; getuft tapijt; 244 x 290 cm. | linksonder: Shopper, 2012; keramiek, staal; h. 43 x 31 x 39 cm. | rechtsonder: Frizz, 2018; keramiek; h. 33 x 27 x 
4,5 cm. Foto’s Andy Keate. ©de kunstenaar. Courtesy This is Arcade & Art:Concept, Paris, FR
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kleuren en losse vormen van de objecten in combinatie met 
de leegte van hun blikken versterken dit gevoel en geven haar 
werk een donkere, wat droevige of griezelige ondertoon. De 
geometrische stellages waarin het werk vaak gepresenteerd 
wordt, zoals langwerpige pilaren of ronde sokkels, geven de 
exposities daarbij soms een futuristische sfeer. Achaintre: “Ik 
was bijvoorbeeld geïnteresseerd in de iconografie van heavy 
metal, in enge clowns alsook in de emotie van angst voor de 
eenzaamheid en het lijden in het moderne leven zoals de Duitse 
expressionisten die uitdrukten.” Wellicht nodigt ze met haar 
beladen werk de bezoeker uit om hun ware aard als ver van de 
natuur afstaande consument of kosmopoliet onder ogen te zien 
door zich te spiegelen aan haar schepsels.

WOL EN KLEI
Achaintre begon haar carrière in de jaren negentig als ijzersmid 
waardoor ze een grote voorliefde heeft ontwikkeld voor 
fysieke, ambachtelijke materialen. Na een korte omweg langs 
videowerk en fotografie, begon ze tijdens haar master in Fine 
Art aan het Goldsmiths College in Londen (UK) te werken 
met wol en nog later ook met klei. Ze is dan ook geïnspireerd 
door een eclectische mix van kustenaars en stromingen, van 
conceptueel kunstenaar Rosemarie Trockel (1952) tot de 
speelse designs met knetterende kleuren van de Memphis 
Group (IT, 1980-88) opgericht door Ettore Sottsass (1917-
2007); van keramiekkunstenaars als Jessica Jackson Hutchins 
(1971), Ron Nagle (1939) en Nicolas Deshayes (1983) tot Duitse 
schilders uit het surrealisme en expressionisme zoals Max Ernst 
(1891-1876) en Emil Nolde (1867-1956). In Achaintres werk 
komen haar vele ogenschijnlijk tegengestelde inspiratiebronnen 
en expertises samen. Ze maakt beeldende kunst waarin een 
passie voor artisanale materialen gecombineerd wordt met een 
conceptuele benadering, primitieve invloeden en de vrolijke 
kleuren van postmoderne designs.

Een opvallend aspect in Achaintres oeuvre zijn haar kleine 
aquarel- en inkttekeningen die ze in eerste instantie gebruikte 
als basis voor haar wollen tapijten. De dikke, draderige tapijten 
brachten al meer diepte in haar werk maar ze wilde nog meer 
sculpturaal en driedimensionaal gaan werken. “Ik begon met 
het maken van maskers uit mijn tekeningen, maar gemodelleerd 
papier is erg teer en heeft geen lange levensduur. Daarom 
besloot ik papier te vervangen door klei,” legt Achaintre uit. 
Net als papier is klei heel vormbaar en kan het makkelijk zeer 
diverse gedaanten aannemen waardoor het materiaal haast 
onherkenbaar wordt. Achaintre gebruikt het materiaal op een 
spontane manier, waarbij ze plakken klei door het aanbrengen 
van rimpels en vouwen tot een 3D-object maakt. Ze laat ook 
vaak de zwaartekracht zijn gang gaan. Zo ontstond werk als 
Trunkk P (2018), waarbij een blauw geglazuurde lap klei met 
twee langwerpige oogjes deels is ingezakt en zo een wat 
verslagen indruk maakt. Het mooie aan werken met klei vindt 
Achaintre dat het eindresultaat niet exact te voorspellen is.

GLAZUUR EN KLEUR
Achaintre werkt de oppervlakken van haar keramiekobjecten af met 
glazuur en doorgaans ook met opdrukken. Ze zegt: “Wat ik zo leuk 
vindt aan klei is dat het oppervlak werkt als een opnameapparaat, 
wat je erin drukt blijft zichtbaar.” Zo laat ze vaak afdrukken op de 
klei achter die doen denken aan korzelige reptielenhuiden of brengt 
ze horizontale of verticale groeven aan. Haar glazuur oogt soms 
droog en mat, soms glimmend met een parelmoer- of olieachtig 
e"ect of metallic finish zoals bij het werk Frizz (2018) dat iets 
wegheeft van een ijzeren octopus. De kleuren van de keramische 
objecten zijn meer ingetogen dan haar wandtapijten en variëren 
tussen aarde- en pasteltinten met soms een uitspatting naar helder 
blauw of rood. Waar ze uitbundige kleuren wel vindt passen bij haar 
wandtapijten, zijn deze volgens haar op keramiek te kunstmatig en 
zouden haar wezens daarmee te buitenaards worden.

Caroline Achaintre, Wimper, 2018; aquarel en inkt op papier; 37 x 27 cm. Foto 
Andy Keate. ©de kunstenaar. Courtesy This is Arcade & Art:Concept, Paris, FR

Caroline Achaintre, Ace-Tooth, 2015; keramiek. 33 x 24,5 cm. Foto Andy 
Keate. ©de kunstenaar. Courtesy This is Arcade & Art:Concept, Paris, FR
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DIALOOG
In Achaintres installaties gaan tekeningen, wandtapijten en 
keramische objecten een dialoog met elkaar aan. Ze zijn 
duidelijk van elkaar afgeleid maar verschillen ook van elkaar. 
De harde klei tegenover het zachte textiel, heldere kleuren 
tegenover sobere tinten en vlak werk tegenover ruimtelijke 
objecten brengen spanning in de installaties. Ook het verschil 
in gekozen formaten is interessant. Zo hanteert ze voor alle 
werken een menselijke maat, maar staan de wandtapijten meer 
in relatie tot het lichaam en de keramische figuren meer tot 
het hoofd. Hierdoor kan ook de toeschouwer zich makkelijker 
projecteren in het werk.

Het beste is om Achaintres spiegel voor de mensheid zelf 
te ervaren, wat momenteel kan bij Art : Concept in Parijs 
(FR) en CAPC Bordeaux (FR). In november opent haar solo-
tentoonstelling in Kunstmuseum Ravensburg (DE) waar haar 
werk getoond wordt naast een overzichtstentoonstelling 

van het werk van Max Ernst. Zo gaat Achaintres werk ook 
nog een andere dialoog aan, namelijk een kunsthistorische 
uitwisseling met het surrealistische werk van één van haar 
grote inspiratiebronnen.

•  Caroline Achaintre woont en werkt in Londen (UK).  

http://carolineachaintre.com

•  Tête-à-tête. Art : Concept, 4, passage Sainte-Avoye, FR-75003 Paris,  

+33 (0)153609030. Tot en met 7 mei 2021. www.galerieartconcept.com  

•  Permanent. CAPC Bordeaux, 7, rue Ferrère, FR-33000 Bordeaux,  

+33 (0)556008150. Tot en met 23 mei 2021. www.capc-bordeaux.fr

•  Caroline Achaintre. Kunstmuseum Ravensburg, Burgstraße 9,  

D-88212 Ravensburg (DE), +49 (0)75182810. Van 20 november 2021 tot 

en met 20 februari 2022. www.kunstmuseum-ravensburg.de 

Caroline Achaintre, Permanente, 2020. Tentoonstellingsoverzicht CAPC 
Bordeaux (FR). Foto Arthur Péquin

Caroline Achaintre, Permanent Wave, 2019. Tentoonstellingsoverzicht 
MOCO Panacée, Montpellier (FR). Foto Marc Domage. ©MO.CO. Montpellier 
Contemporain

Caroline Achaintre, Permanent Wave, 2019. Tentoonstellingsoverzicht Belvedere 21, Wenen (AT). Foto Manuel Carreon Lopez, Kunst Dokumentation
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Caroline
Achaintre

testo di Chiara Guidi

Con i suoi richiami primitivisti ed espressionisti, l’artista francese 
Caroline Achaintre (Tolosa, 1969) unisce antico e moderno, 

tradizione e innovazione, vita e mitologia, in una ricerca sempre 
inedita che mescola echi tribali e ribellione punk, cultura 

psichedelica e stile decò, ma non solo.

«Marc... come in pittura, 
alla fin fine... dove hai 
opportunamente eli-
minato forma e colore. 
Due scorie». Così recita 

un illuminante dialogo sullo stato dell’arte contem-
poranea fra i tre amici (Marc, Serge, Yvan) protago-
nisti della commedia Art di Yasmina Reza, théâtre de 
boulevard che, dei tre personaggi, ci racconta le ma-
schere e le nevrosi che affiorano lentamente dopo la 
discussione nata a causa dell’acquisto, incomprensi-

bile per gli amici, di un quadro quotato. 
È un quadro minimalista monocromo, comprato 
da Marc, che viene così descritto: «è una tela di 
circa un metro e sessanta per un metro e venti, di-
pinta di bianco. Il fondo è bianco, e strizzando gli 
occhi si possono intravedere delle sottili filettature 
diagonali, bianche».
Questa riflessione, vissuta con l’entusiasmo di 
un’anima ancora achrome, da generazione dei pri-
mi anni Sessanta, è priva però di ogni residuo del 
processo contaminante dell’opera d’arte contem-
poranea, e svela come i minimalismi e le astrazioni 
che appartengono alla sola pratica formale di una 
pura maniera codificata possano essere validi solo 
per soluzioni di arredo anonimo, e allineato solo 
a un’idea di simulata emancipazione: un arredo 

Duo Infernal
FOTO PAGINA A FIANCO: Caroline Achaintre, Duo Infernal 

(2018; acquerello e inchiostro su carta, 28,8 x 22 cm)
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utile solo per esibizioni a consensi moderni fatti di 
un senso della “modernità” acquisita dalle pagine 
dei magazine per la casa. Pagine patinate e illustrate 
che conducono, come miraggi, verso piccoli olim-
pi domestici da imitare.
Questo prologo minimo ci serve per introdurre Ca-
roline Achaintre (Tolosa, 1969) e il suo lavoro.
Un lavoro che con la sua intensa, articolata e mai 
interrotta ricerca, sempre inedita, nega e rinne-
ga ogni luogo comune, sconfigge ogni immagine 
confezionata sugli stilemi della contemporaneità, 
quella divenuta oramai ovvia e recitata anche nel 
théâtre de boulevard.
I suoi grandi e affollati disegni preparatorî, con re-
pertorî antropologici recuperati dalle grandi tradi-
zioni dei carnevali europei, dalle maschere tribali 
(Envers, 2017), ora spesso obsoleti e resi esotici, tra-
scurati dalle iconografie contemporanee, ci portano 
verso creature ultraterrene: le forme viventi hanno 
infatti un potere quasi narrativo, e assumono un 
tratteggio nuovamente mitologico. 

Una storia mitologica di come l’animale si sia incar-
nato nell’uomo e, viceversa, di come le mimesi del 
regno animale abbiano poteri evocativi, ammoni-
tori e salvifici. Un assurdo ibrido, un assurdo possi-
bile, un ibrido evocativo. L’involucro è la pelle, e la 
pelle è la pelle della scultura fittile.
L’argilla, materia creatrice dalle infinite proprietà 
tattili, percettive, formative ed anche curative, è la 
materia che Caroline Achaintre lavora per plasma-
re e donare alle sue sculture e alle sue installazioni 
non solo una forma, ma anche una pelle di contem-
poraneità.
Sono poi creature rese astrazioni per mezzo di una 
melodrammaticità che sta fra l’illusione e una inge-
rente presenza, come in Temp Mint del 2013.
La formazione di Caroline Achaintre è complessa 
(dalla Francia alla Kunsthochschule di Halle, poi alla 
Goldsmith di Londra, città dove ora vive), ed è da 
autentica Female Bauhuas: lei come le storiche pioniere 
Gertrud Arndt, Lilly Reich, Gunta Stölzl, Otti Ber-

ger, Anni Albers, le figure femminili rivoluzionarie 
che hanno animato e fatto vivere la scuola del tessile 
e della ceramica nella Bauhaus dei laboratorî tecnici, 
dove la specifica attitudine craft ha sviluppato poi la 
grande via del design. 
Una formazione che in ogni sua mostra, in ogni sua 
installazione (Duo Infernal, Fantômas be-part ad esem-
pio), in ogni sua opera emerge non solo per le sue 
distese capacità tecniche (acquerelli, mobilia, terra-
cotta, arazzi, tutti da lei interamente realizzati), ma 
anche per l’affermazione di un’apertura a repertorî 
costruiti nella conoscenza delle varie epoche storiche 
moderne: dall’epoca del postmoderno al gusto ani-
malier dello stile decò, dalla scultura del dopoguerra 
inglese all’espressionismo tedesco, dalla cultura psi-
chedelica a ribellioni musicali punk, gothic e metal 
assieme a un gusto visionario di una fantascienza in-
tuita e praticata. 
Birdsssss (2013), iconograficamente, nasce da un libro 
di design russo degli anni Ottanta e Novanta: una rara 
pelliccia esotica con piume di aquila sfilava su una 

passerella, e lei trasfigura il fashion in una trapuntata 
immagine dall’apertura alare che genera immagini e 
intense drammaticità.
Arazzi sciamanici, l’abile tufting intrecciato nelle tra-
me, immagini che, tramite fessure come sguardi, vi-
gilano su di noi, animate da un reale spirito, da un 
concreto senso di volatilità e di imposizione dall’alto.
Le opere in ceramica, come Beedeebee (2017), dalle 
maculature uniformi che hanno occhi regolari e de-
finiti da circonferenze nere nelle singole macchie, 
dai mantelli di color citrino con striature fauve, con 
zone a strisce, superfici tigrate, armature squamo-
se, si presentano con questa eccentrica epidermide 
che, nelle forme spezzate, insinua un nuovo primi-

Fantômas, be-part
FOTO PAGINA A FIANCO: Caroline Achaintre, Fantômas, 

be-part, exhibition view, Waregem Platform for 

Contemporary Art and De la Warr Pavilion, 2018

La sua complessa formazione emerge in ogni mostra e in ogni 
installazione, non solo per le sue capacità tecniche, ma anche per 

la sua vasta conoscenza della storia dell’arte.
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tivismo. Un primitivismo rivisitato attraverso libri e 
volumi che conservano immagini di epoche e periodi 
dove l’esotico rappresenta ancora un senso di un’ap-
partenenza a una natura da mirabilia, collezionata se-
coli fa, nelle storiche Wunderkammer.
Opere che evocano musei antropologici, che si rico-
noscono in alcuni passaggi panici e pagani della Sa-
gra della Primavera di Igor Stravinskij, dove il dominio 
della natura produce una sacra paganità degli spiriti. 
Una natura che inizia a risvegliarsi e, generata fra 
note e ballet con passi propiziatorî, porta a una in-
novativa profondità che Claude Debussy aveva così 
espresso: «Igor, mi ossessiona come un magnifico in-
cubo, e cerco invano di rievocare quell’impressione 
terrificante». Una reale “impressione terrificante” 
che è presente in Caroline Achaintre: eppure, per 

quanto ci riguarda, non ci fa smarrire. Al contrario, 
ci fa ritrovare le nostre cellule più ancestrali e spiri-
tuali, che la società mediatica e culturale ha congela-
to in letarghi e zone dormienti. Aree e condizioni che 
fanno uniformare estetiche, stili e sensi. !

carolineachaintre.com

Envers
FOTO SOPRA A SINISTRA: Caroline Achaintre, Envers (2017; 

ceramica, 20 x 24,5 cm)

Beedeebee
FOTO SOPRA A DESTRA: Caroline Achaintre, Beedeebee 

(2017; ceramica, 24 x 29 x 33 cm)



Birdsssss
Caroline Achaintre, Birdsssss (2013; lana 

taftata a mano, 500 x 390 cm)





Images : Louis Fratino (né en 1993), Saturday [Samedi], 2019, Terre cuite et lavis d’oxyde de manganèse, 13 × 13,3 × 5 cm, Courtesy de l’artiste 
et de la galerie Ciaccia Levi, Paris © Louis Fratino, courtesy galerie Caccia Levy / Photo © Aurelien Mole ; Ossip Zadkine (1888- 1967), Tête 
aux yeux de plomb, [1919], Pierre calcaire, 50 × 23 × 23 cm, Legs de Valentine Prax, 1981, Paris, musée Zadkine , Ossip Zadkine © Adagp, 
Paris 2021, photo E. Emo/F. Cochennec /Musée Zadkine/Paris Musées ; Georg Baselitz, Die Mädchen von Olmo II, 1981 Huile sur toile 250 × 249 
cm Musée national d’art moderne, Centre Pompidou, Paris © Georg Baselitz, 2021 Photo © Centre Pompidou, MNAM-CCI / Bertrand Prévost / 
Dist. RMN-GP
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Caroline Achaintre, Bfor, 2013, hand-tufted wool, 59 x 27 1/2 x 7 7/8''.

ROME

Caroline Achaintre
FONDAZIONE GIULIANI 

via Gustavo Bianchi 1

June 24–October 10, 2020

In Caroline Achaintre’s one-person exhibition, watercolor, ceramic, bamboo, and wool are the
protagonists of a narrative that seems to emerge from the viscera of creative expression. The
French-born artist’s works take possession of the gallery space like three-dimensional
biomorphic entities, even when simply hung on the walls like paintings. The porosity of their
materials (paper, wool, clay) absorbs color, returning it to the gaze already digested,
transformed. The viewer who enters the show is drawn down a meandering path that
encourages the eye to continually shift from distanced looking and to focus close-up, acquiring
ever-new viewpoints and perspectives. Achaintre herself has asserted her interest in “the field
of tension that is created between poles and antithetical conditions, in the viscosity of the
moment of encounter, in transience.”

For BiaUltra, 2017, Herbert, 2018, Cruizer, 2019, Bfor, 2013, and Louis Q, 2020, the artist
worked hand-knotted wool on the backs of tapestries, manifesting her interest in ideas
generated by the mask—namely, that of the double, the ambivalent existence of a dual nature
within the same individual. Meanwhile, in Tenpence and Re-wine, both 2019, the polished
gleam of the glazed ceramic creates a disorienting tactile and visual counterpoint to the large-
scale textile works. And, similarly, in Observature, Gepetto, and Ten-Eyed, all 2019, bamboo
and wicker offer elaborate interweavings and perforated surfaces pierced by the light and by
the gaze, bringing to mind ancestral morphologies or Rorschach studies, even more evident in
the watercolors copiously disseminated on the walls.

Translated from Italian by Marguerite Shore.

— Marta Silvi

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.
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Caroline
Achaintre
“Permanente”
Fondazione
Giuliani / Roma
di Marta Federici

Mentre si visita la personale di
Caroline Achaintre negli spazi della
Fondazione Giuliani si ha la
sensazione di attraversare un
palcoscenico popolato da curiosi
personaggi. È complesso descrivere
la qualità della presenza che
comunicano i lavori di Achaintre. Vi è

Caroline Achaintre, “Permanente”. Veduta della mostra presso Fondazione Giuliani, Roma, 2020. Fotogra!a di Giorgio Benni. Courtesy l’artista e Fondazione Giuliani, Roma.
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Caroline Achaintre, “Permanente”. Veduta della mostra presso Fondazione Giuliani, Roma, 2020. Fotogra!a di Giorgio Benni. Courtesy l’artista e Fondazione Giuliani, Roma.

SHOP

Il tema della maschera fa da !lo
conduttore all’intero percorso, e
funziona come un grande bacino nel
quale si riversano e si mescolano
in"uenze e interessi variegati. Echi
dell’Espressionismo e del Primitivismo
tedesco e rimandi alla tradizione
carnevalesca europea si

1 2 3 4

Caroline Achaintre, “Permanente”. Veduta della mostra presso Fondazione Giuliani, Roma, 2020. Fotogra!a di Giorgio Benni. Courtesy l’artista e Fondazione Giuliani, Roma.

in essi una particolare vitalità, una
forza calamitante, che genera un
rapporto di reciprocità con lo
spettatore: quando li osserviamo, ci
sentiamo a nostra volta scrutati da
entità misteriose e ina!errabili.
La mostra riunisce un ampio corpus di
opere – arazzi trapuntati a mano,
acquerelli, ceramiche e sculture in
vimini – che sono state realizzate
dall’artista nell’arco degli ultimi otto
anni e che forniscono uno spaccato
esaustivo della sua pratica e del suo
immaginario. Corrispondenze e
contrasti formali mettono in relazione
tra loro i singoli lavori, generando un
campo di forze che attiva e rende
dinamici gli ambienti: la consistenza
morbida e calda e i colori intensi dei
grandi arazzi dialogano con le
super"ci scivolose e lucide delle
ceramiche, accordate su toni più
tenui; mentre le visioni che a#orano
negli acquerelli aprono a una
dimensione sensibile più immagini"ca
e rarefatta. Achaintre esplora a fondo
le possibilità espressive di ogni
tecnica utilizzata, forzandone con
delicatezza i limiti formali: alcune
ceramiche si ripiegano
vertiginosamente su loro stesse,
come masse di materia instabile; altre
sembrano sbalzate come super"ci
metalliche; la lana lascia sgocciolare
"li di colore come fosse pittura fresca.

sovrappongono alla fascinazione per i
travestimenti tipici di alcune
subculture contemporanee, come il
fetish o l’heavy metal. L’artista attinge
ad ambiti molto distanti tra loro,
rivelando un temperamento
estremamente libero, ricettivo e a
tratti irriverente – perfettamente
sintetizzato dal titolo della mostra,
“Permanente”, che evoca i riccioli
ribelli della capigliatura in voga negli
anni Ottanta.
Secondo la nostra tradizione culturale,
quando si indossa una maschera si
sostituisce temporaneamente la
propria individualità con quella di un
altro personaggio, che esiste ed è
incarnato all’interno della maschera
stessa. Come evidenziato da
Achaintre, ogni maschera si con!gura
proprio per questo motivo come “una
super!cie di proiezione misteriosa,
animata e inanimata allo stesso
tempo”. Questa energia quasi magica
pervade tutte le creazioni dell’artista,
ed è ulteriormente potenziata
dall’impossibilità di inquadrare con
chiarezza le immagini da lei plasmate,
trapuntate o dipinte, che sembrano
colte nel momento in cui la forma
inizia a manifestarsi, o forse sta già
svanendo. In bilico tra astrazione e
!gurazione, tra l’emergere e il
dissolversi, le apparizioni
mascheriformi di Achaintre risultano
ina"errabili e ci suggeriscono indizi
che possiamo intuire ma non
riusciamo a comprendere del tutto. La
loro aura perturbante si insinua nella

nostra immaginazione e continua a
infestare i nostri pensieri mentre,
avvicinandoci all’uscita, percorriamo
l’ultima sala dello spazio, scandita
dalle tre alte sculture in vimini. Questi
grandi lavori, realizzati dall’artista in
collaborazione con un gruppo di
intrecciatori di cestini tradizionali, si
stagliano come quinte teatrali e
sembrano mediare il rientro del
visitatore nel mondo esterno.
Quando ci si ritrova sulla strada, di
nuovo circondati dalle voci dei
passanti e dal rumore di qualche
macchina che corre in lontananza, si
ha l’impressione di essere tornati da
una strana gita in una dimensione
vicina ma altra. In fondo, come
a!erma Achaintre stessa,
rispondendo a una domanda della
curatrice della mostra Adrienne
Drake, “spesso la bellezza dell’arte è
anche quel viaggio personale, forse
fantastico, in cui l’artista ci
accompagna. Una sorta di evasione
che è importante tanto quanto
a!rontare la realtà”.
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French-German artist Caroline Achaintre works across a range of media that includes ceramic, drawing and textile. 
Renowned for working in vibrant colour and potent imagery, Achaintre’s work often evokes a subversive spirit of 
carnival, creating an atmosphere that is simultaneously playful and absurd.  Masks recur throughout Achaintre’s 
practice, on a variety of scales, in different materials, and with diverse “personalities” from the frivolous to the 
indifferent, from the sensual to the violent.  While drawing on traditional European festivals, still a regular, seasonal 
occurrence in towns and villages throughout the continent, often typified by centuries-old customs and darkly-
fantastical costume, the artist simultaneously makes links to contemporary sub-cultural strands of sci-fi, the goth-
metal scene, psychedelia and horror films.

Caroline Achaintre

M.Ennuie, 2016Malkin, 2017

Ibis, 2016
All images Courtesy of the artist, Arcade, London and Art : Concept, Paris
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Modernism via Lygia Pape, Cildo Meireles, 
Ernesto Neto and Daniel Steegmann Mangrané, 
Shimabuku’s kites, Fontana’s slashes and 
contributions from younger artists including 
Jorinde Voigt, Ari Benjamin Meyers – them-
selves both focusing on the auditory – and 
Pratchaya Phinthong. 

Also among the artists here is Rivane 
Neuenschwander, who has long used fragile 
materials, chance processes and vibrant colour  
in an exploration of distribution that updates 
Latin American Conceptualism, particularly  
the circulatory, participatory art of Meireles  
and Hélio Oiticica: takeaway postcards, ribbons 
printed with wishes and little models made 
from straws by bored barflies, collected after 

hours. In Lyon she revisits A Watchword, a work 
begun in 2012 following protests (the so-called 
Bus Rebellion) in Brazil, when she started scour- 
ing the Internet for words related to protest  
and printing them on labels. These are pinned 
on bulletin boards: visitors are invited to take 
one and sew it onto their clothing, a conversa-
tion piece of sorts, making language and 
sentiment unpredictably mobile. Meanwhile, 
mobile herself, she’s opening her fifth exhibi- 
tion at Stephen Friedman Gallery in London, 
where we can expect ‘new site-specific installa-
tions, projections and paintings’.

In 2015 another artist represented by 
Friedman, Paul McDevitt, opened the art/sound 
project space Farbvision in his Prenzlauer  

Berg live/work space (having discovered,  
while renovating, a preserved tile-covered 
butcher’s shop under what had been a !" 
retailer). Apparently not daunted by the fact  
that he already runs a record label, Infinite 
Greyscale, with fellow artist Cornelius Quabeck, 
he kept the tiles and commenced an exhibition 
programme. The modestly scaled shopfront  
has since bloomed into one of Berlin’s more 
idiosyncratic venues, where artists and musi- 
cians you’d expect in bigger spaces – Paul 
Housley, electronica act Mouse on Mars’s Jan  
St Werner, Annika Ström, Stereolab’s Laetitia 
Sadier – are framed by retro ceramic walls and  
a general air of informality. The latest incum-
bent is Caroline Achaintre. One might broadly 
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5 Rivane Neuenschwander, Infancy and History (!"#) 
(detail), 2017, 43 hand-sewn flags,  67 # 42 cm (each).  

© the artist. Courtesy the artist  
and Stephen Friedman Gallery, London

6 Caroline Achaintre, ".$.%., 2017, hand-tufted  
wool, 310 # 190 cm. Photo: Philipp Hänger.  

Courtesy the artist and Arcade Fine Arts, London
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Modernism via Lygia Pape, Cildo Meireles, 
Ernesto Neto and Daniel Steegmann Mangrané, 
Shimabuku’s kites, Fontana’s slashes and 
contributions from younger artists including 
Jorinde Voigt, Ari Benjamin Meyers – them-
selves both focusing on the auditory – and 
Pratchaya Phinthong. 

Also among the artists here is Rivane 
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materials, chance processes and vibrant colour  
in an exploration of distribution that updates 
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printed with wishes and little models made 
from straws by bored barflies, collected after 
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anticipate what the French/German artist  
will do – she works, as is widely known, between 
tufty, trailing, wall-based textiles, ceramics  
and drawings, her art hovering on the edge  
of eerie figuration, infused with theatricality, 
and melding all kinds of influences, from 
modernist design to German Expressionism 
– but you won’t have seen it anywhere like this. 

To return to Latin America and the contin-
uing modern (which, despite what Bruno Latour 
said, isn’t going anywhere), over in Los Angeles 
is Condemned To Be Modern at the Los Angeles 
Municipal Art Gallery, part of Pacific Standard  
Time but worth considering in isolation. It brings 
together 21 artists from the past two decades 
‘who have responded critically to the history  

of modernist architecture in Latin America’: 
here, figures including Jonathas de Andrade, 
Leonor Antunes, Renata Lucas and Melanie 
Smith look at the imposition of modernising 
processes and ideologies through the prism  
of buildings (new government buildings,  
public housing, universities and even,  
as in Brasilia, entire cities) in Brazil, Mexico, 
Cuba, Venezuela and elsewhere.

Pascal Hachem’s show at The Mosaic 
Rooms,!the nonprofit showcase (in London’s 
Kensington) for art from the Arab world,! 
comes wrapped in what might seem at first 
blush like a glib, paradoxical, even non-title,  
The show has a long title that I don’t recall anymore.  
But there’s a pointed intent: the Lebanese  

artist wants to get at how the past can be held 
onto in his hometown of Beirut, which has fre- 
quently been a city of fragmentation and change.  
Via a series of mechanised, readymade-based 
installations, Hachem –!who’s in his late thirties 
and has also founded a design studio, 200grs 
– appears to be brusquely poeticising that 
condition. Trousers are suspended above 
mirrors, a stone where one foot should be, the 
weighted clothing striking the glass at intervals 
until it breaks. Elsewhere, wire brushes scrape 
the wall, revealing earlier layers of paint, and 
two irons tirelessly flatten a pile of flour, creating 
a fragile evenness –!all of which, the organisers 
reckon, ‘hints at the impossibility of grasping 
meaning in the face of successive events’.   

8

7

7 Alexander Apóstol, Le Corbusier y Diego Rivera se visitan 30 veces (still), 2008, 16mm film  
transferred to "#", colour, sound, 8 min 56 sec. Courtesy the artist

8 Pascal Hachem, Who Carries Whom?, 2017.  
Courtesy the artist and The Mosaic Rooms, London
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Caroline Achaintre
Artiste, née en 1969, vit et travaille à Londres,  
www.arcadefinearts.com

P. 125 : DingDings, 2016. 
P. 126-127 : La Forêt, 2017. 
P. 128 : Lava, 2016. 

P. 129 : Loft, 2016. 
Tous les dessins : aquarelle et encre sur 
papier, 31 x 25 cm. Courtesy de l’artiste.

Untitled, a title? Always a title.
Why and why not give a name? The title adds another  
dimension to it. 
Your last untitled work? There isn’t one.
The title: beginning or end of the story? Neither.
What does it say about the work? Whatever I see in it.
A perfect title? Ich kann beim besten Willen kein Hakenkreuz  
erkennen or Krieg böse (both Martin Kippenberger).
What would Magritte think of it? He would like it.
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Caroline Achaintre photographed by Teri Pengilley for the Independent

Originally training as a blacksmith before moving to London, Caroline Achaintre’s work
encompasses not just clay but a diverse range of media. Across her practice, she focuses on
handcrafting techniques and her work has often been described in terms of the primitive or
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Caroline Achaintre photographed by Teri Pengilley for the Independent

Originally training as a blacksmith before moving to London, Caroline Achaintre’s work
encompasses not just clay but a diverse range of media. Across her practice, she focuses on
handcrafting techniques and her work has often been described in terms of the primitive or
the carnivalesque.

Achaintre has a preference for paper clay (normal clay reinforced with fibre), and her ceramic
sculptures are divided into three groups: masks hung on the wall, sculptures displayed on a
plinth or on a stand, and combined works made of a leather head to which a ceramic mask is
attached. In contrast to her often highly coloured textile works or her drawings, the glazed
surfaces of her ceramics resemble animal skins; indeed they sometimes incorporate leather
or fake snakeskin. Spontaneous and quickly worked in quite a crude way, her ceramics still
look malleable, soft and vulnerable.

Grouped together for display on plinths and structures designed by the artist, they form a
theatre of the absurd. Isolated, they radiate a sense of solitude and abandon, and yet they
keep an inner sense of humour. In 2009 she enrolled in an evening class to explore how she
could turn her paper sculpture into solid objects – and her work with clay began. Here
the Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art featured artist tells us why she works in
the medium, what particular challenges it holds for her and who she thinks always gets it
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Originally training as a blacksmith before moving to London, Caroline Achaintre’s work
encompasses not just clay but a diverse range of media. Across her practice, she focuses on
handcrafting techniques and her work has often been described in terms of the primitive or
the carnivalesque.

Achaintre has a preference for paper clay (normal clay reinforced with fibre), and her ceramic
sculptures are divided into three groups: masks hung on the wall, sculptures displayed on a
plinth or on a stand, and combined works made of a leather head to which a ceramic mask is
attached. In contrast to her often highly coloured textile works or her drawings, the glazed
surfaces of her ceramics resemble animal skins; indeed they sometimes incorporate leather
or fake snakeskin. Spontaneous and quickly worked in quite a crude way, her ceramics still
look malleable, soft and vulnerable.

Grouped together for display on plinths and structures designed by the artist, they form a
theatre of the absurd. Isolated, they radiate a sense of solitude and abandon, and yet they
keep an inner sense of humour. In 2009 she enrolled in an evening class to explore how she
could turn her paper sculpture into solid objects – and her work with clay began. Here
the Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art featured artist tells us why she works in
the medium, what particular challenges it holds for her and who she thinks always gets it
right.
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Who are you and what’s your relationship to clay and ceramics? I am an artist who
started to add clay and ceramics in 2009 to my practice. I started making paper mask-like
objects from discarded drawings and prints but decided paper's lifespan wasn't long enough
and thought I should try clay. I haven't trained in ceramics, but I have been using them for
eight years now and I have learned a lot. For me they sit in that interesting middle ground
between art and craft. 

Why do you think there’s an increased interest around clay and ceramics right now? I
think there is more interest in process-based work now. After post conceptualism maybe
some sensuality got lost, and now we're allowed again to let the material speak, to let the
process be the goal.

Sinus 2015 - Caroline Achaintre - Courtesy of Arcade, London. Photo: Andy Keate.

Ceramics is sometimes regarded as decorative, rather than fine arts. Does the
distinction bother or annoy you? I'm not even sure that's true anymore, quite a few
ceramics made by artists are anything but decorative, they can be quite visceral or willingly
abject. I think the decorative is more often associated with functional ceramics, but luckily
even there the distinction is not made so much anymore. And decorative doesn't have to be
negative anyway, it is also a tool. Perhaps now we are learning from Japan, where they seem
not to make the distinction between art and craft in relation to their ceramics.
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negative anyway, it is also a tool. Perhaps now we are learning from Japan, where they seem
not to make the distinction between art and craft in relation to their ceramics.

Whose work in this field do you admire? Not one individual piece comes to mind, but for
example I like Jessica Jackson Hutchins - the pieces where she combines entire sofas with
ceramics - they're great energetic pieces. I love Norbert Prangenberg's ceramics. And of
course the Memphis (and other) ceramics made by Peter Shire. 

Ponto 2012 - Caroline Achaintre Courtesy of Arcade, London. Photo: Andy Keate.

What are the hardest things for you to get ‘right’ and what are your unique
challenges? To make the work look effortless, not forced. I want my pieces to appear full of
life, not constructed, but as clay imprints any touch this is either achieved easily and quickly
or not at all.

What part does the vulnerability of the material play in things? It depends which
vulnerability we are talking about, the one before or after the firing. The unfired clay is very
specific in what it likes or doesn't like, so one has to react and work with that. That gives clay
its specific quality and defines the outcome, so those characteristics I would see as an
attraction. The vulnerably of the fired clay in terms of sculpture can be simply annoying as it
can break easier then most other materials. Especially as I still associate my pieces with
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What part does the vulnerability of the material play in things? It depends which
vulnerability we are talking about, the one before or after the firing. The unfired clay is very
specific in what it likes or doesn't like, so one has to react and work with that. That gives clay
its specific quality and defines the outcome, so those characteristics I would see as an
attraction. The vulnerably of the fired clay in terms of sculpture can be simply annoying as it
can break easier then most other materials. Especially as I still associate my pieces with
paper and like them to be quite thin. I can see that this visible fragility has an appeal, but is
simply a nightmare in terms of handling and especially transporting. 

 

Sheballs 2011 - Caroline Achaintre Courtesy of Arcade, London. Photo: Andy Keate.

Is how you display a piece an important element of the work itself? Do you ever
suggest how something might be displayed? How I display my pieces plays a crucial part,
especially if I group my ceramics. The display furniture I design for my 'characters' becomes
their habitat. Usually the display is a dialogue with the exhibition space, and the same pieces
shown in a different space would be shown in a different way. I usually don't tell a
buyer/collector how to display them but prefer him/her to find their own way. They like the
company of other artworks and it results in interesting dialogues.

What part does the vulnerability of the material play in things? It depends which
vulnerability we are talking about, the one before or after the firing. The unfired clay is very
specific in what it likes or doesn't like, so one has to react and work with that. That gives clay
its specific quality and defines the outcome, so those characteristics I would see as an
attraction. The vulnerably of the fired clay in terms of sculpture can be simply annoying as it
can break easier then most other materials. Especially as I still associate my pieces with
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Is how you display a piece an important element of the work itself? Do you ever
suggest how something might be displayed? How I display my pieces plays a crucial part,
especially if I group my ceramics. The display furniture I design for my 'characters' becomes
their habitat. Usually the display is a dialogue with the exhibition space, and the same pieces
shown in a different space would be shown in a different way. I usually don't tell a
buyer/collector how to display them but prefer him/her to find their own way. They like the
company of other artworks and it results in interesting dialogues.

What’s next for you, and what’s next for ceramics? I have been invited to make work in
response to the amazing Museo del Alabado in Quito, Ecuador. There I fell in love with the
Valdivian Sculptures made from clay and stone around 3000 to 1500 BC. They are ancient
and futurist at the same time, looking backwards and forwards, just like clay!

 

Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art

Clay and ceramics have in recent years been elevated from craft to high art material, with the
resulting artworks being coveted by collectors and exhibited in museums around the
world. Vitamin C: Clay and Ceramic in Contemporary Art celebrates the revival of clay as a
material for contemporary artists, featuring a wide range of global talent selected by the
world's leading curators, critics, and art professionals. Packed with illustrations, it's a vibrant
and incredibly timely survey - the first of its kind. Buy Vitamin C here. And if you're quick, you
can snap up works by some of the artists in it at Artspace here.
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exhibition at Baltic, Gateshead, Aesthetica talk to the artist about her influences, labour-intensive

practice and bold contributions to the arts industry.

A: Your work seems to draw up many interesting parallels, for example between ancient and modern,

or geometric minimalism in contrast with technology. Could you talk about how these dichotomies

have informed your practice, in both conceiving ideas and in their execution

CA: My inspiration comes from ethnological collections just as much as popular culture, especially the

aesthetics of music, album covers, or for example handbags, their surfaces and the faces I see in them.

Those influences coexist with each other, but they also relate to each other. Geometry, Primitivism,

Anthropomorphism, Futurism, Science Fiction, it is all connected.

A: How do you feel that you relate personally to the works? They seem to enact striking tribal masks;

do you feel as an artist that you must be able to see part of yourself in the artwork or can it be devoid

from your personal background/context as a work in its own right?

CA: The work is always personal, even if it does not necessarily talk from one’s direct background. I

create my own world in a way, characters that coexist with each other, sometimes within one piece. I am

interested in the idea of looking in and out simultaneously, which often results in mask-like pieces. It is a

fusion of the mask and the bearer of it, they are both real. There is more than one persona within one

being. Within the world I create there are certainly aspects of my own persona, but in not such a literal

way.

A: Many of your pieces seem to be labour intensive, requiring technicality and perseverance. Could

you talk about the actual processes involved?

CA: My wall hangings are hand-tufted, the process is very physical, but less labour intensive as for

example weaving. I use an air tool connected to a compressor and with air pressure I shoot wool from

the back through the canvas. It’s an additive way of working, I shoot one line of wool into the canvas and

it immediately expands, so I have a line. It’s kind of a three-dimensional woollen painting. My ceramic

sculptures are made in a more spontaneous way; I try to capture expressions in clay, which has to

happen fast.

A: How important do you think other artists and contextual influences are on your practice?

CA: Well, there are a range of artists I admire, such as Mike Kelley, Rosemarie Trockel, Kai Althoff, Carol

Rama just to name a few, but there are no direct references.

A: Could you talk about the influences in your work, perhaps commenting on the references to

German Expressionism, “Primitivism” and post-war British sculpture?

CA: I can relate to the directness of Expressionism, the dark side within it, the portrayal of ‘angst’.

Especially when I was working intensely with linocuts I looked a lot at Emil Nolde’s work.

A: How do you think that colour contributes to the reception of the works? Is the choice of colour

something that you consider within the initial ideas for the art?

CA: Colour is an important part of my work, it sets the tone for the world/character the piece is from,

often bright, but sometimes also muted and subtle. Again, I play with associations, also through colour.

The tufted piece Ray-Inn radiates sun rays, whereas the ceramic sculpture ‘Mola’ looks like it comes

from the bottom of the sea.

A: What is it about texture that you find so interesting as an element to consider? How do you think

your audiences respond to the sensual aspect of the sculptures?

CA: I want my pieces to be non-neutral. Texture supports that, as it can emulate surfaces such as skin

and fur. My shaggy wool hangings certainly have an eerie feeling to them, often they look like fur or hair

and have an animist quality. Wool has an aura, although I am not into New Age, it really has. Those wall

hangings are very intense, they have such a strong physical presence. My clay sculptures operate on a

more seductive level, its luscious glazes can be very seductive. I like emulating surfaces, such as snake

or fish skin and in conjunction with its shininess the ceramics seem moist and alive.

A: If your works collectively had a specific tone, what do you think that would be?

CA: Intense and playful.

Opens today until 30 October. For more information: www.balticmill.com

Q+A with Caroline Achaintre, BALTIC
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Richard Slee is based in London, UK.  
He studied industrial design and then ceramics 
at Central School of Art and Design, London, 
graduating in !"#$. He gained an MA from 
the Royal College of Art, London, in !"%%. He 
has taught in art schools both in the UK and 
abroad, and was course director of ceramics 
at Camberwell College of Arts, London, from 
!""&–"%. His work is currently on show 
in the survey ‘CERAMIX from RODIN to 
SCHÜTTE’, which runs at Cité de la céram-
ique, Sèvres, France, until July, and his solo 
show, ‘Work and Play’, toured various venues 
in the UK in '$!(–!). His work will be 
included in upcoming group exhibitions at 
Dovecot Gallery, Edinburgh, UK (September 
'$!)), and Tate St Ives, UK (spring '$!#).

A M Y  S H E R L O C K 
Clay is experiencing something of a boom in 
the art world. For the past four or !ve years, 
I have seen an increasing number of artists – 
particularly young artists – working in the 
medium, often as one material strand among 
many in a multi-disciplinary practice. 
Concurrently, there has been a renewed interest 
in, and market for, ceramic work by older and 
historic !gures – from Hans Coper and Lucy 
Rie to ‘California clay’ artists such as Michael 
and Magdalena Frimkess, John Mason and 
Peter Voulkos to the Japanese mingei potters 
Kawai Kanjir" and Hamada Sh"ji. 

I am also an amateur potter and have seen 
ceramics courses becoming increasingly popular, 
with studio and kiln space now at a premium in 
London. You all are artists who work with clay, 
although with varying degrees of exclusivity and 
to di#erent ends: why do you think the medium is 
experiencing this new-found popularity? 

C A R O L I N E  A C H A I N T R E 
I think, in general, people are more 
interested in process-based work; it’s not 
so much about ceramics on a conceptual 
level, but as a method. Clay is one of the 
easiest mediums to use – at least to begin 
with – although it can be used in a very 
elaborate way, too. 

A S  Alison and Richard: you have both worked 
with ceramics for your entire careers.
A L I S O N  B R I T T O N 

 Since I was nine or ten.
A S  Over your many years as a tutor at 

the Royal College of Art, have you seen 
changes? 

A B  I teach in the ceramics department, so 
it’s pretty consistently been people who 
know they want to work with clay coming 
through our doors. Ceramics has never 
gone away, it’s just that general culture 
rediscovers it from time to time.
R I C H A R D  S L E E  
Alison is teaching at a postgraduate level 
where I’m sure there is a consistent 

Caroline Achaintre is based in London, UK. 
Recent solo shows include Arcade, London 
('$!)), Tate Britain, London ('$!)), and Castello 
di Rivoli, Turin, Italy ('$!(–!&). Her ceramic 
and textile works are currently included 
in the touring British Art Show %, UK (until 
'$!#), and her solo show at c-o-m-p-o-s-i-t-e, 
Brussels, Belgium, runs until '% May. She has 
work in the group exhibition ‘A Conversation 
about Ceramics’ at Monica de Cardenas, Milan, 
Italy, which closes in July, and a solo presenta-
tion at BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, 
Gateshead, UK, which opens that month.

Aaron Angell is based in London, UK. 
He works primarily with ceramics, producing 
sculptural tableaux referencing hobbyist 
cultures, naturalistic forms and the under-
ground hand-built ceramics of Britain from the 
!"#$s and ’%$s. This year, he had solo shows 
at Markus Lüttgen, Cologne, Germany, and 
at Glasgow Botanic Gardens and Kelvingrove 
Museum, UK, as part of Glasgow International 
'$!). His work is currently included in the 
touring British Art Show %. He is co-curator of 
‘That Continuous Thing’, a major survey of 
artists and the ceramic studio, which will open 

at Tate St Ives, UK, in spring '$!#. Angell 
is the founder and director of Troy Town 
Art Pottery, a ceramic workshop for artists 
founded in response to dwindling access to 
ceramics studios in London. 

Alison Britton has run a studio in London, 
UK, and made pots for the past ($ years. She 
also curates exhibitions and teaches in art 
schools; since !"%(, at the Royal College of Art, 
London, where she is a senior tutor in ceramics 
and glass. Her work has been widely shown 
across the world and Seeing Things, a collection 
of her writings, was published by Occasional 
Papers in '$!*. Her retrospective exhibition, 
‘Content and Form’, runs at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London, UK, until September.

‘Virtually all of my work has been domestic in  
certain ways; it’s meant to go inside a room. I!call it 
the!drama of the Great Indoors.’ 
R I C H A R D  S L E E
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for example. It’s odd that nobody was 
bringing it in. Surely there would have 
been tons of clay at the Slade, just 
for modelling?

A A  Exactly – there was a kiln, but it had 
been half-decommissioned to a lower 
temperature to burn out moulds. 

I’ve been seeing clay used more by 
recent students: I went back and gave 
some tutorials a year or two ago and eve-
ryone in the sculpture department had 
some sort of ceramic on their desk. It was 
intriguing – most people have been using 
it as a means to an end, a sculptural mate-
rial like any other, which was the basic 
gist behind me opening Troy Town Art 
Pottery: to invite other artists to come and 
use clay to make something that wasn’t 
a pot. 

R S  Thinking about it, sometimes if you take 
something away for a period, it becomes 
attractive again. Maybe the disappear-
ance of formalized ceramics was, in some 
ways, a good thing.

A A  There’s always a certain naivety from 
people at !rst – including myself, when 
I started. You can "ick through issues 
of Ceramic Review and see all these 
lumpy sculptures and think: God, why 
isn’t everyone doing this? It must be the 
easiest thing in the world.
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demand for specialist ceramic education. 
However, throughout my career, I’ve 
seen the collapse of ceramic education 
in this country and in Europe (though, 
interestingly, not in America). Basically, 
from a high point somewhere in the early 
#$%&s, there’s been a gradual decline. 
There are many reasons for this, I think. 
A lack of passion, certainly, but also 
because the facilities in schools closed 
down, one presumes because of expense, as 
well as health and safety regulations.
A A R O N  A N G E L L  
My secondary school used to o'er ceramics 
as an O-Level, before I was there. The 
legacy was that we had all these big electric 
kilns from the #$%&s that were still in good 
nick. I didn’t do any ceramics while I was 
at school, I should say. But I went back 
later, when my younger brother was still 
studying, and asked if I could make work 
there. It was great: I ate school dinners 
again for a few months; I loved it!

R S  I was head of department at Camberwell 
College of Art in the #$$&s, and you sensed 
that interest was falling o'. At that point, 
there were (& undergraduate courses that 
had ceramics in their title and now I think 
there are about two.
A S  Is that something to be lamented?

R S  No, not for me. A lot of my fellow tutors 
would go on about the loss of skills, the 
loss of knowledge, but I’m not sure. That 
knowledge was actually built up very rap-
idly postwar, from the #$)&s. Before that, 
I think if you went into a college ceramics 
department, it would be one kind of clay, 
one man and one dog.

Alison and I went to what was then 
Central School of Art and Design in the 
early #$*&s. It was a period of enormous 
expansion in technology and of real 
investment in art education in the UK – in 
fact, in higher education more broadly. 
You could sense the tutors were learning 
as much as you were at that time; it was an 
incredibly creative moment, a real com-
munity of learning. Sadly – now, I sound 
like I’m contradicting myself – something 
went wrong. Personally, I think that had 
a lot to do with isolation and fashion.
A S  Do you mean ceramics becoming isolated 

from the broader conversations that 
were going on in art departments from 
the late !"#$s?

R S  Yes, probably.
A S  Caroline or Aaron: neither of you 

studied ceramics formally. What were 
your routes to the medium?

C A  About !ve and a half years ago, I was 
making work out of paper. Paper has 
a short life-span in terms of sculpture, so 
I was looking for a way to solve that and 
clay seemed like one solution. It might 
well have been something to do with the 
zeitgeist but, you know, when you are 
at the beginning of something, you don’t 
really think about it. 

A B  I’m curious about the Slade [where 
Angell studied as an undergraduate, 
between +&&,–##] because some of the 
tutors there have used ceramics a lot – 
Edward Allington and Bruce McLean, 
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I have a slight problem with this idea 
of clay ‘coming back’. We can talk about 
fashion, but there are threads all the way 
through. To answer the question ‘why 
now?’ – I think there is a certainly a reac-
tion against the kind of fabrication fetish 
that we have been seeing in a lot of work 
over recent years.
A S  You mean the outsourcing of 

production?
A A  Yes: outsourcing and also losing this 

one-to-one scale of body to material, which 
is so inherent to clay. Philosophically, you 
can treat ceramics as this thing that turned 
against modernism …
A S  Or that modernism turned against, 

because it was certainly there at 
the start, with people like William 
Staite Murray.

A A  In a technical sense, it was involved 
deeply with industrialization and mining: 
di!erent ceramic surfaces require discrete 
materials and there’s lots of geopolitical 
stu! surrounding these at a micro level. At 
the same time, low-"red ceramics can be 
made in a beach "re and last #,$$$ years – 
it’s as primitive a technology as cooking.

C A  But, ceramics was also part of modernism. 
AB There is quite a strong lobby of thinking 

that puts Bernard Leach into the mod-
ernist framework. You can argue that he 
was looking outwards to Eastern models 
to reinvigorate what was happening 
in Europe, in a comparable way to Pablo 
Picasso looking at African artefacts.
A S  Alison, you once wrote in an essay 

that ‘clay, as a material, is prone 
to metaphor’, which is perhaps why 
it so easily assumes these di!erent 
meanings at di!erent points. 

I have been thinking about that in 
relation to Caroline’s work, particu-
larly the ceramic pieces in the recent 
show at Arcade gallery, which looked 
almost like snake skins. It ties to what 
you were saying earlier, Caroline, 
about using clay to replicate the forms 
that you were making in paper. Clay 
is very good at disguising itself as some-
thing else, which might be one of the 
reasons for its appeal.

A B  As a substance, it’s formless: it’s a sticky 
mass, which has, throughout history, been 
used to imitate jade or bronze or other 
materials that were more precious. There 
are lots of historic cases where clay has 
been used to echo the metal forms – ewers 
in Chinese art or the %uted silver dishes 
copied in Moorish Spanish ceramics. 
Often, the metal pieces have been recycled 
but the ceramics survive.
A S  How does what is going on in ceramics 

relate to discussions around deskilling, 
which many people see as one of the 
lasting legacies of conceptualism on 

arts education? I was talking to Betty 
Woodman [for frieze issue "##] and 
she said something quite interesting: 
in order to be an artist working with 
ceramics today, you have to make 
a disclaimer about not knowing what 
you are doing, technically speaking. 

A B  When I first graduated, a lot of 
conversations I found myself having were 
about what temperature you "red some-
thing at or what you put in glazes. No one 
wanted talk about what the thing was 
or why I’d made it. Initially, I was keen to 
push away anything to do with technique 
and skill. I thought: ‘We have it but we’re 
not going to go on about it.’

  But now, having gone through close 
to &$ years of seeing everyone gradually 
getting less and less skilled gener-
ally, I have swivelled around. I do think 
that skill-lessness is a really worrying 
phenomenon, as we move forward. 

A A  The point about talking shop is really 
interesting. Take Troy Town: normally, 
I would talk conceptually, for want of 
a better word, about things with other 
artists but, in the pottery, it instantly 
becomes technical.

You wouldn’t walk into a room with 
a patinated bronze in it and start discuss-
ing the process of patination or the history 
of wax casting. That’s all really interesting, 
but it doesn’t bear on the object as much 
as with ceramics, somehow. 

A B  I think it might bear as much, it’s just the 
habit is not to talk about it.

A A  Perhaps. But I also think it’s because 
ceramics, in my opinion, is the most com-
plicated sculptural method, once you get 
down to it.

R S  As an educator, I often wished that there 
was some kind of serum or something 
I could inject my students with, which 
would contain all of that technical knowl-
edge. It’s a long apprenticeship, ceramics; 
you have to go through the pain barrier. 
A S  Alison, you came out of the ceramics 

department at Central with 
this enormous technical skill …

A B  It wasn’t enormous.
A S  But you had a grounding and a certain 

level of pro$ciency. Then, you went to 
the Royal College to do an MA.

A B  My "rst sense, when I started, was 
that I had all these skills and no idea 
what to do with them. For me, it was 
the other way around: it took a long 
time to "nd what it was worth making 
with my hands.

A A  At this moment, ceramics feels like a life 
sentence for me; I look at it that way.
A S  In terms of being committed to 

developing technically or because you feel 
you’re being pigeonholed – by people 
like me?

A A  No, I don’t care about that. I mean in 
terms of my own intentions. You can 
do ceramics for #$ years and not know 
what’s going to come out the other end.

A B  The uncertainty of it is a huge part of 
the attraction for me.

A A  The kiln is something you submit to. 
R S  I "nd that an incredibly romantic notion.
A B  You’re much more precise.
R S  I want to know what happens; I want 

to be in control. The accident isn’t 
always happy.

Speaking of craft, yesterday I saw 
a documentary about François Tru!aut’s 
interviews with Alfred Hitchcock in 
the early '()$s [Kent Jones, Hitchcock/
Tru!aut, *$'#]. They are speaking and 
Tru!aut keeps using the word ‘craft’. 
There’s no guilt about it – they know it’s 
necessary: Hitchcock had to have great 
craft to make great "lms.

C A  Does craft mean skill? I never 
understand because, for me, in that 
respect, painting is as ‘crafty’ as 
anything.

R S  It means knowledge of your material 
as well, and judgement. You can have 
somebody who is an incredibly precise 
craftsperson and will make the most 
mundane work.

A B  ‘Crafted to death,’ we used to say.
A S  I think there is often a real fear of, 

or scepticism towards, virtuosity 
among contemporary artists. 
Somehow, as Aaron was saying, 
if you are incredibly technically 
pro$cient at something, that becomes 
the subject of whatever you make.

A B  It gets to be mannerist.
C A  It can be a distraction; I believe that. 

I didn’t learn ceramics but I trained as 
a blacksmith before becoming an artist, 
so I know that craft can also be an obsta-
cle to what you’re trying to do. I think 
there’s a morality to craft that can de"-
nitely be in the way of the artistic ideal.

A B  But only if you let it.
A S  Troy Town is, emphatically, an ‘art 

pottery’. It’s resolutely anti-vessel.
A A  Well, that was my line at the start. 

Generally, the people I work with are 
not ceramicists so, as a matter of 
course, they’re making sculpture. The 
vessel doesn’t come up as often – 
actually, hardly at all – in other media.

A B  Terrible word, too.
A A  Vessel?

A S  What would you prefer?
A B  Pot is a better word. Pot is good.

A S  Alison, you’ve stuck with the pot 
form in various permutations for 
your entire career and you’re still 
experimenting with it.

A B  Yes, I don’t seem to run out of interest. 
There’s enough to work with, with that 
as a given.

 ‘Ceramics has never gone away, it’s just that general 
culture!rediscovers it from time to time.’ 
A L I S O N  B R I T T O N
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A A  The idea of the pot as a given?
A B  Yes, I do think of the pot as a given; it’s 

something I have no need to !ght.
A S  What about you, Richard? You made 

a decisive break with the vessel form 
many years ago.

R S  I made a deliberate decision not to 
reference the pot or pottery. I felt that I’d 
run dry; my commentary on pottery was 
ironic and the joke had gone. But, then, 
I can’t deny my roots, which are pottery 
roots. Virtually all of my work has been 
domestic in certain ways; it’s meant to 
go inside a room. I call it the drama of the 
Great Indoors.

A B  It’s still controversial for some artists, 
isn’t it, the idea of the domestic? It’s 
slightly boring. I was at a symposium at 
Yale not long ago, on a panel about an 
exhibition called ‘The Ceramic Presence 
in Modern Art’. Some of my American 
co-panellists were surprised that I was 
talking about the domestic space, as if it 
were a strange subject.

C A  You mean in a psychological way?
A B  Just that I wasn’t only thinking about 

making a big splash in large institutions.
R S  There is a tale about Voulkos doing 

a demonstration where he was really drunk. 
His advice was: ‘If you can’t make it good, 
make it big.’
A S  Voulkos’s work is the opposite of 

domestic. That is perhaps why it was 
accepted very early on as a legitimate 
art form: because it was so far removed 
from tableware. Where do you see 
your works living when you make 
them, Alison?

A B  In rooms. It’s about scale. People have 
often asked me why I don’t make the 
pieces bigger. I have no desire to make 
them bigger.

A A  It’s also di"cult.
A B  It’s not impossible, but I want to be able 

to lift them up and move them around.
A S  You want to retain that connection 

with the body?
A B  Yes. I’m always making bodies. And there 

are ways in which you can easily pick my 
pots up – it’s about physical interaction.
A S  Caroline, is there a conversation in 

your mind between your textile pieces 
and the ceramics?

C A  When I end up showing them together, 
certainly. Sometimes, the same process 
or form will !nd its way into both – a way 
of folding, for example. To that extent, 
they in#uence each other. I like show-
ing them together because there are nice 
correspondences: the wool is quite an 
eerie material, shaggy and attractive yet 
repulsive at the same time; whereas clay, 
at least as I use it, has a seductiveness.

A B  It can be repulsive, too.
C A  Absolutely. 

A S  How did you start working with wool?
C A  Again, I didn’t learn formally. For my MA 

I was making small, intense watercolours 
that dealt with uncanniness. I wanted 
to somehow enlarge them and, thinking 
about how the uncanny and the familiar 
are related, it struck me that I should 
use a domestic material. That doesn’t 

interest me so much anymore – I don’t 
see the work necessarily as a comment 
on domesticity.

It’s quite a potent process, tufting: 
you use an air tool, which shoots wool 
through the canvas. It’s not like weaving; 
it’s fairly swift and physical.
A S  Do you feel, like Aaron, that ceramics 

is a life sentence?
C A  I’ve been tufting for over ten years and 

I’ve never thought: ‘That’s it, I’m going 
to stay with wool now.’ A friend has just 
given me an old kiln because he’s moving 
to the US and I’m building a shed in my 
garden to put it in, which is a commit-
ment. It’s a journey and, at the moment, 
it’s going well, but I can’t say if it’s for life.
A S  Aaron, do you envisage Troy Town 

becoming self-sustaining? Or do 
you consider it to be a core part of 
your practice?

A A  I’m trying to get to a point where I am 
spending less time there. Troy Town is 
moving and expanding in May, so I think 
there will be some changes. It feels as 
though the initial stage of the experiment 
is over. When we !rst started, I was 
working with !ve artists a month, which 
was insane. Now, I work with two artists 
a month, if that, and it will become less 
regular, which will maybe allow a bit more 
time for research.
A S  Are you reskilling through the back 

door, as it were, in the absence of 
ceramics departments in colleges 
and schools?

A A  I don’t have the skills, or the people skills, 
to teach. There are three things I tell 
people on the !rst day: don’t go more than 
an inch thick anywhere; don’t make any 
contained spaces because the piece will 
explode; and put your work under the fan 
for a while, or leave it until the next day, 
to harden up. That, and how you slip two 
pieces of clay together to make a join. It’s 
half a day’s worth of teaching.

C A  When I was there, it impressed me that 
you were just left to yourself to begin 
with but, if you wanted to know particu-
lar things, you could ask. I think that’s 
much better: to work it out as you go.
A S  There’s a famous quote from Hans 

Coper, which I’m sure Alison probably 
knows o! by heart, because it’s often 
mentioned …

A B  The only thing he ever wrote!
 A S   … from the exhibition catalogue of 

his Victoria and Albert Museum 
exhibition in "#$#. He says: ‘Practising 
a craft with ambiguous reference to 
purpose and function, one has occasion 
to face absurdity. More than anything, 
somewhat like a demented piano-
tuner, one is trying to approximate 
a phantom pitch.’ It struck me as an 
apt way of describing …

A A  … trying to make something that’s 
somehow between two worlds.

A B  I think he’s talking about what happens 
if you put function aside; what, then, 
are you hanging onto?

A A  I think if you’re making something out 
of clay that isn’t visually !tting, which 

doesn’t formally reference functional 
things, you don’t need to answer that 
question. My favourite ceramics in the 
world are anatomical Etruscan votives 
that were made between $%% BCE and 
$%% CE. These were mass-produced 
sculptural ceramics and, of course, they 
did have a functional value in their soci-
ety, but they’re not vessels, they’re not 
pots, and somehow you can’t !t them 
into that conversation.

A B  I think Coper had a notion of all di&erent 
kinds of function. 
A S  Certainly, but I do think ceramics, 

at this moment in time, is in two places: 
there is a revival in artists using it 
sculpturally and, at the same time, 
there are communal craft pottery 
studios opening – places like Turned 
Earth in Hackney or the Ceramics 
Studio Co-op in New Cross – where 
people are making and selling func-
tional ceramics. I think that’s part of 
the same mentality as craft beer and 
farmers’ markets: it’s linked to a cer-
tain ethics and politics of production 
and consumption. 

R S  The Granby Workshop [a social 
enterprise set up by Assemble as part of 
their Turner Prize-winning Granby Four 
Streets project in Liverpool] is an inter-
esting example: lovely people with lovely 
intentions, I’m sure, but their actual 
products are dreadful. 

A A  I thought you would have liked them; 
it’s all brooms with carrots for handles 
and things like that.

R S  They’re not well-designed and, actually, 
in craft terms, they’re dreadful because 
they don’t work: the materials are wrong. 

A B  I’d like to say one more thing: craft 
occupies an unstable position in the 
spectrum of art design and I don’t think 
it has ever, since it was the normal way 
of producing everything, had a !xed 
place. It can be an absolute taboo at some 
points and, currently, it’s very appealing, 
but it’s always being rede!ned and always 
on the move. If you tried to put an edge 
around it, a de!ned border between art, 
craft and design, then you’d be stuck, 
I think. The discipline would die. 

Amy Sherlock is reviews editor of frieze 
and is based in London, UK.
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untainted nature grows everyday more scarce, this art lends new urgency to the timeworn cliché about
wondrous artists capable of bringing inert sculptural materials mysteriously to life.

—Gilda Williams
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Suddenly, Caroline Achaintre’s work seems to be everywhere. A stand-out in the current British Art
Show, with a recent solo display at Tate Britain, Achaintre is now preparing for a major presentation
opening in July at the warehouse-size BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, in Gateshead, UK. The
French-German sculptor has lived in London since the late 1990s; her gradual ubiquity might have gone
temporarily undetected owing to her staggering variety of artmaking techniques. The sensational,
colorful, hairy wall rugs that emerged just over a decade ago suggested a signature style, but there were
also small, perfectly formed, abstract ink-and-watercolor drawings (they feel distinctly painterly, although
Achaintre is not a painter) and—as in this show, “Limbo”—exquisite ceramic or thinly stuffed fabric wall
sculptures.

In the two quilted works and five ceramic pieces in “Limbo”—all in manageable, body-scale sizes—
Achaintre manipulates flat materials (rolls of clay, cuts of fabric) to produce elaborately textured, wall-
based three-dimensional objects. Each was uniquely fascinating, from the shining Shell Flush (all works
2016), with its patent-leather shell wrapped around a double-pointed mother-of-pearl ceramic tusk in
faux-python finish; to Lee Vee Double D’s mane-like shape and stiff, ultralong ears, all with dark,
leathery surfaces; or Shack’s pleated, masklike ceramic “face” rendered in a striated, silvery sheen; or
Lemac’s headless, jagged fabric body and its tail like an elephant’s. The experience felt less like a
gallery visit than a trip to the natural history museum: observing at length each unfamiliar creature, with
its varicolored epidermis and curious symmetries. Filled with elements reminiscent of antlers, tortoise
shells, or desiccated bones, the show began to feel like an assortment of hunting trophies, and I
remembered that Achaintre’s earlier furry tapestries resembled zebra skins and bearskin rugs. The
artist-as-hunter analogy was eerily reinforced when I learned that Achaintre had created those early
tapestries by shooting wool through the rugs’ versos with a tufting gun.

Achaintre’s ambitious, clay-based studio experiments—with glazes varying from dry, stony matte to wet,
shiny gloss—look less like handcrafted sculptures than, perhaps, age-old fossils recently unearthed, or
giant mollusks retrieved from the bottom of a lake. Although I’m tempted to link her work’s deep
shadowy folds to the drapery of classical figures, in fact I am less reminded of the work of an ancient
sculptor than a twenty-first-century biochemist growing synthetic meat or human spinal tissue in a lab.
Hanging over the gallery door—rather like a prize swordfish mounted over a sailing club’s entrance—
was the fabulous, iridescent blue-green Golem. With its tessellated, reptilian skin voluptuously shaped
into waves, and frothy curls along its edges resembling ocean foam, Golem suggests the lab-grown
scales of some cloned, prehistoric sea monster.

Back in the early ’80s, in a world overrun with new mass-produced consumables, Jean Baudrillard
defined the simulacrum as a copy behind which there is no original. How shall we name Achaintre’s first-
generation “organic” things, behind which there is no original life form, no biological parent? As

Caroline Achaintre
ARCADE

Caroline Achaintre, Shell Flush, 2016, ceramic, patent
leather, 35 1/2 × 13 × 7".
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Suddenly, Caroline Achaintre’s work seems to be everywhere. A stand-out in the current British Art
Show, with a recent solo display at Tate Britain, Achaintre is now preparing for a major presentation
opening in July at the warehouse-size BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, in Gateshead, UK. The
French-German sculptor has lived in London since the late 1990s; her gradual ubiquity might have gone
temporarily undetected owing to her staggering variety of artmaking techniques. The sensational,
colorful, hairy wall rugs that emerged just over a decade ago suggested a signature style, but there were
also small, perfectly formed, abstract ink-and-watercolor drawings (they feel distinctly painterly, although
Achaintre is not a painter) and—as in this show, “Limbo”—exquisite ceramic or thinly stuffed fabric wall
sculptures.

In the two quilted works and five ceramic pieces in “Limbo”—all in manageable, body-scale sizes—
Achaintre manipulates flat materials (rolls of clay, cuts of fabric) to produce elaborately textured, wall-
based three-dimensional objects. Each was uniquely fascinating, from the shining Shell Flush (all works
2016), with its patent-leather shell wrapped around a double-pointed mother-of-pearl ceramic tusk in
faux-python finish; to Lee Vee Double D’s mane-like shape and stiff, ultralong ears, all with dark,
leathery surfaces; or Shack’s pleated, masklike ceramic “face” rendered in a striated, silvery sheen; or
Lemac’s headless, jagged fabric body and its tail like an elephant’s. The experience felt less like a
gallery visit than a trip to the natural history museum: observing at length each unfamiliar creature, with
its varicolored epidermis and curious symmetries. Filled with elements reminiscent of antlers, tortoise
shells, or desiccated bones, the show began to feel like an assortment of hunting trophies, and I
remembered that Achaintre’s earlier furry tapestries resembled zebra skins and bearskin rugs. The
artist-as-hunter analogy was eerily reinforced when I learned that Achaintre had created those early
tapestries by shooting wool through the rugs’ versos with a tufting gun.

Achaintre’s ambitious, clay-based studio experiments—with glazes varying from dry, stony matte to wet,
shiny gloss—look less like handcrafted sculptures than, perhaps, age-old fossils recently unearthed, or
giant mollusks retrieved from the bottom of a lake. Although I’m tempted to link her work’s deep
shadowy folds to the drapery of classical figures, in fact I am less reminded of the work of an ancient
sculptor than a twenty-first-century biochemist growing synthetic meat or human spinal tissue in a lab.
Hanging over the gallery door—rather like a prize swordfish mounted over a sailing club’s entrance—
was the fabulous, iridescent blue-green Golem. With its tessellated, reptilian skin voluptuously shaped
into waves, and frothy curls along its edges resembling ocean foam, Golem suggests the lab-grown
scales of some cloned, prehistoric sea monster.

Back in the early ’80s, in a world overrun with new mass-produced consumables, Jean Baudrillard
defined the simulacrum as a copy behind which there is no original. How shall we name Achaintre’s first-
generation “organic” things, behind which there is no original life form, no biological parent? As
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Caroline Achaintre moved into her modest studio in Homerton,
east London, three years ago. "I am happy it is well insulated. It's
the first time I am in a studio and it's warmer inside than
outdoors." It is a cluster of 50 studios under a block of modern
flats. Achaintre admits it is isolated; there are no communal spaces
to meet in. "It means you crack on with your work. I have a nine-
year-old kid and her school and my house are close by. It is my
Bermuda Triangle".

Achaintre was born in Toulouse in 1969. Her parents split up when
she was young and her German mother took her to live in a small
city near Nuremberg. She studied first at the Kunsthochschule in
Halle (Saale), in the former East Germany, where she was awarded
a DAAD scholarship.
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She chose to use it to come to London to study, drawn, she says,
by the YBA art scene and music. She was attracted to heavy metal
bands including Slipknot, clarifying that she was interested in the
"clowning", where the musicians were "applying one face on top of
another".
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Growing up in Germany she became interested in German
Expressionism and primitivism, channelling her initial artistic
energy into producing watercolours and large wall painting.
Studying first at Chelsea College of Art and Design and then at
Goldsmiths College, she was frustrated at her attempts at painting
and "I wanted to find a domestic medium".

She decided to try to make a carpet of her work. She approached
the textile department, discovering an old tufting gun with which
she began to experiment, and discovered the medium and
materials that she has now made the centre of her practice.

In the studio there is a loom
set up with a tufting work in
progress and I admit to a
fascination with the technique.
She jumps up and gamely
gives me a demonstration of
the noisy procedure. Shooting
the threads through a canvas,
working from the back to the
front, she is basically working
blind. She mixes the lengths of threads, producing an uneven
surface and allowing accident, something that appeals to her,
inspired by her professed love of expressionism.

The dominant although incomplete work on the loom is destined
for ARCO, an art fair in Barcelona, her work now being eminently
collectable. With a forthcoming solo show at the Baltic in
Gateshead and her inclusion in the British Art Show 8, she is an
artist to watch.

Achaintre is engaging to speak to and animated. With an infectious
laugh she tells me: "I have to put latex on the back of the almost
finished work so the wool stays in place. I come in the next day
and the whole studio smells like a sneaker factory. I like that."

Caroline Achaintre in the British Art Show 8 opens in Edinburgh on
13 February and runs until 8 May (britishartshow8.com)

More about: | Caroline Achaintre | East Germany | London | Chelsea College
of Art and Design | Toulouse | Nuremberg | Gateshead | ARCO | YBA | DAAD |
Goldsmiths College | Edinburgh | Barcelona
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When the lights are off and everyone’s gone home, it’s quite possible that
night-time murmurings can be heard from BALTIC’s Level 3 gallery, where
Caroline Achaintre’s ambiguous artworks may be resuming a conversation
we interrupted by visiting them.

This impactful survey exhibition, something of a material turn for BALTIC
perhaps, does good justice to Achaintre’s mix of ceramic sculptures,
paintings, linocuts and distinctive woollen wall-hangings. A clever layout of
banked walls and alcoves walks us alternately past groups of shiny glazed
clay pieces folded into hints of recognisable objects, and individual

24.09.2016 — Review

Caroline Achaintre
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead

by Dave Pritchard
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encounters with the huge multi-coloured shaggy tapestries, painted  as
Achaintre describes it  with a rapid- re tu ing gun that shoots wool strands
through the back of a canvas sheet.

vocations of tribal art, expressionism and more subtly  the visual
languages of heavy metal and science ction pervade the work. asks and
faces are suggested throughout.

rom babyhood, we have an instinct for pareidolia, i.e. reading the merest
marks as a pattern that represents a face  this is a useful survival instinct,
but it is also the basis for Rorschach therapies, supernatural visions and fairy
stories. vidence for the strength of this is given by the popularity this
exhibition has had among younger visitors  remarkable perhaps for a show
with such largely abstract content, but testament to the way in which two
vaguely-suggested eyes and a mouth can trigger the imagination.

The most minimal of these suggestions can turn a lump of clay into a
personality, or an object into a subject , as Achaintre neatly puts it  and the
room then lls with a cast of characters. This resonates with animist
traditions, belief in the a erlife, and all the other ways in which we might
consider that souls are not con ned to the living human.

There is playfulness here too, balancing the angst of the uncanny with gentle
humour and material exuberance. The wall-hanging rd ard a new work
made for this exhibition  embodies this particularly well, looming high like
a harlequin wizard or a gothic monster from early video games, and trailing
wool-strands over the oor in an unruly advance. The sinister but beautiful
grey ceramic and leather ee ee D b e D, in its museum-like alcove, could
be a space-warlord’s ceremonial helmet or a fossil creature from the deep
ocean.

There is great visual energy in these works, with powerful zig-zags, candy
stripes, chevrons and glistening glazes, everything somehow directional,
pushing the eye around. The excellent linocuts have quieter suggestions of
feathers and wood-grain, and two of them resemble stylised tribal masks,
evoking perhaps the same striated excisions that would be used to fashion
the objects themselves.

ome have spoken of Achaintre’s work as a mass of contradictions or
dichotomies  but instead the dominant feeling here is of ambiguities and
opposites held in vibrating balance, as between two magnets. ence we
hover in a mid-ground between guration and abstraction, two dimensions



and three, the pliable and the rigid, whimsy and menace, seduction and
repulsion, spontaneity and polish, and perhaps even ne and applied arts. In
today’s ultra-segmented world, Achaintre is remarkably unselfconscious
about transcending multiple media, and she shows an unforced and
authentic expressiveness equally in each area of her practice.

erhaps the most satisfying adventure here is into the idea of the mask. The
face-shapes conjur this immediately, but even some of the ceramic pieces
are masquerading  as other materials, having been nished to resemble
lizard-skin or corrugated card.

In the contexts suggested in this exhibition, of carnival theatre and
shamanic ritual, the mask functions not as a subterfuge or concealment, but
instead as an acknowledged pluralism of identity. A mask may hide, but it
also reveals, dissolving inhibition and giving vent to an inner spirit. It is a
device through which to look outward, but it also gives us a different view
inward to the wearer. In conversation, Achaintre returns o en to this theme,
explaining the double pairs of eye-holes in some of the works as symbolising
this two-way vision. It is intriguing therefore to note that wool-tu s and
linocuts are both fashioned by working from the reverse side, or the reverse
relief, of what eventually becomes the presented face  of the work.

This exhibition has been a very popular attraction over the summer  catch
its remaining days while you can  and listen for murmurings a er the doors
have closed

Caroline Achaintre continues at BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
until 30 ctober 2016.

ave ritchard is an independent consultant based in orthumberland.

Images  Caroline Achaintre, rd ard 2016. Installation view, BALTIC
Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead. hoto  ohn c enzie  2016
BALTIC  Caroline Achaintre exhibition installation view, BALTIC Centre
for Contemporary Art, Gateshead. hoto  ohn c enzie  2016 BALTIC
Caroline Achaintre e  2016 Ceramic. Image courtesy the artist and
Arcade, London hotography  Andy eate.
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‘I work with themask in thewidest sense,
using ceramics and textiles. My tuftedworks
always depict more than one being. There
is the façade of the surface, and then the
question of who is behind it. I was interested
in the psychological aspect of what you see
in these objects: they have anthropomorphic
features, but they are not abstract, and
not yet figurative; amultilayering ofmulti-
personalities, as inMoustache Eagle
from 2008.

‘My interest inmasquerade drewme to
a lot of ethnological collections and so-called
“primitive” art when creating theseworks –
stark expressions andminimal information
forming a face-like image – and this, along
with an interest in theGerman expressionists,
helped to informmy process.

‘I beganmaking small drawings, but wanted
towork on a larger scale whilemaintaining the
level of intensity. I wanted them to be domestic
objects, something eerie and uncanny in the
family environment by using lots of fibres –
almost like pixels – to get this three-dimensional
plane. You feel attracted to it and repulsed at
the same time.

‘These drawings developed into a new body
of ceramic works. I try to emulate othermaterials
for the surfaces of the ceramic pieces, such as
shed snake skin. Sometimes it needs only a tiny
bit of information to becomemore than a sheet
of clay.

‘It’s a very spontaneous process, often a really
quick gesture of gathering the clay so it warps. I
pretend it’s a piece of paper as that’s how I used
tomake them, before they became too delicate.’

Above: Caroline
AchaintreMola
2014, glazed
ceramic. Left:
Caroline Achaintre
photographed in her
studio by Victoria
Siddle, June 2014

The Artist in Her Studio
Caroline Achaintre at Tate Britain

A display of Caroline
Achaintre’s recent
works, curated by
Isabella Maidment,
runs at Tate Britain
from 13 October to
3 May. BP Spotlight.
BP Displays supported
by BP for 25 Years.
Achaintre talked to
Mariko Finch.
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Two blots paired, one blot below them. Two 
eyes and a mouth. It doesn’t take much to 
trigger an instance of representation, and  
when what you’re representing is the human 
face, it’s a moment fraught with the possibility  
of misrecognition as much as recognition 
– masks are always strange. Caroline Achaintre’s 
drawings in ink on paper exploit these tensions 
with abandon, and while the means appear 
minimal compared to Achaintre’s recent 
technique – heavy wall-weavings and sculptures 
– these drawings are by no means slight  
or subordinate.

Achaintre’s work is often discussed for  
its revisiting of aspects of primitivism and 
expressionism (and the awkward status of these 
tendencies in the story of modernist art) and 
how she blends these with more contemporary 
subcultural strands of sci-fi, gothic and psyche-
delia. Comprised of no more than coloured ink 
and masking fluid, however, the works in Mooner 
are stripped of some of the burden of history that 
attaches to her sculptural work, the better to focus 
on the hallucinatory strangeness of what emerges 
from the pools, dribbles and bleeds of ink. 

Three (2011) sets up the eyes-mouth-face 
trigger in its most apparently basic form. It can’t 
help but induce visions of other things – eg,  
two discs of blood-red floating like ill suns above 
a fragmenting black hole. This involuntary 
illusionism conjures up faces that are themselves 
always something other, something elsewhere 
– Sue High (2014) has a spreading oval ring of 
washed black in a spattered field of twilight 
blue, yet the aperture contains a set of pinkish 
triangles against a pale-green ground that 
suggest nose and mouth, but also a teetering 
pyramid. Achaintre’s prowess lies in how the 
apparently spontaneous and accidental dynamic 
of the ink is harnessed to producing figures that 
are themselves almost accidental apparitions, 
both there and not there: LL. Ost (2011) is little 
more that a squashed ovoid of bleeding black 
ink, with two openings onto a spattered blue 
background, both staring visage and the image, 
perhaps, of a rock that resembles the same. 
Meater (2012) pushes this ambivalence hardest:  
a custard-coloured head-shape is populated with 
busy, jagged concentrations of reds and purples, 
floating against a field of mint-green diamonds.

These doublings, between thing and face, 
between something else and what there is, are  
a bizarre, knowing regression to the most basic 
questions of representation. Achaintre’s 
preoccupation with such atavism is leavened  
by the queasy retro of the patterns that float 
through and in these little fields and which  
in some cases almost eclipse them: candy-stripe 
pinks and mints recall 1980s graphic styling, 
which was itself already aping the dynamism  
of early constructivist art. It’s true that such 
historical throwbacks have been something  
of a characteristic of British art, and Achaintre 
won’t be the last to deploy them. But her 
claustrophobic collapsing of multiple histories 
back onto this simple motif of the human face 
isn’t mere playful quotation. Perhaps, in the 
context of debates about the anthropomor-
phising of the inanimate that have gained 
currency in the last few years, Achaintre’s weird 
mask figures, taking shape or fading away, 
ponder a very contemporary sense of loss and 
estrangement; not finding ourselves in the 
things we make, but discovering something 
quite unlike us, staring back. J. J. Charlesworth

Sue High, 2014, ink on paper, 40 ! 30 cm. 
© the artist. Courtesy Arcade, London

Caroline Achaintre  Mooner

Arcade, London  24 January – 1 March 
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A hollow mask, moulded from thin ceramic  
and textured like snakeskin, sits atop a trian-
gular, welded-steel frame,!the mask’s simple 
features comprising two blank eyes and a 
gaping mouth. It’s a primitive fetish object on  
a display stand, until you read the title, Shopper, 
and then that gaping gob transforms into the 
space framed by the upside-down, dangling 
handles of the shopping bag to which the 
object’s title and its form now obviously refer. 
This e"ect, akin to pareidolia – seeing faces  
in inanimate objects – is a recurring feature  
of encounters with Caroline Achaintre’s work 
that, alongside slippery ceramic objects, also 

includes large tufted-wool rugs and colourful 
inks and watercolours on paper (the latter  
on show in her exhibition Mooner, through 1 
March, at London’s Arcade gallery). Exhibitions 
often include selections of the above objects 
presented within geometric shelving structures 
that wouldn’t look out of place in high-end 
department store display. 

While the use of ceramic as a material has 
seen a resurgence in recent years, Achaintre’s 
visual references – primitive-looking fetish 
objects, carnival, the chunky forms and candy 
colours of postmodern design – are to many 
still as unfashionable as pottery once was.  
Her foregrounding in her art of the pleasure  
in process and materials might also be viewed 
as the less dominant paradigm (over a focus  
on concept and theory). Yet these and other 
frictions – between fashion and taste, abstract 
and figurative, art and design, and primitivism 
and postmodernism – are also why this work 
gets under your skin. And stays there.

below left Wanderer, 2012, hand-tufted wool, 208 # 172 cm

below right Chubber, 2013, ceramic, leather,  
35 # 33 # 24 cm

both images Courtesy the artist and Arcade, London

Caroline Achaintre
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brow created by an overhanging fold. 
Another exaggerated horizontal 
fold lower down suggests ageing 
human jowls – the careful tucks are 
modelled with the sharp eye of a !ne 
cartoonist. Temp Mint is a funny 
work if your humour is deadpan: 
painted in back and white verticals, 
its serious expression is empha-
sized but also undermined by the 
droll patterning of a jester or clown’s 
striped fabric. 

In her "#$" installation at 
Eastside Projects, Birmingham, the 
design of one plinth was borrowed 
from the Memphis Group’s early 
$%&#s cabinets: a zigzagging shape 
painted white, black and lime green. 
Achaintre’s display furniture at 
her ‘Camp Coo’ exhibition in "#$' 
was in(uenced by the rudimen-
tary dynamics and form of Tetris 
pieces, the shape-shifting tetra-cubes 
from cult $%&#s puzzle video game. 
These serpentine plinths ascend 
from the (oor echoing the steady 
zigzag pattern that the animated 
tiles originally formed on the 
computer screen. The artist couples 
these two in(uences – Memphis 
Group furniture and Tetris – as 
inspirational postmodern designs. 
They appeal to her, she explains, 
because the exhibition furniture 
provides the clean lines and modular 
units to counter-balance the uneven 
contours of her hardened clay. Also, 
crucially, the designs are ‘less polite’ 
than their austere and humour-
less modernist counterparts. These 
unusual support structures lend her 
clay works dynamic bodies of their 
own, and o)er greater potential for 
playful choreography than the tradi-
tional, minimal plinth.

We sit down. Achaintre reaches 
for one of the picture books that 
weigh down her shelves. She (icks 
through a well-thumbed volume 
on $%&#s and ’%#s Russian design 
to !nd an image of a dramatic fur 
coat, photographed mid-(ight 
on a fashion runway. It was made 
from some exotic animal pelt and 
extended from the model’s shoul-
ders like the outstretched wings of 
a bald eagle whose feathers are on 
full display. Birdsssss ("#$'), one 
of Achaintre’s tufted pieces, is a 
dramatic re-creation of this stylish 
wingspan. Made for her *+ Galleries 
show last year, it was suspended in 
the centre of the space’s high atrium, 
its front and back exposed. The 
browns and tans, greys and pinks of 
the tufting are plotted and woven, 
the broad shape funnelling and 
extending downwards so that the 
thrust is vertical, as if the piece  
were taking (ight. Both the original 
bird and its extravagant fur interpre-
tation give way to Achaintre’s  
new work, a site of dramatic action.

The beginnings of another 
tufted piece (anks one wall of the 
studio. Black threading has begun: 
the artist’s tufting gun !ring lines  

F O C U S : 
S T U D I O  V I S I T

Achaintre’s compositions  
resemble troupes of gregarious actors caught  

mid-improvisation.

Caroline Achaintre

Theatrical textiles  
and characters in clay 
—
by Isobel Harbison

of it like brushstrokes through a 
large marked-up and stretched 
canvas. Achaintre crops the colours 
and threads as the work progresses. 
This is one of several such pieces 
planned for the artist’s ‘Spotlight’ 
show at Tate Britain, which will open 
in October this year. She has built 
a to-scale model of its large neo-
classical gallery, the height of which 
will present the most immediate 
challenge. She will think about the 
vertical thrust !rst – how the display 
architecture can elevate her rambunc-
tious characters without breaking 
their momentum or (attening their 
!zz, and then she will consider her 
individual works, old and new, before 
!ne-tuning the ensemble. 

 In the centre of Achaintre’s 
studio is a cabinet storing her water-
colours. Like the clay and tufted 
works, they are composed in sections 
with foreground shapes, forming 
face-like abstractions, which veer 
forward against patterned back-
grounds. Their careful prismatic 
schemes are achieved using water-
resistant gums, traces of which 
sometimes remain beside dried- 
up pools of looser, murkier colours. 
This is where her practice began, 
from where her experiments with 
tuft, clay and furniture developed  
a decade ago, with their formal 
contradictions, varying tempos, 
broken boundaries, verve, wit and 
character. Her solo exhibition at 
Castello di Rivoli in Italy later this 
year will include a selection of  
watercolours around which she will  
make and arrange other pieces. 
Achaintre’s garrulous troupe will, 
once again, take to the boards. 

Caroline Achaintre lives in London, 
!". In #$%&, she had solo shows at !' 
Galleries, Hat(eld, !", and Smiths 
Row, Bury St Edmunds, !"; her work 
was included in group exhibitions at 
Peer, London; Musee de l’Art Moderne 
de la Ville de Paris, France; The New 
Art Gallery, Walsall, !"; La Loge, 
Brussels, Belgium; and )*+, Toronto, 
Canada. Earlier this year, Achaintre 
had a solo show at Arcade, London.  
In October, her work will be the  
subject of a ‘Spotlight’ at Tate Britain, 
London; and in November she will 
have a solo show at the Castello di 
Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
Turin, Italy, as part of the Illy Present 
Future Prize. 

Caroline Achaintre’s studio in east 
London is in a purpose-built complex 
on a stretch of green belt between 
Hackney and the city’s Olympic 
Park. Each sunlit studio wall intro-
duces me to di)erent aspects of the 
artist’s work. We mosey around 
the room together, lea!ng through 
watercolours, picking up ceram-
ics, inspecting her tufted wool works 
and scrutinizing gallery plans for 
future exhibitions. Our conversa-
tion progresses from speci!c pieces 
to her diverse inspirations, many of 
which come from di)erent pockets 
of "#th-century design. 

Along the white wall opposite 
the door are pinned a cluster of 
drawings, sketches and photocopied 
images. Individually, the pictures 
are ambiguous but their collective 
e)ect is bright and exuberant.  
They are the starting points for 
several new works by this French/
German artist that, in their !nished 
form, will combine the virtuosity  
of a Bauhaus pioneer, the audacious 
thrust of postmodern design and the 
punch and bawdiness of a carnival 
costumier. In preparatory sketches, 
parallel and crosshatched lines of 
coloured marker pen on paper make 
patterned rounds with clear outlines, 
occasionally broken up by frenzied 
scribbles. These preparatory shapes 
have been distilled from images 
found in books of now-outmoded 
fashions and the European carnival 
tradition. One photograph, pinned 
between her drawings, shows a 
person in a costume of thick, hanging 
ropes, face obscured, like some 
otherworldly creature emerging  
from a swampy phantasmagoria. 

The costumes or disguises that 
fascinate Achaintre are often 
oversized, melodramatic and faintly 
absurd hybrids of man and animal. 
Borrowing brazen colours, dramatic 
textures and disruptive patterning 
from their sources, these drawings 
are reanimated by Achaintre into  
new !gures in watercolour, clay, 
furniture or fabric. It is this transition 
from source images, in which living 
forms become dramatic abstractions, 
that results in the extraordinary 
quality of the artist’s !gures, which 
are simultaneously illusionistic and 
intensely present. This tenuous 
balance reappears consistently 
through Achaintre’s works, which she 
refers to as characters. While her 
compositions or installations are, 
strictly speaking, non-narrative, 
displayed together they resemble 
troupes of gregarious actors caught 
mid-improvisation.

Pinned beside the sketches are 
some images of Achaintre’s recent 
clay works, which resemble human 
heads clad in the surreal armour of 
carnival masks. Temp Mint ("#$') 
is an oblong piece rounded at both 
ends and made to hang vertically like 
a long face, with two slits for eyes 
cut close together beneath a deep 
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fold lower down suggests ageing 
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modelled with the sharp eye of a !ne 
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work if your humour is deadpan: 
painted in back and white verticals, 
its serious expression is empha-
sized but also undermined by the 
droll patterning of a jester or clown’s 
striped fabric. 

In her "#$" installation at 
Eastside Projects, Birmingham, the 
design of one plinth was borrowed 
from the Memphis Group’s early 
$%&#s cabinets: a zigzagging shape 
painted white, black and lime green. 
Achaintre’s display furniture at 
her ‘Camp Coo’ exhibition in "#$' 
was in(uenced by the rudimen-
tary dynamics and form of Tetris 
pieces, the shape-shifting tetra-cubes 
from cult $%&#s puzzle video game. 
These serpentine plinths ascend 
from the (oor echoing the steady 
zigzag pattern that the animated 
tiles originally formed on the 
computer screen. The artist couples 
these two in(uences – Memphis 
Group furniture and Tetris – as 
inspirational postmodern designs. 
They appeal to her, she explains, 
because the exhibition furniture 
provides the clean lines and modular 
units to counter-balance the uneven 
contours of her hardened clay. Also, 
crucially, the designs are ‘less polite’ 
than their austere and humour-
less modernist counterparts. These 
unusual support structures lend her 
clay works dynamic bodies of their 
own, and o)er greater potential for 
playful choreography than the tradi-
tional, minimal plinth.

We sit down. Achaintre reaches 
for one of the picture books that 
weigh down her shelves. She (icks 
through a well-thumbed volume 
on $%&#s and ’%#s Russian design 
to !nd an image of a dramatic fur 
coat, photographed mid-(ight 
on a fashion runway. It was made 
from some exotic animal pelt and 
extended from the model’s shoul-
ders like the outstretched wings of 
a bald eagle whose feathers are on 
full display. Birdsssss ("#$'), one 
of Achaintre’s tufted pieces, is a 
dramatic re-creation of this stylish 
wingspan. Made for her *+ Galleries 
show last year, it was suspended in 
the centre of the space’s high atrium, 
its front and back exposed. The 
browns and tans, greys and pinks of 
the tufting are plotted and woven, 
the broad shape funnelling and 
extending downwards so that the 
thrust is vertical, as if the piece  
were taking (ight. Both the original 
bird and its extravagant fur interpre-
tation give way to Achaintre’s  
new work, a site of dramatic action.

The beginnings of another 
tufted piece (anks one wall of the 
studio. Black threading has begun: 
the artist’s tufting gun !ring lines  
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of it like brushstrokes through a 
large marked-up and stretched 
canvas. Achaintre crops the colours 
and threads as the work progresses. 
This is one of several such pieces 
planned for the artist’s ‘Spotlight’ 
show at Tate Britain, which will open 
in October this year. She has built 
a to-scale model of its large neo-
classical gallery, the height of which 
will present the most immediate 
challenge. She will think about the 
vertical thrust !rst – how the display 
architecture can elevate her rambunc-
tious characters without breaking 
their momentum or (attening their 
!zz, and then she will consider her 
individual works, old and new, before 
!ne-tuning the ensemble. 

 In the centre of Achaintre’s 
studio is a cabinet storing her water-
colours. Like the clay and tufted 
works, they are composed in sections 
with foreground shapes, forming 
face-like abstractions, which veer 
forward against patterned back-
grounds. Their careful prismatic 
schemes are achieved using water-
resistant gums, traces of which 
sometimes remain beside dried- 
up pools of looser, murkier colours. 
This is where her practice began, 
from where her experiments with 
tuft, clay and furniture developed  
a decade ago, with their formal 
contradictions, varying tempos, 
broken boundaries, verve, wit and 
character. Her solo exhibition at 
Castello di Rivoli in Italy later this 
year will include a selection of  
watercolours around which she will  
make and arrange other pieces. 
Achaintre’s garrulous troupe will, 
once again, take to the boards. 

Caroline Achaintre lives in London, 
!". In #$%&, she had solo shows at !' 
Galleries, Hat(eld, !", and Smiths 
Row, Bury St Edmunds, !"; her work 
was included in group exhibitions at 
Peer, London; Musee de l’Art Moderne 
de la Ville de Paris, France; The New 
Art Gallery, Walsall, !"; La Loge, 
Brussels, Belgium; and )*+, Toronto, 
Canada. Earlier this year, Achaintre 
had a solo show at Arcade, London.  
In October, her work will be the  
subject of a ‘Spotlight’ at Tate Britain, 
London; and in November she will 
have a solo show at the Castello di 
Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
Turin, Italy, as part of the Illy Present 
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London is in a purpose-built complex 
on a stretch of green belt between 
Hackney and the city’s Olympic 
Park. Each sunlit studio wall intro-
duces me to di)erent aspects of the 
artist’s work. We mosey around 
the room together, lea!ng through 
watercolours, picking up ceram-
ics, inspecting her tufted wool works 
and scrutinizing gallery plans for 
future exhibitions. Our conversa-
tion progresses from speci!c pieces 
to her diverse inspirations, many of 
which come from di)erent pockets 
of "#th-century design. 

Along the white wall opposite 
the door are pinned a cluster of 
drawings, sketches and photocopied 
images. Individually, the pictures 
are ambiguous but their collective 
e)ect is bright and exuberant.  
They are the starting points for 
several new works by this French/
German artist that, in their !nished 
form, will combine the virtuosity  
of a Bauhaus pioneer, the audacious 
thrust of postmodern design and the 
punch and bawdiness of a carnival 
costumier. In preparatory sketches, 
parallel and crosshatched lines of 
coloured marker pen on paper make 
patterned rounds with clear outlines, 
occasionally broken up by frenzied 
scribbles. These preparatory shapes 
have been distilled from images 
found in books of now-outmoded 
fashions and the European carnival 
tradition. One photograph, pinned 
between her drawings, shows a 
person in a costume of thick, hanging 
ropes, face obscured, like some 
otherworldly creature emerging  
from a swampy phantasmagoria. 

The costumes or disguises that 
fascinate Achaintre are often 
oversized, melodramatic and faintly 
absurd hybrids of man and animal. 
Borrowing brazen colours, dramatic 
textures and disruptive patterning 
from their sources, these drawings 
are reanimated by Achaintre into  
new !gures in watercolour, clay, 
furniture or fabric. It is this transition 
from source images, in which living 
forms become dramatic abstractions, 
that results in the extraordinary 
quality of the artist’s !gures, which 
are simultaneously illusionistic and 
intensely present. This tenuous 
balance reappears consistently 
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refers to as characters. While her 
compositions or installations are, 
strictly speaking, non-narrative, 
displayed together they resemble 
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Pinned beside the sketches are 
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Contemporary artists and 
ceramic traditions

Amy Sherlock

A Potted History

Through a narrow doorway and up a scu!- 
marked staircase, the contemporary art galleries 
Mary Mary and Kendall Koppe occupy two 
floors of a former hotel in central Glasgow. 
During the city’s "# festival earlier this year,  
a brief and serendipitous confluence between 
the programmes at the two spaces reflected the 
contemporary art world’s current weak knees 
over all things clay. ‘Chester Man’, the young 
London-based (Chester-born) sculptor Jesse 
Wine’s first exhibition at Mary Mary, consisted 
entirely of new ceramic works: on a series of 
squat plinths, gilded, rubbery-wrinkled elephant 
legs framed large, crumpled anthropomor-
phic heads and oversized platters loaded with 
Sunday portions of comfort dinners. They 
remind me of the shallow Majolica salvers of 
$%th&century French polymath potter Bernard 
Palissy, teeming with amphibious marsh-life, laid 
out like a Gollum’s picnic. But if Palissy’s plat-
ters look, unsettlingly, still-squirming, Wine’s, 
under a swamp of glaze, look regurgitated or 
otherwise expelled — an unambiguous, if unin-
tentional, statement about the gulf between this 
work and the clean, functional presence that 

ceramic wares usually assume at the dinner 
table. Wine pushes his clay hard, almost to the 
brink of collapse. Like the wounded eye-slits of 
his mummified Chester Man II ('($)), his figures 
(or self-portraits) express intensely felt humanity. 
The pinched, smoothed and overworked clay 
serves as a reminder of the pain, and the plea-
sures, of being subject to a world whose forces 
and caprices are beyond your control.

Clay lends itself to approximating bodies.  
The Adamic ‘for dust you are and to dust you 
will return’ of the Abrahamic faiths (Adam being  
the Hebrew word for earth) is just one iteration  
of a creation myth found in cultures throughout  
history in which man is brought forth from  
the ground. And, in the same way that we think 
of bodies as vessels for something beyond the 
material, we also anthropomorphize pots — we 
talk about the fineness of a lip, the swell of the 
belly, a rounded shoulder, a turned foot.  
Clay bears the trace of bodies, of scale, of weight.

On the floor below, Kendall Koppe’s 
beautiful, nimbly curated exhibition  
laid bare these corporal associations, pairing 
the minimal, Modernist vessels of potter Lucie 

Rie with the rigorously composed black and 
white images of American fashion photogra-
pher George Platt Lynes. Taken between the 
$*+(s and ’,(s, Lynes’s intimate images of 
naked, often paired, chiselled male forms were 
too homoerotic to be exhibited publicly during 
his lifetime. Rie, who trained in the $*'(s at 
the Vienna Workshops’ Kunstgewerbeschule 
(School of Arts and Crafts, now the University 
of Applied Arts), fled to London to escape 
Nazi anti-semitism in $*+-, setting up studio  
in Albion Mews, Bayswater, where she 
lived until her death in $**,. Her use of the 
clean lines and simple forms of continental 
Modernism set her apart from the British 
studio pottery tradition still dominated by the 
Orientalist-vernacular syncretism of Bernard 
Leach and his St Ives-produced Standard Ware. 
Leach supposedly advised Rie that her pots 
were too thin-walled; their narrow feet and fine 
lips — often pulled o!-centre to create a gently 
pouting dip — lend them an air of studied 
precarity, as if they had been caught on the 
wheel at the very moment at which they were 
about to collapse. Like Wine, Rie took clay to 

Jesse Wine Chester Man II 2014. Courtesy: the artist, Mary Mary, Glasgow, and Limoncello, London 
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Voulkos’s technique.) He heaves the clay as if 
he were engaged in some kind of Promethean 
battle with it — fighting the gravitational weight  
of tradition to elevate clay to ‘high art’. Pottery 
was always an uphill struggle, largely over-
looked by the (mostly east coast) critics of the 
time. Still, the boulder didn’t roll back down 
the hill entirely. Voulkos and the (almost exclu-
sively) male students who worked with him 
— Billy Al Bengston, Michael Frimkiss, John 
Mason, Jim Melchert, Ron Nagle, Stephen de 
Staebler, as well as Price — were at the heart 
of the period’s booming California art scene. 
Recent exhibitions such as ‘Grapevine’, curated 
by artist Ricky Swallow at David Kordansky 
Gallery in Los Angeles last summer, as well  
as ‘Clay’s Tectonic Shift’ at Scripps College, 
Claremont (part of the Getty Foundation’s 
compendious !"##–#! survey ‘Pacific Standard 
Time: Art in $% #&'(–#&)"’) have*served as 
welcome reminders of clay’s*significance to that* 
west coast moment. 

The suggestion that clay needed 
liberating betrays a certain level of insecurity. 
There is, perhaps, no more telling declaration 
of the medium’s ambivalent possibilities than 
the ‘Plumbers Tool Print’ series that Mason 
began making in #&+#. Rough-edged tablets 
of clay, each bearing the impressed outline of 
a fixing, wrenching or tightening implement, 
glazed with a single glassy wash of colour, they 
suggest by turns that clay is masculine/tough/
real or, conversely, soft/a handicraft/a stand 
in. And the emphatic correlative: a craftsman 
is not a workman. Ambivalence towards clay 
is important: it perhaps accounts for Mason’s 
later ‘Hudson River Series’ (#&+)), large-
scale, rigorously Minimalist arrangements of 
commercially manufactured firebricks,  

based at alternative art school Open School 
East in Dalston, London, is a ceramic work-
shop that hosts short residencies where 
practicing artists are invited to come and work 
in clay. (These have included Achaintre, who 
made some of her most recent pieces at the 
studio.) Troy Town has a strict ‘no vessel’ policy 
and, instead, encourages artists to explore 
pottery as a valid sculptural means rather than 
a functional end. This anti-craft position, as 
Angell himself admits, is contrarian and will-
fully simplistic. It is complicated both by  
his adoption of studio convention (in which 
he oversees and gives technical help to resident 
‘apprentices’) and his evident fascination  
with, and aptitude for, ceramics technique,  
especially the particular alchemy of glazes, 
most of which he now mixes on site. Angell’s 
own weirdly wonderful work is steeped  
in the folk and the folkloric: his sculptural  
dioramas are like mushroom-induced visions  
of a bucolic England of myth and monster.

These contemporary British artists 
might more closely relate to the sculptural 
ceramic movements coming out of the west 
coast of the United States from the late #&("s 
on. California clay had its roots in the ‘Abstract 
Expressionist Ceramics’ (so called after the 
title of a #&,, exhibition at the University of 
California at Irvine) championed by Peter 
Voulkos and his students — whether formally 
enrolled or not — first at the Otis Art Institute 
and then at Berkeley, in the late #&("s and ’,"s.  
Voulkos may be the closest thing there has ever 
been to a hero-potter. There are videos of  
him in the studio pummelling grey boulders  
with his shirt o-, or piling adroitly thrown forms  
into tall totemic stacks. (‘Direct onslaught’ is  
how Ken Price, a former student, once described  

its edge. Her pots, arranged at Kendall Koppe 
on a long curved plinth, seem to share the 
muscular tension of Lynes’s sculptural torsos 
and the sense of achingly contained desire of 
their restrained, highly formal compositions.

Can a line be drawn from Rie to Wine? 
Is it necessary or interesting even to try? Rie, 
though her work was exhibited widely in insti-
tutions including New York’s Museum of 
Modern Art, always identified as a potter: from 
her fledgling e-orts on the wheel in Vienna, she 
was, as she once said in an interview, ‘lost to it’; 
her long career was a love story with a single 
medium. Wine does not feel similarly beholden 
to a particular material tradition. As for  
a number of young artists working in or with 
clay — other London-based examples might 
include Caroline Achaintre, Aaron Angell, 
Agnes Calf and Jonathan Trayte; in Glasgow we 
could add Laura Aldridge, whose ‘Openaries’, 
a series of public kiln firings, was also part of 
this year’s ./ — ceramics is a medium rather 
than a discipline, used with varying degrees of 
technical skill and very rarely exclusively. We 
expect, and maybe desire, young artists to be 
capricious, or promiscuous, with their mate-
rials — trying, liking, moving on. It is perhaps 
unsurprising that they are unable or unwilling 
to contextualize themselves in the lineage  
of Leach or subsequent patricidal generations 
of British ceramicists (the Postmodern ‘New 
Ceramics’ of #&+"s Royal College of Art grad-
uates Alison Britton, Elizabeth Fritsch, Carol 
McNicoll, Jacqueline Poncelet et al.; Edmund 
de Waal’s and Julian Stair’s ongoing, almost 
Platonic, inquiries into the vessel form).

Some of these artists engage with the  
legacy of British studio ceramics if only to 
disown it. Angell’s Troy Town Art Pottery, 

which were east coast endorsed by none other 
than Rosalind Krauss, or Voulkos’s own  
foray into bronze. (His e-orts were succinctly 
dismissed by Glenn Adamson in*his !""+ book 
Thinking Through Craft as, ‘a*transparent bid 
for art-world acceptance’). It creeps into these 
artists’ conflicted evaluations of their own 
work, typified by sculptor Robert Arneson’s 
declaration, quoted in the San Francisco 
Chronicle’s Sunday magazine in #&+&: ‘The 
problem with ceramics [is] everything looks 
like a knick-knack [...] But it’s important to 
make something [...] majestic.’

Early on, Arneson had been a follower 
of  Voulkos, but with his #&,0 sculpture Funk 
John — a hand-built ceramic toilet filled with 
scatalogical contents — he e-ectively launched 
a new aesthetic school, which would become 
known as ‘Funk Ceramics’. As Angell reminded 
me recently, the one ceramic item that we all 
use daily is the toilet bowl. Arneson knew that, 
of course, and he made a career of playing up 
the shittiness of clay. It cannot have escaped 
Arneson’s notice, as I’m sure is hasn’t escaped 
Angell’s, that the !#st century’s most radical 
cleaving of art from craft, the first and irrevo-
cable dismissal of the idea of artist as maker, 
involved a ceramic bathroom fitting. The 
message of Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain (#&#+) 
was that everything has already been done  
(as Angell says of the vessel form) and so every-
thing is equally worthy of re-consideration. 
This thought frees art from accountability to 
tradition but, equally, means that there is hope 
for the pot yet.

Amy Sherlock lives in London, UK, and is reviews 
editor of frieze.

Opposite page: John Mason Red Pipe Wrench, Negative 
Form from ‘Plumbers Tool Print Series’ 1971!2010. Courtesy:  
David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles; photograph:  
Fredrik Nilsen. This page top: Aaron Angell Swan Pedalo One  
(I Remember John Barleycorn) 2013. Courtesy: the artist  
and Rob Tufnell, London

This page above: Paul Soldner, Peter Voulkos and 
John Mason at Soldner’s Otis Art Institute MFA show 
1956. Copyright: Soldner Descendant’s Trust

Recent exhibitions have served as welcome 
reminders of clay’s significance to the west 
coast moment of the 1950s and ’60s. 
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Caroline Achaintre:
People Today

Simone Menegoi

So many masks lie at the roots of modern art! Les Demoiselles d’Avignon 
would not exist as we know them without the African masks that Picasso 
saw at the Palais du Trocadéro ethnographic museum, which inspired  
the faces of two female figures in that legendary painting. In the same 
period, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner and other artists in Die Brücke group  
gave the faces they painted the jutting features of other tribal masks  
seen in anthropological museums: not just from Africa, in this case,  
but also from Inuit tribes and Oceania. Traditional Japanese masks  
were used to illustrate the Almanach (1912) of the other great German 
Expressionist group, Der Blaue Reiter. In Russia, Natalia Goncharova  
and other artists from the avant-garde group Jack of Diamonds turned 
their backs on Western figurative culture and sought inspiration in the 
kindly or terrifying expressions of Chinese masks, or the solemn features 
of the ritual masks used by Siberian shamans. But even before European 
artists discovered ‘primitive’ art, masks had played a fundamental role  
in Symbolist and fin de siècle culture. Mysterious animated masks float  
in the skies drawn by Odilon Redon; twisted, sneering carnival masks 
throng the canvases of Emil Nolde and James Ensor; disquieting 
mythological masks appear in the paintings of Fernand Khnopff and 
Arnold Böcklin. The mask is such an important subject in nineteenth-  
and twentieth-century European art that a few years ago it inspired  
a major exhibition Masks, from Carpeaux to Picasso 1.

If that show had included contemporary artists, Caroline Achaintre 
would certainly have been part of it. Her work is like a highly condensed, 
very personal inventory of the whole gamut of masks that peopled art 
at the beginning of the twentieth-century. Her unique painted ceramic 
sculptures allude to this history: grotesque ones with huge clown noses; 
sinister black ones with hollow eyes and gaping lips; or elegant geometric T
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liveries inspired by tribal art or contemporary fabrics. Some, fitted with 
ties so they can be worn, are mounted on leather cushions that suggest  
the shape of a head; others rest on a metal base, much like those found  
in an ethnographic museum. The boldly coloured, irregularly shaped  
wall hangings that the artist crafts with a traditional tufting technique 
often mimic portraiture, whilst abstracting the form on a giant scale.  
For instance, Wanderer (2012) appears to be a large, grave-looking  
face, mouthless, but with enormous empty eyes and arched brows while 
Moustache Eagle (2008), an outlandish, picturesque combination of  
the two title elements, has two holes that make it look like a mask. The 
artist’s watercolours are the testing ground where Achaintre develops  
the repertoire of forms, geometric patterns and colours that take on  
three-dimensional substance in her ceramic sculptures and the displays 
that host them. The masks are sometimes hard to make out, with  
‘eyes’ that are blotches hanging in a coloured haze and ‘mouths’, if they 
have any, that are slanted lines in one corner of the page; or they seem  
to vanish completely, giving way (as they sometimes do in the hangings  
as well) to intricate abstractions. But the artist says that everything  
she does has figurative roots, and indeed, even in the creations that seem  
least tethered to recognisable forms, one tends to sense a ‘presence’ –  
a personality animistically endowed with perception and will. This effect  
is significantly accentuated by the titles, which Achaintre sees as an 
integral part of the works, moulding bizarre monikers that sound like  
pet names: Mooner, Meater, Bad Mad; Frogger, Waffler, BelleMer; Baac, 
Temp Mint, Posyno… flights of linguistic fancy through which the artist 
seems intent on giving her creatures – like the clay golems of Jewish 
legend – a spark of individual life.

Is Achaintre’s work just a formal divertissement? It certainly 
contains an element of play, and a liberating, infectious revelry in shape 
and colour. But there is something else as well. To understand what, we 
must go back to where we started, with the popularity of masks in the 
late 1800s and early 1900s. For turn-of-the-century artists, they had a 
twofold, almost contradictory significance. On the one hand, they were 
a stylistic expedient that made it possible to leap past the conventions of 
realism, speeding down the path that led to art as an autonomous form 
of expression – what would soon come to be called ‘Abstraction’. On the 
other, masks offered a new and terribly effective vocabulary for portraying 
the contemporary world. In the work of Ensor and the Expressionists, 
masks do not hide the faces: they themselves are faces, monstrous ones, 
and for that very reason, ultimately recognisable. The avid, savage, 
demented grimaces of Ensor’s carnival masks are the true faces the T
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painter attributed to the bourgeoisie of his hometown, Ostend; the 
grotesque features of Kirchner’s tribal masks are the true faces – brutish, 
neurotic, possessed – of the crowd the German painter saw in the streets  
of Berlin in his teens. Something similar is also there in Achaintre’s  
work. On the one hand, her creations of paper, ceramic and wool have  
a wild grace of form and colour that suffices unto itself and sometimes  
they end up being ‘pure’ abstractions (and can be appreciated as such).  
On the other hand, whenever they are openly figurative (or their status  
is ambiguous enough to allow us to read them as such), they stage a subtle 
parody of our contemporary lifestyle, starting with the consumer mania 
of identifying with an object, an accessory, a style, to the point of merging 
with it entirely. Shopper (2012) is a mask that takes the shape of an 
upside-down shopping bag; Baac (2013) is an upended purse, the dangling 
handle of the former and crumpled one of the latter, serve as mouths.  
“You are what you buy”, both seem to mournfully croon – a concept 
underscored by the bases on which the artist places her ceramic creations, 
minimalist structures that are a cross between Donald Judd and the 
decor of a luxury boutique. Temp Mint (2013) is like an elegant black-
and-white striped fabric (Chanel?) turned anthropomorphic: a fold serves 
as the mouth; two small holes hint at the eyes. Waffler (2012), with its 
golden colour and grid-like texture, resembles just what the name would 
suggest: a waffle with human features. As for the ceramic masks mounted 
on leather cushions – like tongue-in-cheek tributes to the aggressive, 
bondage-style black leather heads full of studs and zippers that American 
artist Nancy Grossman made in the ’70s – they examine the parallel 
fetishization of commodities and sex. 

They’re beginning to look familiar, these ‘monsters’ of Caroline 
Achaintre’s. They are a gallery of ‘people today’, neurotic inhabitants  
of the contemporary metropolis: the fatuous fashion victim, the fanatical 
foodie, the compulsive patron of kink clubs, the New Age guru. They 
are our neighbours, our friends. They are us. To paraphrase Baudelaire, 
Achaintre might say, “Hypocritish viewer, — my fellow, — my brother!” 2

Simone Menegoi is a writer and curator based in Milan
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1. Masks, from Carpeaux to Picasso, curated by Edouard Papet, Musée d’Orsay, 
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Darmstadt, 8 March – 7 June 2009 and Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen, 
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Nell’ambito del Premio illy Present 
Future 2013, l’artista francese e tedesca Caroline Achaintre presenta,  
in una delle sale auliche del Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
un’installazione composta da un grande arazzo a parete e una serie di 
oggetti e sculture in ceramica allestiti in mobili disegnati appositamente 
dall’artista. 

Attratta fin dagli esordi dai linguaggi e dalle gerarchie insite nelle pratiche  
della tessitura e della ceramica, che richiamano le ricerche politiche 
femministe degli anni Settanta, Achaintre realizza grandi arazzi, maschere  
e oggetti in ceramica che ridisegnano l’idea di prassi domestica.  
Le sue opere si presentano come delle superfetazioni, accrezioni di natura 
antropomorfa, che richiamano i linguaggi organici di artiste come Louise 
Bourgeois e Carol Rama. Tra l’antropomorfo e il totemico, le forme 
dell’artista sono teste, porzioni di corpo, amputazioni e brandelli o!erti  
su display espositivi in tutta la loro contraddittoria sensualità ed erotismo. 
Materiali morbidi e molli connotano le installazioni in lana con rimandi di 
natura sessuale e di genere. “Non sono interessata consapevolmente alle 
problematiche femministe. La lana possiede una presenza intensa e una 
fisicalità forte – racconta l’artista – allo stesso tempo connota le forme  
di una natura straniante e di una performatività latente, dal momento che 
ogni oggetto potrebbe essere usato”. La superficie lucida della ceramica,  
al contrario, compatta e luminosa, richiama la seduzione della pelle.  
Anche il mobile espositore su cui sono presentati gli oggetti gioca con  
le proprie qualità seduttive o!rendo al pubblico artefatti in un display  
che ricorda a tratti il museo etnografico, a tratti lo shopping center. 

Le opere di Achaintre sono feticci di un’epoca ossessionata dal consumo e, 
nella loro polemica apparizione, si palesano come artefatti dalla natura 
ambivalente che lascia presagire anche ciò che cela: la complessità del 
linguaggio indeterminato e aperto del postmoderno. Giorgio Agamben 
sostiene che quando la di!erenza si cancella e i termini collassano l’uno 
nell’altro, come sembra oggi avvenire, e la di!erenza fra l’essere e il nulla 
viene meno “appare qualcosa per cui persino i nomi sembrano mancarci”. 

Sensibili all’iconografia e ai linguaggi formali della società contemporanea 
postmoderna, le complesse installazioni di Achaintre mescolano il gusto 
modernista e il primitivo, l’esotico e la pratica artigianale, il feticismo e la 
tradizione popolare della commedia dell’arte, il basso carnevalesco e il 

simbolico rituale. Gli oggetti combinati in una spaesante e complessa 
stratificazione di rimandi, spunti e linguaggi, creano un’inedita 
rappresentazione dell’alterità e di noi stessi. 

/

Having been awarded the illy Present Future Prize 
2013, French and German artist Caroline Achaintre presents an installation 
in the stately halls of Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
comprising a large-scale wall hanging and a series of objects and ceramic 
sculptures displayed in cases especially designed by the artist. 

Since the beginning of her career, she has been attracted by languages 
and hierarchies inherent in weaving and ceramic practices – themes 
reminiscent of the feminist political discourse of the 1970s. Her practice 
is typified by sizable tapestries, masks and ceramic objects that reshape 
the idea of domestic customs. Her works are presented as accretions 
of an anthropomorphic nature that recall the organic language of artists 
such as Louise Bourgeois and Carol Rama. These anthropomorphic and 
totemic forms include heads, body parts, amputations and rags o!ered  
up for display in all their contradictory sensuality and eroticism.  
The artist’s wool installations are characterised by soft and flaccid 
materials, evoking suggestions of sexuality and gender. She has said of 
these piece: ‘Wool possesses an intense presence and strong physicality 
that at the same time connotes an alienating nature and a latent 
performativity, given that each object could be used.’ The glossy surface 
of the compact and bright ceramics, by contrast, recalls the seductive 
quality of skin. Even the cases in which these objects are presented  
play on their alluring aspects, presenting a display of artefacts that is  
at times reminiscent of an ethnographic museum, at others of a  
shopping centre. 

Achaintre’s works represent the fetishes of an era obsessed with 
consumption and, in their polemical appearance, reveal themselves as 
artefacts of an ambivalent nature that allow for premonitions of what 
lies within: the complex nature of indeterminate language opened up to 
postmodernism. In this regard, it is apt to mention Giorgio Agamben’s 
claim that when di!erence is erased and terms collapse onto one another 
– as seems to take place today – and the di!erence between being and 
nothingness fails, ‘something appears for which there doesn’t even seem 
to be a name.’

Sensitive to iconography and the formal languages of contemporary 
postmodern society, Achaintre’s complex installations blend modern 
and primitive tastes, the exotic with artisanal practice, fetishism with the 
popular tradition of commedia dell’arte, base carnivalesque and symbolic 
ritual. The objects, combined in her installations in a disorientating 
and complex layering of references, prompts and language, create an 
unprecedented representation of otherness and ourselves.

MARIANNA VECELLIO
Curatrice / Curator, Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea

CAROLINE 
ACHAINTRE
Oggetti polemici / 
Polemical objects
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Nell’ambito del Premio illy Present 
Future 2013, l’artista francese e tedesca Caroline Achaintre presenta,  
in una delle sale auliche del Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
un’installazione composta da un grande arazzo a parete e una serie di 
oggetti e sculture in ceramica allestiti in mobili disegnati appositamente 
dall’artista. 

Attratta fin dagli esordi dai linguaggi e dalle gerarchie insite nelle pratiche  
della tessitura e della ceramica, che richiamano le ricerche politiche 
femministe degli anni Settanta, Achaintre realizza grandi arazzi, maschere  
e oggetti in ceramica che ridisegnano l’idea di prassi domestica.  
Le sue opere si presentano come delle superfetazioni, accrezioni di natura 
antropomorfa, che richiamano i linguaggi organici di artiste come Louise 
Bourgeois e Carol Rama. Tra l’antropomorfo e il totemico, le forme 
dell’artista sono teste, porzioni di corpo, amputazioni e brandelli o!erti  
su display espositivi in tutta la loro contraddittoria sensualità ed erotismo. 
Materiali morbidi e molli connotano le installazioni in lana con rimandi di 
natura sessuale e di genere. “Non sono interessata consapevolmente alle 
problematiche femministe. La lana possiede una presenza intensa e una 
fisicalità forte – racconta l’artista – allo stesso tempo connota le forme  
di una natura straniante e di una performatività latente, dal momento che 
ogni oggetto potrebbe essere usato”. La superficie lucida della ceramica,  
al contrario, compatta e luminosa, richiama la seduzione della pelle.  
Anche il mobile espositore su cui sono presentati gli oggetti gioca con  
le proprie qualità seduttive o!rendo al pubblico artefatti in un display  
che ricorda a tratti il museo etnografico, a tratti lo shopping center. 

Le opere di Achaintre sono feticci di un’epoca ossessionata dal consumo e, 
nella loro polemica apparizione, si palesano come artefatti dalla natura 
ambivalente che lascia presagire anche ciò che cela: la complessità del 
linguaggio indeterminato e aperto del postmoderno. Giorgio Agamben 
sostiene che quando la di!erenza si cancella e i termini collassano l’uno 
nell’altro, come sembra oggi avvenire, e la di!erenza fra l’essere e il nulla 
viene meno “appare qualcosa per cui persino i nomi sembrano mancarci”. 

Sensibili all’iconografia e ai linguaggi formali della società contemporanea 
postmoderna, le complesse installazioni di Achaintre mescolano il gusto 
modernista e il primitivo, l’esotico e la pratica artigianale, il feticismo e la 
tradizione popolare della commedia dell’arte, il basso carnevalesco e il 

simbolico rituale. Gli oggetti combinati in una spaesante e complessa 
stratificazione di rimandi, spunti e linguaggi, creano un’inedita 
rappresentazione dell’alterità e di noi stessi. 

/

Having been awarded the illy Present Future Prize 
2013, French and German artist Caroline Achaintre presents an installation 
in the stately halls of Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, 
comprising a large-scale wall hanging and a series of objects and ceramic 
sculptures displayed in cases especially designed by the artist. 

Since the beginning of her career, she has been attracted by languages 
and hierarchies inherent in weaving and ceramic practices – themes 
reminiscent of the feminist political discourse of the 1970s. Her practice 
is typified by sizable tapestries, masks and ceramic objects that reshape 
the idea of domestic customs. Her works are presented as accretions 
of an anthropomorphic nature that recall the organic language of artists 
such as Louise Bourgeois and Carol Rama. These anthropomorphic and 
totemic forms include heads, body parts, amputations and rags o!ered  
up for display in all their contradictory sensuality and eroticism.  
The artist’s wool installations are characterised by soft and flaccid 
materials, evoking suggestions of sexuality and gender. She has said of 
these piece: ‘Wool possesses an intense presence and strong physicality 
that at the same time connotes an alienating nature and a latent 
performativity, given that each object could be used.’ The glossy surface 
of the compact and bright ceramics, by contrast, recalls the seductive 
quality of skin. Even the cases in which these objects are presented  
play on their alluring aspects, presenting a display of artefacts that is  
at times reminiscent of an ethnographic museum, at others of a  
shopping centre. 

Achaintre’s works represent the fetishes of an era obsessed with 
consumption and, in their polemical appearance, reveal themselves as 
artefacts of an ambivalent nature that allow for premonitions of what 
lies within: the complex nature of indeterminate language opened up to 
postmodernism. In this regard, it is apt to mention Giorgio Agamben’s 
claim that when di!erence is erased and terms collapse onto one another 
– as seems to take place today – and the di!erence between being and 
nothingness fails, ‘something appears for which there doesn’t even seem 
to be a name.’

Sensitive to iconography and the formal languages of contemporary 
postmodern society, Achaintre’s complex installations blend modern 
and primitive tastes, the exotic with artisanal practice, fetishism with the 
popular tradition of commedia dell’arte, base carnivalesque and symbolic 
ritual. The objects, combined in her installations in a disorientating 
and complex layering of references, prompts and language, create an 
unprecedented representation of otherness and ourselves.

MARIANNA VECELLIO
Curatrice / Curator, Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea

CAROLINE 
ACHAINTRE
Oggetti polemici / 
Polemical objects
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Todo Custo, von Caroline Achaintre, 
handgetufteter Teppich, 2015

Zwei französische 
Künstlerinnen  

in London und ihre  
klugen, eigenwilligen 

Parallelwelten. 
Eine Vorstellung

Gegen
den !Strich

Text JULIA GROSSE
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chneiderei? Wer vor Caroline 
Achaintres Studio im Osten 
Londons steht, könnte meinen, 
hier befände sich ein Sweatshop, 
in dem zwanzig Nähmaschinen 
gleichzeitig rattern. Ein irrer 
Krach. Tatsächlich schießt hier die 
Künstlerin Caroline Achaintre 

mit einer Art Pistole Wollfäden durch die Lein-
wand und kreiert großformatige Wandteppiche, 
vor denen die Kunstwelt auf die Knie geht. 
Leuchtend bunte Gebilde, die aussehen wie 
 abgestürzte, schöne Fabelwesen. „Am Schluss 
 !xiere ich die Rückseite immer mit Latex. Wenn 
ich dann am nächsten Tag ins Studio komme, 
riecht es wie in einer Turnschuhfabrik …“

Gerade erö"nete Achaintre eine große Ein-
zelausstellung im Baltic Centre for Contempo-
rary Art und war heil-froh, dass ihr Studio, die 
Schule der Tochter und die Wohnung so nah 
beieinanderliegen. „Mein persönliches Bermu-
dadreieck“, sagt die Künstlerin, 1969 in Toulouse 
geboren, die dann in Fürth bei Nürnberg auf-
wuchs und Ende der Neunzigerjahre zum Studieren nach 
London kam und blieb. Trotz Brexit und absurden Lebenshal-
tungskosten ist es ihre Stadt. „Ich hatte immer eine große Af-
!nität zu England. Die Musikszene, Subkultur und Kunstwelt 
um die Zeit der Young British Artists (YBAs) haben mich hier-
hergezogen.“ Natürlich wählte sie im Juni gegen den Brexit. 
„Ich war von dem Ergebnis total enttäuscht, gerade in London 
fand ich die Integration so einzigartig. Vor allem die Kunstför-
derungen werden leiden, da es ja viele europäische Allianzen 
gibt. Aber ich werde England trotzdem treu bleiben.“

Als sie 2002 am legendären Goldsmith College Kunst stu-
dierte, begann sie mit kleinen, intensiv leuchten-
den Tuschezeichnungen. „Und irgendwie reizte 
mich die Idee, diese Arbeiten in einem sehr viel 
größeren Format darstellen zu können. Außer-
dem war ich auf der Suche nach einem eher 
,häuslichen‘ Medium.“ So kam Caroline Achain-
tre zu Fasern, Sto"en, Wolle und Keramik.

KUNST

Bei aller Schönheit wird bei ihr die Form zur Falle: dann, 
wenn die scheinbar abstrakten, fast expressionistischen Motive 
plötzlich an Masken erinnern, ein Auge hervorblitzt, ein grim-
miger Mund oder wenn man die herabhängenden Fäden mit 
dem Bart eines Ungeheuers assoziiert. Vor allem in ihren Kera-
mikarbeiten tauchen häu!g Variationen eines Clowns auf. Der 
Clown als vielgesichtiges Symbol für Spaß und Grauen, gefei-
ert in Horror!lmen oder von Bands wie Slipknot. „Die visu-
elle Sprache von Heavy-Metal-Bands hat mich tatsächlich im-
mer sehr interessiert für mein Werk“, bestätigt die Künstlerin. 
Selten fanden wir Heavy Metal so berührend wie hier.

Wie schön, diese Wandbehänge  
und Keramiken. Obacht! Die Werke von 

Caroline Achaintre sind geschossen 
scharf und entwickeln starke Gestalten

MEISTERIN!!DER  
MASKERADE

S

Die Künstlerin Caroline Achaintre in ihrem Londoner 
Studio (links). Mit einer Garnpistole schießt sie  
die Wolle von der Rückseite des Rahmens in ihre 
Wandteppiche. OBEN Golem, Keramik, 2016,  
Installation im Castello di Rivoli, Turin, 2014. RECHTE 
SEITE Mother George, handgetufteter Teppich, 2015 F
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CONTEMPORARY ART EVENING & DAY SALES
13 & 14 NOVEMBER NEW YORK
MARTIN KIPPENBERGER  Untitled, 1984 (detail)  

CURRENTLY ON VIEW AT CLARIDGE’S BROOK STREET
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Soft fabrics
have solid
appeal 
Textiles have become a must-have medium for
museums—and collectors are slowly catching on

director of Tate Modern. “When I started
to talk about textiles in Rotterdam [at
the Witte de With Center for Contem-
porary Art, in the 1990s], my colleagues
thought I was completely nuts.” The
Tate is now steadily acquiring textiles,
including three by the US artist Sheila
Hicks earlier this year. In April, the
gallery is due to host the first UK retro-
spective of the French artist Sonia De-
launay, known for her textile designs.
The untold history of 20th-century artists
working with textiles, Dercon says, “is
a can not of worms but of wonders”.

The market has been slower to catch
on to the appeal of textile art, partly
because it poses conservation challenges:
it is light-sensitive and vulnerable to
moths. Textiles made by big-name artists
including Robert Rauschenberg, Sigmar
Polke and Gerhard Richter do not
achieve the exposure or eye-popping
prices that their paintings do; the 

ANALYSIS

London. Once dismissed as utilitarian,
homespun and intellectually flimsy,
textiles are gaining international stature
in art museums. The US artist Richard
Tuttle unveiled a vast installation in
Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall this week
(I Don’t Know, or the Weave of Textile Lan-
guage, until 6 April), while new and
older works are on show in his retro-
spective at the Whitechapel Gallery
in east London (until 14 December).
Meanwhile, there are shows on fibre
art, weaving and embroidery at the
Drawing Center in New York and the
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston.
It is no coincidence that examples can
also be found at Frieze London and
Frieze Masters this week.

“It’s not an embarrassing material
any more,” says Chris Dercon, the 

In brief

PLUSPREVIEWS AND LISTINGSof exhibitions and fairsacross Londonduring Frieze

auction record for a tapestry by Richter,
set this year, is £866,500, while his
paintings can fetch tens of millions.
The medium “is still something that
seems extraordinary to many collec-
tors”, says Lukasz Gorczyca of Raster
Gallery (FL, G23). He presented tapestries
by Slavs and Tatars at Frieze London
(edition of three, !16,000 each), and
the Tate bought one on Tuesday, thanks
to the Outset Frieze Art Fair Fund. 

Commercial interest is on the rise,
however. Rosemarie Trockel’s wool
work Untitled, 1985-88, sold at auction
for nearly $5m in April, and last
month, S2, the private sales gallery
run by Sotheby’s in London, launched
its autumn season with “Stitched Up”,
an exhibition of textiles by contem-
porary artists. “Textile [art] has entered
the mainstream,” says the art adviser
Emily Tsingou. 

Woven works by Alighiero Boetti
and Trockel are holding their own
alongside Old Master paintings and
Renaissance bronzes at Frieze Masters,
while textiles fresh from the studio
are selling briskly at Frieze London. 

Michael Werner (FL, A7) sold Enrico
David’s wool work Untitled, 2014, for
$80,000, while Standard Oslo (FL, D1)
sold Ann Cathrin November Høibo’s
tapestry Untitled, 2014, for !16,000. Ga-
leria Louisa Strina (FL, D8) sold two
works by Tonico Lemos Auad—Untitled,
2014, featuring embroidery, and Odal-
isques, 2014, which includes crochet—
for $25,000 and $50,000 respectively.

Kingston, Jamaica. The UK artist Simon
Fujiwara plans to parade a giant Franken-
stein-like sculpture of a male nude
through Kingston, Jamaica, in December.
The work, Brother, 2014, which explores
issues such as identity, gender and colo-
nialism, has been commissioned by
TBA21 Academy, an offshoot of Francesca
von Habsburg’s Thyssen-Bornemisza Art
Contemporary foundation.

The parade forms part of the opening
ceremony of this year’s Jamaica Biennial
(7 December-14 March 2015), and the
piece will be made with students from
the local Edna Manley College of the

Visual and Performing Arts. Fujiwara
asks: “Can a group of people create a
[work] that is a summary of problems
in society, and of history, but is also, in
its frankness, a new proposition?”

The sculpture, which touches on
homophobia, could prove provocative
on the Caribbean island, where homo-
sexual acts are illegal. “Homosexuality
is a very convenient enemy for the
large population of disenfranchised Ja-
maican men who have highly dimin-
ished career prospects or power,” says
Fujiwara, who took part in a Frieze
talk about the appropriation of alter-
native sexualities earlier this week.
Gareth Harris  

Material world: Caroline Achaintre’s Befor, 2013, sold for £11,000 at Arcade gallery (FL, J9)

Loud and proud in the West Indies
Standing shoulder to shoulder: 
Simon Fujiwara’s Brother, 2014

“When I started to talk
about textiles, people
thought I was nuts”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Gagosian lands Walter De Maria’s estate
The estate of Walter De Maria, the reclusive US artist who died last year
without leaving a will, is now represented by Gagosian Gallery (FL, C3;
FM, C2). Best known for large-scale installations such as The New York
Earth Room, 1977, and The Lightning Field, 1977 (right), in New
Mexico, De Maria had six solo shows with the gallery during his life-
time. Gagosian is due to mark the new relationship by staging an exhi-
bition of Minimalist sculptures and works on paper that were created
by the artist between 1976 and 1990. Last week, the gallery announced
plans to establish the Walter De Maria Foundation, which will oversee a
monograph of the artist’s work. “Walter so wished to establish his own founda-
tion, but sadly, he did not accomplish this during his lifetime,” says Elizabeth Childress, for-
merly the director of the artist’s studio. “It is an important step to have [the foundation] as a
protection and a promotion of his legacy.” The Dia Art Foundation still owns and will continue
to maintain De Maria’s major installations, including The Lightning Field. J.H.
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Anything London can do,
Paris can do better?
French capital mounts a charm offensive in the battle to win collectors’ hearts and minds

ANALYSIS

London/Paris. Art worth more than £1bn
is expected to be sold at Frieze London
and Frieze Masters, with paintings and
sculptures worth more than £260m due
to be auctioned this week. Along with
the numerous major shows that are
opening in the capital’s museums and
commercial galleries this month, this
underlines London’s importance as a
city in which to see—and sell—fine art.

London might appeal to the business
head, but it seems that Paris appeals
to the heart, and never more so than
this year. New or refurbished museums
are leading the charm offensive. The
VIP opening of the Fondation Louis
Vuitton, a private museum designed
by Frank Gehry for the luxury-goods
magnate Bernard Arnault, takes place
next weekend, when the Musée Picasso
reopens and the revamped Monnaie
de Paris (Paris Mint) launches with a

chocolate-coated extravaganza by the
US artist Paul McCarthy.

“Paris’s strength this year comes
from the museums,” says the Austrian
dealer Thaddaeus Ropac, who is ex-
hibiting at Frieze (FL, A5) and at Fiac in
the French capital next week. The Foire
Internationale d’Art Contemporain (23-
26 October) is expanding this year with
a satellite fair, (Off)icielle. “They are
flying in every great museum director

in the world,” Ropac says, referring to
the opening of the Fondation Louis Vuit-
ton. “I have never seen such a [guest]
list—more than 50 museum groups are
coming with their trustees.” Frieze Lon-
don and Frieze Masters welcomed 99
museum groups this week, according
to a spokeswoman for the fairs.

Although the art market has been

shrinking in France (it had 6% of the
global market share in 2013, while the
UK had 20%, according to figures from
Tefaf), there are signs that France is
looking to regain lost ground. The re-
gional auction house Cornette de Saint-
Cyr is due to open a standalone sale-
room in Paris on 22 October, after the
Piasa auction house unveiled its new
Paris headquarters last month. Plans
announced earlier this week to extend

Sunday trading hours across France
are also likely to benefit the art trade.

Perhaps spurred on by Arnault, other
French collectors are sharing their art
with the public. Laurent Dumas, the
founder of the Emerige property group,
is exhibiting works from his collection
for the first time at the Hotel Beaubrun
in Paris (until 20 December). “In the

past, French collectors were private,
but more and more are opening their
collections,” says Sandrine Djerouet, a
director at Paris’s Galerie Jocelyn Wolff
(FL, L4), which is showing at Frieze
London for the first time. “Traditionally,
Paris was seen as glamorous—and con-
servative—and London was seen as en-
ergetic. That’s changing.”

Jocelyn Wolff is one of dozens of
galleries that are going straight from
Regent’s Park to the Grand Palais, to
exhibit at Fiac. Several dealers, including
the Belgian Xavier Hufkens and Barbara
Gladstone, who has galleries in New
York and Brussels, have decided to show
only at Fiac this year. Hufkens says that
this is primarily a matter of logistics.

It seems that the art world is falling
back in love with Paris. For some, the
late, great editor-turned-fashion curator
Diana Vreeland’s observation that “the
best thing about London is Paris” may
just ring true. 
Anny Shaw

Soft fabrics have solid appeal

Gehry in talks
to upgrade LA
MoCA’s Geffen
Contemporary 

MUSEUM

Los Angeles. Philippe Vergne, the di-
rector of the Museum of Contemporary
Art, Los Angeles, has started talking to
Frank Gehry (below) about the possi-
bility of renovating the museum’s Gef-
fen Contemporary branch downtown.
The US architect oversaw the initial
conversion of warehouses in the early
1980s. The space, which measures 55,000
sq. ft, has proved popular with artists
but does not have adequate climate
controls for many art loans. 

Gehry tells The Art Newspaper:
“Philippe asked me to help
him. I don’t think they
have a lot of money
at this point. He
asked about an up-
grade of the en-
trance and some
work on the inside.
I guess they’re going
to try to [install] me-
chanical systems.” 

Vergne, who is in London for Frieze,
says that talks are still in the “very
early stages”. He says: “It is a priority
and a necessity to make the Geffen a
true public space and to use the plaza
and the canopy as a civic, urban and
spontaneous gathering place for our
visitors and for the citizens of down-
town. It should be a town square,”
Vergne says. 
Jori Finkel
• For an interview with Frank Gehry, see 
the October issue of The Art Newspaper

Financial times: artists
make the best of a crisis
As stock markets around the world plum-
met and oil prices collapse, the New York-
based art adviser Lisa Schiff    is organising a
topical show at Max Hetzler’s galleries in
Berlin and Paris next year, addressing what
she calls “a time when our economic sys-
tem is potentially under siege”. The exhibi-
tion, “Open Source: Art at the Eclipse of
Capitalism”, will include artists whose work
reflects a contemporary networked-based
society and its dependency on finite
energy resources. The selling show will
include digital works made in the 1990s by
Frank Stella and Albert Oehlen, hanging
alongside newer pieces by artists including
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Katja Novitskova. An online version of the
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2015 via Artuner, the online gallery
founded by Eugenio Re Rebaudengo. Schiff
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London’s Institute of Contemporary Arts on
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In brief

London might appeal to the business head, but it
seems that Paris appeals to the heart

Bernard Arnault’s Fondation
Louis Vuitton opens in Paris

on 27 October

The growing demand has come as
a surprise to the UK-based artist Caroline
Achaintre, who has been working with
wool for 13 years. “Before, people were
quite scared of [the material]; it’s very
nice that they are now responding to
it,” she says. The artist has a solo show
at the Castello di Rivoli in Turin next
month. Her wool piece Befor, 2013, sold
at Arcade gallery (FL, J9) for £11,000. 

Many point out that artists made
textiles long before they were fashion-
able, and will continue to do so. “Fibre
often becomes mired in conversations
about art and craft, but artists don’t
think about categories—they consider
how a material might be deployed,”
says Jenelle Porter, a curator at Boston’s
Institute of Contemporary Art. The
artist Teresita Fernández, who has a
large-scale textile on show at the Kyoto

University of Art & Design in Japan
(until 16 January), says she likes the
medium because “you can control the
density of the weft and the warp—it’s
like a three-dimensional drawing”. 

Chris Dercon is evangelical about
the power of textile art. “Social history,
cross-cultural relationships, technology,
teamwork—all these aspects come to-
gether in one piece of cloth,” he says.  
Julia Halperin

Who’s afraid of a Richard Tuttle work?
Galleries are making the most of the buzz surrounding Richard Tuttle’s exhibitions at Tate
Modern and the Whitechapel Gallery—but his work, featuring unorthodox materials like
Styrofoam, wire and cloth, is not typical art-fair fare. “There’s an intimacy to Tuttle’s
works,” says Angela Westwater of Sperone Westwater (FM, C6), which brought nine
pieces to Frieze Masters, priced between $60,000 and $300,000. “A collector would
look at it and ask: ‘Should I be afraid of this work?’” says Marc Glimcher of Pace Gallery
(FL, A2; FM, C9), which sold the dyed fabric piece Walking on Air, B12, 2008, to a German
collector for between $65,000 and $150,000. Tuttle discourages Pace, his primary
dealer, from raising his prices, according to a source familiar with his market, but his
prices on the secondary market are climbing. At David Zwirner (FL, B7; FM, F11), an early
cloth work, Red Brown Canvas, 1967, was on reserve on Thursday for $800,000. J.H.
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Hobson's Choice

Paul Hobson, Director of the Contemporary Art Society,
recommends his favourite exhibition of the week.

It has been suggested to me by a wit more brilliant than mine
(you know who you are!), that my Director’s Choice should be
re-titled as `Hobson’s Choice’.

Now, why didn’t I think of that…

 

Caroline Achaintre: Trip-Dip

15 January – 18 February 2012

Arcade, 87 Lever Street, London EC1V 3RA

Thursday - Saturday 12 - 6pm and by appointment

www.arcadefinearts.com

"Arcade has just opened its second exhibition by Caroline
Achaintre with the wonderfully onomatopoeic title 'Trip-Dip'.
Drawing is the foundation of Achaintre’s practice, which ranges
across watercolours, ceramic sculptures and the most
fantastically unexpected hand-tufted wall rugs.  Achaintre’s
primary motif is the human head, creating playful mask-like
sculptural pieces which literally clown around in their primitive,
carnivalesque and fetishistic origins as well as dynamic
watercolour paintings and drawings saturated with bleeding
colour.  In recent years, she has displayed her sculptural pieces
in cabinets, evoking museological situations, or standing on the
floor attached to angular steel structures that suggest figurative
elements reduced to a form of armature.  In the case of this
exhibition, a dozen or so glistening ceramic pieces - some of
which look like they are made from ice-cream and leather, in
perverse combination – hang around on the walls for

 

unspecified pranks, or in embarrassingly overt forms of display
in modular structures whose interior voids have been painted
with diluted colour extending the formal auras of these totemic
pieces.  There are fewer things I find more satisfying that her
unique hand-tufted wall rugs which, like her ceramics and
watercolours exploit to the fullest the specific properties of this
highly particular media.  Being something of a prankster myself,
I loved this show!"

Image: © Caroline Achaintre, She Balls, 2011, ceramic, 29 x 20 x 8cm, courtesy the artist and
Arcade
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Gavin Wade Are there daily rituals you have in relation to
art production?

Caroline Achaintre I like an early start. I have an energy
burst in the morning. Usually I start with sketches, before mo-
ving on to something else.

G.W. I was just reading an Oscar Tuazon text for a show cal-
led Scott Burton where he quotes Burton as saying: “The base, or
pedestal, is a specialised form of  table.” It made me want to
ask about what becomes the table or base for your works? Does
the human body become a substitute plinth for your works?

C.A. Yes, projecting yourself  into something other, or behind
it. The potential bearer becoming the other.

G.W. Do you intend the spectators to project themselves into
the work, or do you imagine that it is you that ‘wears’ the work,
or becomes the forms?

C.A. The spectators or other imagined people. I don’t reflect
myself  in my work consciously.

G.W. In the same text Tuazon quotes Brancusi coming up
with the name “pragmatic sculpture” for his works, prompting
the question of  what we should call your works? Can they be
pragmatic? Are they whimsical, or horror sculptures?

C.A. Certainly not pragmatic. I am pragmatic, but my work
isn’t. Intense, simultaneously seductive and repulsive, whimsical
I like! Grotesque! My work seems to always work in pairs, rigid
and viscous, horrific and beautiful, figurative and abstract... I
believe in duality. The tufted pieces nearly always have a dual
character, usually two of  them living in-being the piece. Co-
existence. I like the idea of  viscosity, the condition between
solid and liquid. Not being solid anymore and not liquid yet.
In-between conditions, like being between two rooms. Unset-
tled. Uncomfortable. Just as my art practice sits between art
and craft, which is certainly uncomfortable for many.

G.W. Thomas Demand talking recently, when questioned
about beauty, said that he sees beauty “in the conscious han-
dling of  defects, or in leaving them as they are, and in acquiring
an intuitive certainty about cutting certain things out and kee-
ping things.” Do you see a position of  beauty through defects
in relation to your sculptures?

C.A. Defects, yes, and the ability to be loose enough to allow
spontaneity and free associations. Just enough effort to be/make
something and not fall apart. The frozen gesture, fragility and
charisma.

G.W. Do you consider the works to emerge from poetry or
contain poetic seeds? Or is there a different type of  thought
feeding into the making and receiving of  the works?

C.A. Maybe not really poetry, but the fantasy of  the other,
the exotic. And the humour, the personal play.

G.W. Is this an exploration of  release then from reality? Is
the anthropomorphism of  the different sculptural forms that
you make a very conscious strategy to make the work animate?

C.A. Yes, although “strategy” is a strong word. The work is fi-
nished or ‘successful’ when it animates, amuses or touches me.
When it becomes alive – that can also happen to complete ab-
stract, non-anthropomorphic shapes or things, even to words.

G.W. Back to the issue of  your work straddling the space of
art and craft, I see the works as using certain forms of  presen-
tation and methods of  making from craft, but are there parti-
cular moments in craft or design history that you also borrow
from or feel are important in relation to how you might under-
stand reality? What questions do you want these craft processes
to provoke?

C.A. Well, I love Ettore Sottsass and the Memphis group.
There is a lot of  craft I like, but it is actually rarely a source of
inspiration for me. Of  course African masks carving an intense
textile prints. I love complex patterns and rapports. I feel very
attracted to a whole consisting of  lots of  repetitive particles.
With the provocation do you mean my own craft process? Craft
processes talk often about time and intensity, the personal and
subjective – I like that. Craft is not neutral – people are either
attracted or repulsed by it – especially in an art context, I like
that even more.

by gavin wade

FANTASY OR FEAR? 
IN CONVERSATION WITH
CAROLINE ACHAINTRE

— SPOTLIGHT — — SPOTLIGHT —

130 131

Caroline Achaintre’s sculptures tread the lines between the primitive and the carniva-
lesque, and between craft purity and horror schlock. With a nod to the long lost divide
between abstraction and figuration, the London based artist has been crafting a series
of anamorphic ceramic works that build on the visual explosions of her rug works that
appear as mutated eagles or aboriginal Frank Stella paintings. The recent wall mounted
clay and rug works exploit the power of the mask form, provoking menacing, sexual and
uncertain undertones of ritual and routine – a mirrored reality of fantasy or fear.
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G.W. You have cited German Expressionism and post-war
British sculpture as influences on your work. What aspects of
these varied movements fuel the work?

C.A. This goes back to the idea of  primitivism, and the ten-
sion between abstraction and figuration. How little is necessary
to make the object figurative and how far can you push the ab-
straction. The geometry of  fear.

G.W. This notion of  the primitive fascinates me as it seems
a very sophisticated position. Do you see the works as directly
borrowing from so called primitive forms, or from primitivism
filtered through 20th century art and culture? I’m wondering
how muddy is the position of  the primitive form or aesthetic now?

C.A. Good question. I take my interest for a revived primiti-
vism from the 20th century and the attraction to the other, the
exotic, the raw form. As a result of  colonialism there are now
many ethnological collections all over the western world, which
are – even though not politically correct – extremely fascinating.
Fractured objects in modernist or post-modernist settings. The
overlap of  the two worlds is the main source of  inspiration there.

G.W. When you say geometry of  fear then I think of  prisons
and the tension between constructivism or modernism and
state control and further, perhaps the relationship of  the pur-
suit of  an abstraction of  form and thinking and the abstraction
and failure of  capitalism to deliver a promised future. Is this
where the primitive form, and the hand made, the craft, become

useful or essential again? Against this current backdrop of  eco-
nomic abstraction? 

C.A. Wow! You think much more politically than I do. I as-
sociate this phrase, and title, with British sculptors from the 50s
like Henry Moore and Helen Chadwick etc. But more then
anything I like the sound of  the title. Talking about animismus,
it simply relates shapes to feelings. 

G.W. Relating shapes to feelings sounds much needed some-
how, instead the current situation of  shapes to economic value.
There is a directness to that, a simple but forgotten agenda that
has been written out of  social policy. Feelings are always the
hardest thing to evaluate. This valuable subjectivity is somehow
at the crux of  your work though I suspect. How does this ‘shapes
to feelings’ idea relate to your choice of  materials?

C.A. Both materials – clay and wool – have some kind of  aura.
I am not into New-age, but somehow this aura is true. My tuf-
ted wall pieces radiate warmth – wool does anyway – but it is
also the intensity of  a whole that consists of  so many individual
elements. This builds a nice contrast to the darker self  of  those
pieces. Again clay, used in a non-industrial way, has this sub-
jective energy as so obviously someone just manipulated the
material by hand. It is the expression, the directness that is put
into the making that transports the message, not the planning.
It embraces the accident, although it needs control, too, again
a nice tension field to sit in. Actually that applies to my water-
colours as well – a prepared field with unlimited possibilities

— SPOTLIGHT — — SPOTLIGHT —
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inside. This freedom and openness in the process is what makes
the work playful and subjective for the spectator later – a lot
can be projected onto the work, hopefully even the person
themselves. All of  that is non-verbal.

G.W. Your titles have a vivid energy about them. How do
you answer when people ask you about one of  them? For
example what are “She-Balls”?

C.A. My titles are made in the same free association flow as
my sculptures, in an almost dadaist way, the sound is at least
as important as the meaning of  words. “She-Balls” is a homage
to bold woman and silly titles!

G.W. Like the title of  your show at Arcade earlier this year;
Trip-Dip. I love that title. There is something, again, perhaps
verging on the primitive between language and form here.
How did you arrive at the idea of  an onomatopoeic form?

C.A. A quick and playful process. In a way I visualize the
words – although in the end it is the sound that decides if  it is
right. And you are right, that also fits into the primitive, ex-
pressive corner I feel very drawn to – simplicity, rhythm and
even rhyme. And look at the beauty of  those words – “rhythm
and rhyme” – fabulous. The letters start to move instantly.

G.W. Is there a narrative forming between your works? There
are such a rich cast of  characters across your practice and
when they come alive in exhibition then there is a co-existence

of  the different characters ranges, and lives perhaps?

C.A. There is certainly a narrative between my characters,
which is only partially under my control. The single sculpture
is an object and a subject at the same time. In an animistic way
I try to give those fragile, hollow objects a live/soul of  their
own. Again the duality of  the subject/object, but it also has at-
tributes of  ambiguous materiality. This dialogue of  materials
within a sculpture itself  (as in black gloss glaze and black patent
leather or simply leather and ceramic) assists its personification.
The characters come into existence through their counterparts,
so again a combination of  planning and experimenting. 
Uncertainty is an important part of  the works, ceramics, drawings
or tufted pieces, just to create the strange, exotic object, the other.

pp.134-135 from left to right Caroline Achaintre, Crow, 2012, ceramic, 26 x 19 x 9
cm; Efes, 2012, ceramic, 51 x 43 x 3 cm; Netzer, 2012, ceramic, 30 x 19 x 1.5 cm;
Tie Man, 2012, ceramic, leather tie, 97 x 27 x 4 cm.
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p.130 Caroline Achaintre, Trip-Dip, 2012, exhibition view at Arcade, London. 
p.131 Caroline Achaintre, Shopper, 2012, ceramic, steel, 41 x 31 x 39 cm. 
p.132 Caroline Achaintre, Rug-Doll 2, 2011, watercolour and ink on paper, 30 x 20
cm (above); Lobster, 2011, watercolour and ink on paper. 30 x 20 cm (below).
p.133 Caroline Achaintre, Chin – Chin, 2011, hand tufted wool, 230 x 200 cm. 

All the images Courtesy: Arcade, London © the artist. 
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Caroline Achaintre , ‘Whalf ’, courtesy Arcade

Recent observations on ceramic in the visual arts 

As attentive visitor of contemporary art exhibitions you might already have noticed it: pottery seems to be

everywhere at the moment – as plate, delicate structure or lump, colourfully glazed, monochrome or raw,

figurative, abstract or non-objective, in shows at galleries and museums ceramic is appearing in all kind of

ways these days.

For a long time, ceramics as a medium used to belong to the arts and crafts rather than to the fine arts.

Sure, Picasso’s delicate plates are famous and beloved, and artists like Thomas Schütte, Tony Cragg,

Rosemarie Trockel, Miquel Barceló and especially Asian artists like Ai Weiwei or Leiko Ikemura have

worked with pottery for years now, thus holding somewhat exceptional positions within the field of

contemporary art. But just recently they got good company: the younger generation finally has discovered

pottery too – the ceramic mania seems to spread out quickly. It’s always difficult, if not impossible, to

explain a phenomenon like this – why is it that artists suddenly become aware of a certain medium or

technique? Susanne Jung, head of the pottery department of the Bildhauerwerkstatt (sculpture workshop)

Berlin which provides artists with all kind of special workshops and tools, tries an explanation anyway:

“Probably the new interest in ceramics evolves from the ongoing dissolving of the borders between the

different arts and media. This process now finally involves even traditional arts and crafts technique like

pottery, which was dismissed for so long by the visual artists because of its somewhat quaint reputation.”

And she adds: “We have so much more to do here in the ceramics workshop than three years ago – artists

from all countries, of all genres and media come to us and use our expertise, and our oven.” Not only but

especially sculptors are fascinated by the easy-to-form material – most of them seem to either recently have

experimented with pottery, have just something burning in the oven or at least already bought a big chunk

of clay now waiting for the first tries in the – for most of the artists – new medium. Yet it’s not only the

plastic mouldability that strikes artists but also the sophisticated process as well as the complexity of the

colouring respectively the glazing which requires craftsmanship – and the openness to results one hadn’t

exactly expected. So experience and imagination are required. However, one never is immune to accidents

and surprises, especially during the process of burning – colours come out different from what was

expected, forms get torn apart, glazes blister or crinkle – maybe it’s this incalculability which is particular

appealing to artists too. 

Different approaches 

One can broadly distinguish between four different approaches to the medium: there are the artists who

work with familiar ceramic forms, such as tiles, vases and dishes. You might think of Grayson Perry, Turner

prize winner in 2003, and his elaborately coloured vases; or the young Berlin-based artist Claudia Wieser

who creates images by glazing and assembling tiles. Then there are the artists who use pottery in a rather

classical – representative – way for sculpting figures and objects, like Mona Hatoum’s grenades, Rachel

Kneebones porcelain limbs or Ai Wei Wei’s beautiful ‘Rock’ which was recently on view in Berlin, a rock

formation made out of delicate white-andblue- glazed porcelain. Then there are the artists who stress the

specific consistence of the clay and transfer it into the final form by moulding, kneading and pressing the

substance before burning and glazing these peculiar shapes. And some artists take one step further by

combining ceramics with other materials, like leather, metal or synthetics, as Caroline Achaintre does it.

Grayson Perry (°1960 in Chelmsford, lives and works in London) is probably the most famous among the

contemporary artists who work with pottery, not least because he won the reputable Turner Prize in 2003

for his classically shaped vases covered with colourful, decorative figures, patterns and text. His topics

include autobiographical images of himself, his transvestite alter ego Claire, and his family, as well as

references to political events and an investigation of cultural stereotypes. Perry uses classically-shaped

ceramic objects because they are charged with meaning and significance. It’s crucial that the support for

depiction of the mainly dark subject matters are pots and vases, that is familiar household objects, usually

perceived as decorative, prestigious props. Claudia Wieser (°1973 in Freilassing, lives and works in Berlin)

also goes for pre-shaped ceramics – besides, drawings and wallpapers, she constructs wall installations and,

most recently, sculptural works with tiles, glazed by herself. The strict geometrical form of the tiles is

essential for the lucidity of the works which refer to modernist ideas and shapes. Wieser transfers circles,

triangles and cones from her drawings on paper onto the shiny surface of glazed ceramics, thus exploring

the relation between colour, form and material. The seam between the tiles is an essential element of these
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the relation between colour, form and material. The seam between the tiles is an essential element of these

‘drawings’ on tiles, even more in her recent tile sculptures which are less colourful. 

Figurines and objects 

Mona Hatoum (°1952 in Beirut, lives and works in London) who is best known for her video art and

installations but experiments with all kind of material, also has worked with ceramics, for example for ‘Still

Life’ (2008/2009), a collection of small colourful objects in the shape of hand grenades. Clearly, it’s the

tension between the threatening character of the depicted objects – grenades – and the ‘harmless’ nature of

the material and colour which makes this work so striking. A completely different position holds sculptor

Caro Suerkemper (°1964 in Stuttgart, lives and works in Berlin). On first sight her pastel-coloured

statuettes remind of Rococo-like kitsch, decorative knick-knack, but then one realizes that the voluptuous

figurines are involved in all kind of carnal and physical action, sometimes disturbingly blatant and certainly

not G-rated. By referring to table decorations of the 17th and 18th century, using pastel colours and, before

all, ceramics, Suerkemper plays with notions of moral, modesty and aesthetics on different levels. Thus she

willingly takes the risk to overstep the – in the context with pottery probably most dangerous – border

between art and kitsch. Rachel Kneebone (°1973 in Oxfordshire, lives and works in London) takes this game

further: her delicate white porcelain sculptures on plinths which White Cube in London earlier this year

presented classically on pedestals in a dimmed space clearly reveal their references to ancient Greek and

Roman myths but also to Rococo artists, such as François Boucher, but their beauty is undermined by what

is depicted: limbs, extremities, body parts, put together to an uncanny, yet erotic round dance. Everything

is fragmented, damaged, only merged by the perfect shiny surface of the porcelain which makes the

composition to a – precarious – whole again. 

Kneading and moulding 

Forming clay, or dirt, by hand is doubtless one of the oldest cultural techniques. The directness of the

connection between hand and material is a fundamental characteristic of this medium and makes it so very

appealing. The step from idea to creation is almost none. One can see the result of one’s doing immediately.

This immediacy makes Markus Karstieß (°1971 in Haan, lives and works in Düsseldorf) visible in his

ceramics sculptures in which he examines the possibilities of the material. Karstieß experiments with

shapes and shaping, exploring the transitions between the unformed, the formed and the figurative. On

handmade tube elements of a sculpture the artist’s fingerprints are visible, in fact, one can lay one’s own

hand into the mould which was formed by the artist’s hand before the clay was burned and glazed. In other

works it’s the form of Karstieß’ teeth – the artists bit into a chunk of clay, burned it and glazed it golden.

Eventually, these peculiar small lumps were combined to a mobile which is to be hung on the ceiling.

Despite the archaic way of making them, they get promoted to precious, even decorative objects. Jessica

Jackson Hutchins (°1971 in Chicago, lives and works in Portland and New York) is another artist who uses

pottery in a rather raw way. It’s not always clear if her objects are pots or vessels or if they represent

anything – there are e.g. horns and rocks in her work – or if they are just meant as lumps and bodies.

Anyhow, all of them look hand-made and are elaborately glazed. Many of them are part of bigger

installations, involving chairs, sofas, textiles and all kind of found materials. Jackson Hutchins explores the

relationships between people and objects and how they both form and inform each other, in this context the

sometimes coarse, amorphic ceramic shapes play the counterpart to the furniture and other standardised

everyday objects. 

Merging and assembling 

It seems very contemporary and thus very natural that artists not only work with ceramics exclusively but

also assemble it with other materials and techniques. Whereas Jessica Jackson Hutchins explores the

relations between the mouldable, organic clay and found objects, artist Caroline Achaintre (°1969 in

Toulouse, lives and works in London) creates delicate wall-based sculptures with ceramic, leather or textiles.

Achaintre’s works are informed by Primitivism and typically recall tribal masks or are suggestive of heads

but in a rather abstract way. With its references to archaic art, its merging of different materials and forms,

the sophisticated use of colour and at the same time a kind of cool appearance, the works by Caroline

Achaintre seem to take chance of the whole range of possibilities of pottery for contemporary art. And it’s

indeed a wide range that ceramics as a medium provides – just like metal, wood, stone or synthetics.

Ceramics is a medium like any other, hence its increasing popularity in the art world is more than welcome.

Barbara J. SCHEUERMANN is a Berlin-based curator and writer
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Caroline Achaintre , ‘Whalf ’, courtesy Arcade

Recent observations on ceramic in the visual arts 

As attentive visitor of contemporary art exhibitions you might already have noticed it: pottery seems to be

everywhere at the moment – as plate, delicate structure or lump, colourfully glazed, monochrome or raw,

figurative, abstract or non-objective, in shows at galleries and museums ceramic is appearing in all kind of

ways these days.

For a long time, ceramics as a medium used to belong to the arts and crafts rather than to the fine arts.

Sure, Picasso’s delicate plates are famous and beloved, and artists like Thomas Schütte, Tony Cragg,

Rosemarie Trockel, Miquel Barceló and especially Asian artists like Ai Weiwei or Leiko Ikemura have

worked with pottery for years now, thus holding somewhat exceptional positions within the field of

contemporary art. But just recently they got good company: the younger generation finally has discovered

pottery too – the ceramic mania seems to spread out quickly. It’s always difficult, if not impossible, to

explain a phenomenon like this – why is it that artists suddenly become aware of a certain medium or

technique? Susanne Jung, head of the pottery department of the Bildhauerwerkstatt (sculpture workshop)

Berlin which provides artists with all kind of special workshops and tools, tries an explanation anyway:

“Probably the new interest in ceramics evolves from the ongoing dissolving of the borders between the

different arts and media. This process now finally involves even traditional arts and crafts technique like

pottery, which was dismissed for so long by the visual artists because of its somewhat quaint reputation.”

And she adds: “We have so much more to do here in the ceramics workshop than three years ago – artists

from all countries, of all genres and media come to us and use our expertise, and our oven.” Not only but

especially sculptors are fascinated by the easy-to-form material – most of them seem to either recently have

experimented with pottery, have just something burning in the oven or at least already bought a big chunk

of clay now waiting for the first tries in the – for most of the artists – new medium. Yet it’s not only the

plastic mouldability that strikes artists but also the sophisticated process as well as the complexity of the

colouring respectively the glazing which requires craftsmanship – and the openness to results one hadn’t

exactly expected. So experience and imagination are required. However, one never is immune to accidents

and surprises, especially during the process of burning – colours come out different from what was

expected, forms get torn apart, glazes blister or crinkle – maybe it’s this incalculability which is particular

appealing to artists too. 

Different approaches 

One can broadly distinguish between four different approaches to the medium: there are the artists who

work with familiar ceramic forms, such as tiles, vases and dishes. You might think of Grayson Perry, Turner

prize winner in 2003, and his elaborately coloured vases; or the young Berlin-based artist Claudia Wieser

who creates images by glazing and assembling tiles. Then there are the artists who use pottery in a rather

classical – representative – way for sculpting figures and objects, like Mona Hatoum’s grenades, Rachel

Kneebones porcelain limbs or Ai Wei Wei’s beautiful ‘Rock’ which was recently on view in Berlin, a rock

formation made out of delicate white-andblue- glazed porcelain. Then there are the artists who stress the

specific consistence of the clay and transfer it into the final form by moulding, kneading and pressing the

substance before burning and glazing these peculiar shapes. And some artists take one step further by

combining ceramics with other materials, like leather, metal or synthetics, as Caroline Achaintre does it.

Grayson Perry (°1960 in Chelmsford, lives and works in London) is probably the most famous among the

contemporary artists who work with pottery, not least because he won the reputable Turner Prize in 2003

for his classically shaped vases covered with colourful, decorative figures, patterns and text. His topics

include autobiographical images of himself, his transvestite alter ego Claire, and his family, as well as

references to political events and an investigation of cultural stereotypes. Perry uses classically-shaped

ceramic objects because they are charged with meaning and significance. It’s crucial that the support for

depiction of the mainly dark subject matters are pots and vases, that is familiar household objects, usually

perceived as decorative, prestigious props. Claudia Wieser (°1973 in Freilassing, lives and works in Berlin)

also goes for pre-shaped ceramics – besides, drawings and wallpapers, she constructs wall installations and,

most recently, sculptural works with tiles, glazed by herself. The strict geometrical form of the tiles is

essential for the lucidity of the works which refer to modernist ideas and shapes. Wieser transfers circles,

triangles and cones from her drawings on paper onto the shiny surface of glazed ceramics, thus exploring

the relation between colour, form and material. The seam between the tiles is an essential element of these
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Caroline Achaintre

It’s a difficult time to be an artist. Art is never easy but ironically, as the market has
expanded, fine art has perhaps never been so irrelevant, so marginalized, as galleries
become part of an eccentric luxury goods market bolstered by the failure of any certain
financial investments.

Much has been written about the problems facing writers of contemporary fiction. The
explosion in sales of non-fiction, fantasy and children’s books (read by adults) is
indicative of something of a crisis in the traditional literary tradition (and in wider western
society). Readers apparently need the ‘certainties’ of non-fiction or the escapism of JRR
Tolkein and JK Rowling and then there are the (ridiculously) popular tales of
‘conspiracy’. All apparently perfect for an age where everything is so confused. Don
DeLillo’s novel ‘Mao II’ (1991) is often cited:
 

‘What terrorists gain, novelists loose. The degree to which they influence mass
consciousness is the extent of our decline as shapers of sensibility and thought. The
danger they represent equals our own failure to be dangerous.”

         “And the more clearly we see terror, the less impact we feel from art.”
         …

         “Beckett is the last writer to shape the way we think and see. After him, the major
work involves midair explosions and crumbled buildings. This is the new tragic
narrative.”
1

Writing recently in the Guardian newspaper, journalist James Woods, wrote of
contemporary fiction: ‘…this idea -- that the novelist's task is to go on to the street and
figure out social reality -- may well have been altered by the events of September 11,
merely through the reminder that whatever the novel gets up to, the 'culture' can always
get up to something bigger. Ashes defeat garlands…’

The same could be said of the contemporary artist. Just a few years ago it was
considered interesting for artists to fabricate prop munitions from cardboard and
hardware. Today youths without the benefit of an art school education fabricate real
bombs in their bedrooms with components purchased from high street chemists and
detonate them. Such actions dominate the world’s media for months and permanently
alter public consciousness.

In a recent review Terry Eagleton wrote of the novel that it is ‘a product of the modern,
secularised world. Sceptical of absolutes and wary of conventions, it is the kind of writing
in which you can do more or less what you like. You can explore emotional intimacies,
record the decline of a whole civilisation or - if you happen to be Marcel Proust -
combine the two’. 2. Eagleton continues ‘The rise of the novel goes hand-in-hand with
the emergence of the modern nation-state. It helps to mould a shared national
sensibility, as well as holding an admiring or satirical mirror to it. … [Although] consumed
in private… they also depend on the presence of a sizeable community of men and

ROB TUFNELL, THE SHOWROOM
2005



women who speak the same language and share roughly the same cultural
assumptions. Such communities are generally known as nations, and fictions play a key
role in their collective image of themselves’. 3. The erosion in the social value of art
(literary or ‘fine’) has consequences far beyond cosy cliques but has real consequences
in the way in which we understand one another – consequences likely to be forgotten in
midst of current, colonial conflicts. Unlike the punitive raids and ‘gunboat diplomacy’ of
previous centuries current wars our government has engaged us in have not brought us
together but has instead divided opinion.

The Enlightenment and its twentieth century child, Modernism, sought to expel fear of
the unknown. As we better understood our horizons so fear of the infinite – an aspect of
the Sublime – was substituted (through our innate, instinctive need to fear something)
with a fear of the familiar – the uncanny. Instead of seeking relevance by engaging
directly with contemporary geo-politics we are perhaps better able to look inside rather
than out – to do as Proust did - explore emotional intimacies and the decline of
civilization.

Some aspect of the Uncanny recurs in the work of Caroline Achaintre, an interest clearly
displayed in her homespun, hand-tufted, woolen rugs. Achaintre has made a number of
such works that recycle the extraordinarily unoriginal, contemporary imagery of the
heavy metal music industry - clowns and skulls and masks - into soft furnishings.
Achaintre’s exhibition at The Showroom included two such works. ‘Roast’ (2005) is a
monochrome, wall mounted rug that avoids any obvious iconography but appears to
have some figurative elements redolent, perhaps, in some way the paintings of Willem
de Kooning or even Peter Lanyon. The imagery is collaged from pictures of one of rock
musician, Marilyn Manson’s suspender-wearing, stage dancers combined with an
oversized clown’s smile and a church. The assemblage resembles the smoking barrel of
a pistol. Realised in monochrome the work was hung in contrast with the brightly
coloured ‘Deedie’ (2005). ‘Deedie’ appropriates something of ‘Eddie the Head’ – the
cartoon skeleton who appeared on each of Iron Maiden’s album covers through the
1980s and 90s. Eddie has also raised his big ugly head in an earlier work by Achaintre,
‘Eddie is a Girl’, (2003). Caroline Achaintre’s woolen works are a mass off
contradictions; at once grotesque and seductive, alien and familiar, derivative and
inspired, crafted and copied.

‘Heavy Metal’ is of course a similar mass of contradictions. It began life as a character’s
name (the Heavy Metal Kid) in William Burroughs’ ‘Nova Express’ (1964). The term was
introduced to the music industry through the Fugs' publishing company - 'Heavy Metal
Music' - and Steppenwolf used the phrase in 'Born to be Wild', and it was later applied to
a specific musical genre via a metaphor from the rock journalist Lester Bangs. It is
generally believed that Bangs first employed the expression in his two part tribute to
Black Sabbath`; 'Bring Your Mother to the Gas Chamber: Are Black Sabbath Really the
New Shamans' published in Creem magazine in June and July 1972. However it was
first put into print not by Bangs but by fellow Creem writer, Mike Saunders, in a review of
Kingdom Come in 1971 (although Saunders has stated that Bangs used the term in
conversation prior to this) 2.

However ‘hard’ there has always been something fussy and pretty about ‘Heavy Metal’.
It has always embodied something of a camp sensibility as described by Susan Sontag
in her essay ‘Notes on “Camp”’ (1964). Sontag describes camp’s essence as being one
of artifice and exaggeration. By the late 1980’s the genre, now dominated by so-called



‘Glam Metal’, seemed exhausted. It appeared to have reached the limit of ‘Dandyism in
the age of mass culture’ (as Sontag wrote of Camp).  Bands like Motley Crue had
appeared to become too knowing - although ironically they had probably ingested far too
many narcotics to know too much at all – it was after all (to again quote Sontag out of
context) ‘a sensibility as distinct from an idea’. However after the death of Kurt Cobain in
1994 (and the commercial success of hip hop in the U.S.) a new subgenre evolved - ‘Nu
Metal’ - that superficially sought to rescue corporate rock with an angrier, introspective
self-expression. The very thinly veiled truth however was that bands such as Limp Bizkit
were marketed by the same agents who worked with the most mainstream pop acts - 
Nsync, Christina Aguilera and Britney Spears. Rather than being a more credible
rejection of what had gone before it was significantly less.

Heavy Metal’s (surely now) exhausted, angst ridden camp would seem to provide the
least likely source of inspiration for a contemporary fine artist. And yet a subculture that
has evolved over generations to appeal to the most inarticulate and confused members
of Western society (teenage boys) could, taken from its original context, perhaps provide
a perfect visual vocabulary for the difficult state that we are in. Achaintre harnesses this
crude nihilistic vocabulary ever conscious that Expressionism went a little too far in the
1980s and so needs now to be mediated even if that mediation is via the excesses of the
even less restrained, contemporaneous music industry.

But this is not the only visual language sampled by Achaintre. There’s also something of
Erich Heckel and Karl Schmidt-Rottluf’s De Brucke works from Modernism’s
adolescence. And then Modernism’s kind-of mid-life crisis in the post-war period – for
example angsty British sculpture. In a 1952 review of the British pavilion at the Venice
Biennale (that included works by artists including Henry Moore, Lynn Chadwick,
Eduardo Paolozzi and William Turnbull) the critic and poet Herbert Read described such
practice as manifesting a ‘geometry of fear’. Caroline Achaintre’s often Rorschach-like
images can be seen to exhibit something similar.  And, of course, there’s also something
of the Neo Gothic artists of the nineteenth century:  Fuseli, Blake, Böcklin…

Achaintre’s works hover between 2 and 3 dimensions. ‘EE Trap’ (2005) (the EE standing
for ‘ectoplasm enthusiast’), exhibited at the entrance to Achaintre’s exhibition at The
Showroom, is an overt example of this. The work appears initially as a wooden printing
block – a crudely carved relief. Within a pattern, that recalls hair on a stretched animal
skin, there are traces of figurative under-painting. From the surface rises an angular
wooden frame-like construction. The whole sculptural cacophony hangs by industrial
chains. At once the piece is a relief, a wood cut, a painting and a sculpture but it hints at
a further dimension by referencing ectoplasm - the manifestation of a supernatural spirit
raised in a séance.

The faux medievalism of Achaintre’s hanging chains and wall-mounted rugs bring to
mind the furnishings of William Morris. Despite being a founder of the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings (a proto National Trust) and the Socialist League
(something of a forerunner to the [old] Labour Party), Morris’ greatest legacy is probably
in making it fashionable to paint one’s skirting boards white (they used to all be brown).
He was ever conscious that for all his political activity and poetry he would be best
remembered for his neo-gothic, commercial designs. Gothic attempted to confine the
indefinable, and post Enlightenment revivals of such archetypal imagery, whether in the
late 19th century or today, crave a more mysterious age. But beyond this naïve nostalgia
was a belief in handcraftsmanship as a political response to the social horrors of



industrialization – as Morris explained in his essay of 1885 ‘Useful Work Versus Useless
Toil’. As with Morris and Co’s arcane protests against first generation factories there is a
pathos in Achaintre’s adoption of hand tufting to reinvent the imagery of a post
industrialized, digital recording industry. But, however pathetic, thematically at least, less
seems to say considerably more in the face of violence. There is something of the
pacifistic tradition in all this – something almost definitively civilised.

In terms of the real machinations of business Morris was well aware of his own
shortcomings: ‘For those that are employers of labour, how can we bear to give any man
less money than he can decently live on, less leisure than his education and self-respect
demand? Or those of us who are workmen, how can we bear to fail in the contract we
have undertaken, or to make it necessary for a foreman to go up and down spying out
our mean tricks and evasions? Or we the shopkeepers – can we endure to lie about our
wares, that we may shuffle off our losses on to someone else’s shoulders? Or we the
public – how can we bear to pay a price for a piece of goods which will help to trouble
one man, to ruin another, and starve a third? Or, still more, I think, how can we bear to
use, how can we enjoy something which has been a pain and a grief to the maker to
make?’ 3

One of the protagonists of another Don DeLillo novel saw something similar: ‘He felt he’d
glimpsed some horrific system of connections in which you can’t tell the difference
between one thing and another, between a soup can and a car bomb, because they are
made by the same people in the same way and ultimately refer to the same thing’. 4

In later life Morris diverted his primary activity into politics and publishing. But fine art,
more often than not fabricated by individuals who disregard the fickle demands of a
market or even an audience, can also escape something of the complex responsibilities
of other manufacturing industries and offer a less compromised response to
contemporary crises.

Just as artists of the industrial revolution and of the two world wars invested in traditional
subjects and handicrafts in response to a fear of apocalypse (be it a metaphorical
cultural or social apocalypse or a real fear of the fictional ‘four horses’) so some
contemporary artists have followed. However, despite adopting something of the late
19th century, Achaintre’s ‘figures’ find themselves set within a very contemporary
landscape or, to use a late twentieth century expression, ‘soundscape’. Perhaps our
immediate, psychological surroundings - surroundings that are constantly confused by a
crescendo of political and cultural feedback - are best described with the visual
articulation of noise.

1. Don DeLillo ‘Mao II’, Jonathon Cape Ltd., London 1991

2. Terry Eagleton, ‘What Are We?’, Guardian newspaper,  Saturday April 29 2006
 

3. Ibid

4.Jim DeRogatis, 'Let it Blurt, the life and times of Lester Bangs’, Broadway Books, New York, 2000

5. William Morris in Fiona MacCarthy, ‘Willliam Morris’, Faber and Faber Ltd., London, 1994

6. Don DeLillo, ‘Underworld’, Scribner, New York, 1997
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I f you visit an art supply shop, even in the hippest warehouseland of 
Artydom, it might strike you that nothing much has changed since 
Michelangelo created his masterpieces. Palettes, plaster, clay, canvas  

and charcoal retain their ancient forms. Paints have developed more than 
most mark-makers, with chemical developments affecting their properties 
and making a vast range of colours readily available and affordable to today’s  
not-quite--starving artists. Yet, paint it is. There is nothing new about paint as 
a medium, except for notable variation in ways of applying it. Since Edward 
Seymour’s development in 1949 of paint that could be sprayed from an 
aerosol can, art has been popping up all over the urban landscape in the form 
of graffiti. 

Graffiti-tufting
In 2006, one graffiti artist in Sweden discovered a new medium: tufting. “I 
started as a teenager with graffiti,” says Jonathan Josefsson, whose ‘tag’ is 
Ollio. When he eventually enrolled in art school, he began to experiment with 
textiles. This led to a masters programme in textile art at the University of 
Gothenburg. “We tried out all forms of textile techniques, and I learned how 
to use the tufting gun,” he says. It was love at first tuft. “I realised that it suited 
me perfectly, and I started to experiment with different rugs. Since 2007 I have 
made about seventy-five rugs and exhibited at around twenty-five exhibitions.” 

Tufting, often given the more friendly term ‘hand tufting’, is a method 
of carpet production that involves shooting loops of yarn through a canvas 
from the back using a pneumatic ‘gun’. This comparatively fast technique is 

01 Ollio, aka Jonathan 
Josefsson, graffiti-tufting at 
Kasthall in Milan in 2013 

02 Ollio’s graffiti tufting 
installation at the Kasthall 
showroom in the Brera 
Design District, Milan

03 Boulder Dash, graffiti by 
Ollio in Stockholm

04 Matta, graffiti by Ollio in 
Stockholm

Artists are always busy looking for new modes 
of expression. Ros Weaver talks to two creative 
seekers who have discovered an unusual tool of 
choice: the rug tufting gun
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02

Physical 
Graffiti
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looked down on by lovers of fine hand-knotted rugs in much the same way 
that aficionados of classical music might scorn electropop. But, as an art 
medium, tufting is akin to painting. Josefsson uses the tufting gun like  
a spray can, creating works that are often too fragmentary to be described  
as rugs, formed of many splatters of tufting in his idiosynchratic urban/
organic style. During Milan Design Week in April, he was invited by Swedish 
rug producers Kasthall to do some live graffiti tufting. The Ollio rug, based 
on a sample of his graffiti art, was created in front of a rapt audience 
in Kasthall’s Milan showroom. “The technique is basically the same,” 
says Josefsson. ”It’s a rapid art form, which requires concentration and 
determination. You must always be aware of which way you are headed.” 

The art of the gun
Caroline Achaintre, whose tufted art has shown at London’s Saatchi and 
Whitechapel galleries, discovered the tufting gun at Goldsmiths College in 
2001. “At the time I was making small, quite intense watercolour drawings 
with a dark quality to them. Before that, I used to do large-scale installations 
and wall paintings, and I wanted to reapply them to space, so I came up 
with the idea of carpets,” Achaintre says. “I found the ‘domestic’ interesting. 
In the textile department no one used the tufting facilities – they were all 
obsessed with the computer-driven knitting machine. So I was allowed to 
make a test piece. It’s quite powerful – physical – and I really liked it. It’s not 
just the concept and the trigger – I really like to use the tufting gun as a tool.” 

In her studio in East London, a mesh is stretched over a floor-to-ceiling 
frame. The gun, reels of coloured wool and an adjustable platform are 
behind it. Achaintre works from a rough drawing that she has sketched 
out in reverse on the back of the mesh, “otherwise I get lost in the detail”. 
However, the piece is already very different. Her work, she tells me, evolves 
as she progresses. She shows me an image of her first tufted piece – a 
white mask shape with three empty eyes on a black background.

Masks loom large in Achaintre’s world. Distorted and complex, they often 
have multiple personalities, “like different characters slotted into each other”. 
Her increasingly abstract creations have an almost totemic presence. 

“The pieces used to be much neater than they are now. At the beginning 
they were very painting-like, graphic. In the pieces after this one I tried to 
emulate the liquidity of the drawing – to make a very literal translation. But 
I grew out of it – I don’t find it so interesting any more. Now they are more 
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05 Deedie, by Caroline 
Achaintre, hand-tufted 
wool, 460 x 299 cm (2005)

06 Visor, by Caroline 
Achaintre, hand-tufted 
wool, 180 x 240cm (2008)

07 Beast’s Beast, by 
Caroline Achaintre, 
hand-tufted wool,
290 x 250cm (2012)

08 Zibra by Caroline 
Achaintre, hand-tufted 
wool, 240 x 165cm (2011)

expressive.” She has become expert at manipulating the gun 
to produce varied tuft lengths, sometimes leaving longer 
threads to trail. “I like the pieces to look used now – I mean, not 
by throwing dirt at them or anything, but so they look as though 
they may have been worn, to give them a performative quality,” 
she says.
Achaintre shows me a photograph of a huge piece that forms 

part of an exhibition of her work at the University of Hertfordshire – 
Birdsssss, a looming, free-standing shaggy entity – suspended in a large 

atrium. “I tried hard to make it look natural. It was the first time that you 
could see it from behind. Students really interacted with it. Since I made the 
first piece I’m always asked, ‘Why are they on the wall, not on the floor?’ I 
work with imagery I know, and there’s a strong distortion when you see the 
work on the floor. I have made a few pieces that were on the wall and on 
the floor, popping into this other dimension. I made a commission once for 
the floor, and that was a challenge I enjoyed, but I do like to see them on the 
wall. In this sense it’s more like a tapestry tradition.”

I mention the fact that a lot of artists have their tapestries woven 
by someone else. “I couldn’t do that,” she says. “It’s the process that’s 
important to me. It’s a medium in itself.” She’s not a very patient person,  
she admits. Her works take around four weeks to produce. “Some people 
don’t know I use a tufting gun, they think I use a tiny needle. But I couldn’t 
do that – my nature is fairly impatient. Something has to happen quickly, 
and of course it does. As soon as you shoot in wool, the work expands. I do 
make some changes. Sometimes I have to not look at it for a day. It’s about 
the same timing as an oil painting, but it doesn’t have to dry. Afterwards it 
gets fixed with latex.” 

Achaintre is aware that there may be some snobbery about her 
production methods. “I trained as a blacksmith. In that world, it matters if 
you weld pieces of metal or artificially stick them together. When I moved 
away from that I went to photography, removing myself from the process 
as far as I could. But of course there was an affinity I had with making, and 
I’m really glad I’ve found something I didn’t train in. What I like about craft, 
in itself or as an artist’s tool, is that it’s something going through your hands, 
it’s not just a conceptual idea. If you learn a process, the work has a physical 
intensity. I think I can do tufting quite well, but I really don’t care if people 
think it’s proper or not.”

I look at a photo of a piece that is being considered for inclusion in the 
upcoming exhibition of carpets by artists, DECORUM, which opens in 
October 2013 at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris. “That looks 
like a moustache,” I say. “And this part looks like an eagle.”

“Yes,” she replies. “It’s called Moustache-eagle.”
www.ollio.blogspot.co.uk
www.carolineachaintre.com
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